
Abstract

The area of reasoning about action and change is concerned with the for�
malization of actions and their e�ects as well as other aspects of inhabited
dynamical systems� The representation is typically done in some logical
language� Although there has been substantial progress recently regarding
the frame problem and the rami�cation problem� many problems still re�
main� One of these problems is the representation of concurrent actions
and their e�ects� In particular� the e�ects of two or more actions executed
concurrently may be di�erent from the union of the e�ects of the individual
actions had they been executed in isolation� This thesis presents a language�
tal�c� which supports detailed and �exible yet modular descriptions of con�
current interactions� Two related topics� which both require a solution to
the concurrency problem� are also addressed� the representation of e�ects of
actions that occur with some delay� and the representation of actions that
are caused by other actions�

Another aspect of reasoning about action and change is how to describe
higher�level reasoning tasks such as planning and explanation� In such cases�
it is important not to just be able to reason about a speci�c narrative 	course
of action
� but to reason about alternative narratives and their properties�
to compare and manipulate narratives� and to reason about alternative re�
sults of a speci�c narrative� This subject is addressed in the context of the
situation calculus� where it is shown how the standard version provides in�
su�cient support for reasoning about alternative results� and an alternative
version is proposed� The narrative logic nl is also presented� it is based
on the temporal action logic tal� where narratives are represented as �rst�
order terms� nl supports reasoning about 	I
 metric time� 	II
 alternative
ways the world can develop relative to a speci�c choice of actions� and 	III

alternative choices of actions�
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Chapter �

Introduction

The �eld of reasoning about action and change 	RAC for short
 is concerned
with the modeling of dynamical systems� A model is a tool with which one
can answer questions about a system without actually having to manipulate
and experiment with the system� In RAC� the types of models that one
is interested in are typically intended to be used to reason about actions
executed by agents and how these actions a�ect the system or environment
in which they are performed� In this thesis� we address two aspects of RAC�
The �rst aspect is trying to determine the outcome of some given course of
action� here� we investigate how to reason about actions and processes that
occur concurrently with other actions or processes� The second aspect con�
cerns reasoning about alternative courses of action and their consequences�
this involves such issues as combining di�erent courses of actions�

There are a number of potential applications for RAC� such as fault diag�
nosis for complicated machinery and natural language understanding� The
most important purpose of RAC� as envisioned by McCarthy and Hayes as
early as in their ���� paper ���� is to provide representations that can serve
as a basis for reasoning and acting for arti�cial autonomous agents� These
agents include both robots that operate in physical environments and soft�
bots that operate entirely inside information systems� An agent is equipped
with sensors which can provide it with information about its environment�
The sensor types might be video cameras� sonars� or� in the case of a softbot�
operations for accessing the contents of a �le� The agent also has actuators
that allow it to manipulate its environment� These actuator types might be
grippers� wheels� or in the case of a softbot� operations for modifying a �le��

�Notice that much knowledge can be built into the sensors and actuators� for instance
how to move the gripper in order to pick up a can� and the visual signature �color codes�

�
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Further� an agent typically has some limited purpose� such as some class of
goals or tasks that it is intended to pursue�

By equipping an agent with the capability to represent and reason about
the dynamics of the world� it can predict the consequences of its actions
before it actually executes them� In the words of Davis� Shrobe and Szolovitz
����� the representation serves as a substitute for reality� Thereby� the agent
can pick actions that are purposeful and avoid actions that are harmful in a
given situation� It need not be limited to just its own next action� but can
reason about actions further ahead in time� and also about actions of other
agents and natural processes� The agent may also reason backwards in time�
seeking explanations for how certain conditions came about� in particular
when something has gone wrong� Finally� the agent may reason about facts
that are not immediately accessible to its sensors at a given moment� it can
complement what it can observe of the present with its knowledge about the
past� its general background knowledge and defeasible reasoning�

��� Logics of action and change

Recall that a model of a system is a tool which can be used to answer
questions about the system� If we intend to model a dynamical environment
for an agent� a number of things have to be taken into consideration�

� In order to be implementable� a model must be precisely and rigorously
de�ned�

� As it might be used for di�erent modes of reasoning� it is advantageous
if a model is constructed in a way that does not impose unnecessary
constraints on how it can be applied� That is to say� one wants to
separate facts from reasoning processes� Therefore� it is preferable
that the model is declarative and is supplied with some kind of general
inference mechanism� A less reasonable alternative is to make the
model procedural� in which case the choices of what inferences to make
are hard�wired into it�

� The model should include aspects of the environment 	and the agents
themselves
 that are relevant to the actions the agent can perform and
that are useful for pursuing the goals and executing the tasks of the
agent�

geometry� of that can� This type of knowledge is often not appropriate for high�level
reasoning and decision making� though�
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In reasoning about action and change� as in many other branches of AI�
the preferred modeling language is typically some logic� such as �rst�order
predicate logic or some modal logic� Logics are indeed rigorous formal con�
structions� they are declarative� and they are largely independent of the
subject matter� and can be used for de�ning arbitrary concepts� In addi�
tion� logics support compact representation of both incomplete and general
information�

A not uncommon objection against RAC is that logics are not necessary�
one can simply use equations from physics for describing the dynamics of
the world� However� a purely physical model does not always satisfy the
third point above� It would contain much information that would not be
appropriate for decision making but that would rather be built into the ac�
tuators and sensors of the agent� It would also lack many concepts that are
releavant for the agent� or make the description of such concepts unneces�
sarily complicated� For instance� consider a robot delivering mail� A purely
physical description of what a letter is would leave out some very important
characteristics of letters� such as that it has an addressee� The physics of
picking up and putting down letters is rarely anything the agent needs to
reason about in any detail�

Although logics are highly �exible tools� how to actually use them for
encoding knowledge about dynamical systems is an issue that has been far
from being resolved� It is an issue that both involves a number of di�cult
technical problems � the most well�known of them are the frame� rami�ca�
tion and quali�cation problems � and a number of di�cult questions of a
more conceptual nature� such as what temporal structures to use and what
properties actions should have� There has been some signi�cant progress
in RAC� For instance� there exist a number of concise and fairly general
solutions for the frame problem� But there are still many problems left to
solve before RAC can be applied to many realistic domains� in particular
those domains where robots operate in complex physical environments�

��� Aim of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to extend the capabilities of a particular approach
to RAC� There are essentially two problems that are addressed� namely how
to represent such phenomena as action concurrency and delayed e�ects� and
how to represent what happens in the world in a way that permits us to
reason about alternative courses of actions�
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����� Concurrent interactions� delayed e	ects� and causality
between actions

The �rst problem is how to represent a number of important interrelated
phenomena which have not previously been satisfactorily addressed� namely
concurrent interactions between actions and causal dependencies� delayed
e�ect of actions� and action occurrences that are caused by other action
occurrences� These subjects� all fundamental to the representation of real�
istic dynamical systems� are studied in the context of the Temporal Action
Logic 	tal for short
 ����� ���� Although the choice of tal was a natural
consequence of the author�s a�liation� it also has some more objective ratio�
nale� In particular� tal has metric time and actions have temporal duration�
which is a signi�cant advantage when it comes to dealing with true concur�
rency and delays� As a matter of fact� we would claim that a meaningful
treatment of concurrent interactions between actions requires that actions
are considered to have temporal extension� Likewise� a meaningful treatment
of delayed e�ects and triggered action occurrences requires metric time and
representation of concurrent interactions� The fact that one or several of
these properties are lacking or have only recently been added to many pop�
ular RAC languages perhaps explains the lack of progress regarding these
subjects�

����� Reasoning about narratives

The second problem is the representation of action sequences and narratives
as �rst�order objects� A narrative in a language like tal is a set of sentences
that describe what actions actually occur in the world� and the temporal
properties of and relations between these actions� In addition� a narrative
can also contain observations relating to the actual state of the world at
di�erent points in time� An objection against narrative�based languages
like tal is that they do not permit reasoning about higher�order action
structures 	e�g� action sequences and narratives
 as �rst�order objects� It
has been claimed by for instance Reiter ����� that this makes narrative�based
languages such as tal less suitable for reasoning tasks such as planning�
where one needs to reason about alternative narratives� Planning has to be
done abductively in tal� as opposed to languages with a branching event�
based time such as situation calculus ���� ����� in which action sequences are
�rst�order objects and planning can be done purely deductively� We present
results that show that the ability of situation calculus to represent plans is
more restricted than is generally acknowledged� In particular if the initial
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situation� is only partially speci�ed or actions can have nondeterministic
e�ects�� then traditional situation calculus versions ����� are insu�cient�
We provide a modi�ed version of situation calculus that manages to solve
these problems�

The branching event�based temporal structure of situation calculus has
some drawbacks� in particular� there is no notion of time which is inde�
pendent of actions� There have been a number of attempts to integrate a
metric time�line and other narrative�style features into situation calculus�
but with moderate success� Instead� we present an attempt to start from
the opposite direction and integrate situation calculus�style features 	action
sequences�narratives as �rst�order objects
 into a narrative�based language�
The result is the narrative logic 	nl for short
� which is an extension of tal
that permits reasoning about narratives as �rst�order objects�

��� Organization of the thesis

The thesis consists of two parts� The �rst part� chapters � to �� is an
introduction to reasoning about action and change� and an in�depth analysis
of a number of approaches to the problems addressed in this thesis� The
second part consists of a collection of 	with one exception
 published articles
� papers I to V� that contain the main scienti�c contribution of this thesis�
The versions of these papers presented here are the same as those originally
published� apart from some minor rephrasings�

Chapter �� Introduction� We present an informal introduction to rea�
soning about action and change and the problems addressed in this
thesis�

Chapter �� Problems in reasoning about action and change� We
provide an introduction to reasoning about action and change and the
types of problems addressed in the area� In particular� we discuss dif�
ferent ontological and epistemological choices that can be made when
designing a logic of action and change� We also address four di�cult
technical problems of action and change� namely the frame problem�
the rami�cation problem� the quali�cation problem and the concur�
rency problem�

�The initial situation in a situation calculus axiomatization determines what facts hold
before any actions have been executed�

�An action has nondeterministic e�ects if one cannot determine what the result will
be even if one has perfect information about the state before the action� One example is
rolling a die�
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Chapter �� Languages for reasoning about action and change� The
basic versions of a number of di�erent representations are presented
and analyzed� the situation calculus ���� ���� and its relatives A �����
the �uent calculus ���� ��� and L� ����� the event calculus ���� ����� the
temporal action logic ����� ��� ���� and modal logics such as dynamic
logic ����� and the computation tree logic CTL� �����

Chapter �� Concurrent interactions� This chapter presents and ana�
lyzes a number of approaches to concurrent actions and interactions
by George� ����� Pinto ����� ����� Baral and Gelfond ����� Bornscheuer
and Thielscher ����� and Pelavin ������ The purpose of this chapter is
to complement paper I� which is about concurrent interactions� and
to provide more detailed presentations of a number of approaches to
concurrency�

Chapter �� Enriching the representation of narratives� There have
been a number of attempts to combine the expressive powers of lan�
guages with branching event�driven time and narrative based lan�
guages with explicit time� In the �rst half of this chapter� we in�
vestigate three such approaches� two by Pinto ����� ���� and one by
Reiter ������ All three are approaches that extend situation calculus
with explicit time� This investigation is intended to provide a back�
ground to paper V� The latter two of these proposals also includes the
possibility to have triggered actions and events�

Paper I� Reasoning about concurrent interaction� We present an ap�
proach for representing concurrent interactions in tal� The approach
involves only minor modi�cations of tal� and the extended language
is called tal�c� In particular� a new type of feature� called durational
features� is introduced� It makes extensive use of dependency laws�
and uses in�uence features as intermediates for describing concurrent
interactions� We show how tal�c can represent a range of di�erent
kinds of concurrent interactions� and we also argue that the approach
has good modularity properties�

This paper is a result of joint work with Joakim Gustafsson and was
published in the Journal of Logic and Computation� �����

Paper II� Delayed E
ects of Actions� A fundamental property of many
dynamical systems is that e�ects of actions can occur with some delay�
In this paper� we address the representation of delayed e�ects in the
context of reasoning about action and change� We discuss how delayed
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e�ects can be modeled both in abstract ways and as detailed processes�
and we consider a range of possible interactions between the delayed
e�ect of an action and later occurring actions� including interference
and cumulative e�ects�

This paper is a result of joint work with Joakim Gustafsson and Patrick
Doherty� and was presented at ECAI��	�

Paper III� Causal relationships between actions in TAL� This is an
unpublished manuscript that addresses more complex types of occur�
rences� such as occurrences triggered by speci�c conditions or by other
occurrences� or that are prevented by other occurrences� The paper
can be viewed as a complement to paper II � sometimes it might be
more appropriate to view a response to an action as a triggered event
occurrence rather than as a delayed e�ect�

Paper IV� Reasoning about incomplete information and nonde

terminism in situation calculus� One of the main advantages of
	Reiter�s �����
 situation calculus is that action sequences are �rst�
order terms� In particular� planning can be formulated as an existence
problem� This paper shows how these properties break down when
incomplete information about the initial state and nondeterministic
action e�ects are introduced� basically due to the fact that this incom�
pleteness is not adequately manifested on the object level� A version of
situation calculus is presented which adequately models the alternative
ways the world can develop relative to a choice of actions�

This paper was presented at IJCAI��
�

Paper V� Anything can happen� on narratives and hypothetical

reasoning� This paper presents an extension of the temporal action
logic 	tal
 where narratives are represented as terms� This permits
us to combine into one single formalism the capabilities to represent
and reason about 	I
 metric time� 	II
 alternative ways the world can
develop relative to a speci�c choice of actions� and 	III
 alternative
choices of actions�

This paper was presented at KR��	�
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Problems in reasoning about

action and change

An agent that is to operate in a dynamic world in something more than a
merely reactive manner can bene�t from being able to reason about the way
the world develops over time� If this reasoning is performed symbolically�
the agent needs some kind of symbolic representation of the world and how
it changes� During the design of such a representation� a number of choices
have to be made� These choices are relevant both for the classes of worlds
that should be represented and for the types of reasoning that are to be
done� In this chapter� we explore some of the choices that have to be made
during the design of an action�and�change representation� We also discuss a
number of technical problems one can encounter during this design� namely
the frame� rami�cation� quali�cation and concurrency problems�

��� Ontological considerations

The process of designing a representation always involves an element of
abstraction� some aspects of the world are considered relevant and are in�
troduced as concepts in the representation� and others are not� The choice
of concepts and how they are structured will be called the ontology of the
representation� Factors that determine the choice of ontology include the
actual structure of the represented environment and the purpose of the rep�
resentation� Regarding the structure� we distinguish between the elementary
concepts that are the basic building blocks in our ontology� and the struc�
tural concepts that allow us to relate and combine these basic building blocks
in di�erent ways�

��
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����� Elementary concepts

Typical elementary concepts in reasoning about action and change are as
follows�

�� Objects 	individuals
�

�� Agents� a special class of objects that are capable of performing actions
in the world�

�� Features� or state variables� or �uents� representing time�variant prop�
erties and relations on the objects in the world� Features are usually
associated with value domains� which can be� for instance� boolean
values�

�� Actions� events� and other kinds of occurrences that cause �uents to
change�

�� Time points� or time intervals�

����� Structural concepts

These elementary concepts can then have properties and be related in dif�
ferent ways� One important issue is the relation between time and action
occurrences� Time can either be something independent� something �in it�
self � or it can be generated by the actions and events of the world� In the
former case� a metric linear structure such as the integers or the reals is
a possible choice ����� ���� Another possibility is a qualitative 	or mixed
qualitative�quantitative
 temporal structure based on intervals ���� An inde�
pendent notion of time facilitates the representation of non�trivial temporal
relations between action instances and other time�dependent facts about the
world� In the latter case� the temporal entities are denoted by sequences of
actions or events ����� or more complex structures� This results in a branch�
ing temporal structure� where each branch represents one possible course of
actions�

The value assignments to a given set of features at a point in time is com�
monly referred to as a state� A sequence of states over time is sometimes
called a development� The way the state changes over time is a�ected by the
occurrence of actions and events� Actions often in�uence states in some reg�
ular ways� in particular� they a�ect only a limited number of features and
for a limited period of time� Other common types of regularities include
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nondeterministic vs� deterministic e�ects� context�dependent vs� context�
independent e�ects and indirect e�ects 	rami�cations
� Furthermore� if ac�
tions can occur concurrently� then actions might a�ect other actions and
e�ects might interact� For instance� one action can prevent the execution of
another action�

Sandewall has proposed an ontological taxonomy ������ which mainly
concerns the properties of actions and the way they a�ect the world� The
following are some useful properties from that taxonomy�

Strong inertia� Features only change due to 	direct or indirect
 e�ects of
actions� Features do not spontaneously change values�

Alternative results of actions� Actions do not always produce the same
e�ects� This can be due to nondeterminism 	see below
 or context�
dependency 	executing the action in di�erent states can result in dif�
ferent e�ects�
 Example� The e�ects of dropping an object depend on
how fragile the object is and where it is dropped�

Deterministic e
ects� Whenever the action is executed in a state� it al�
ways has the same e�ects� If an action does not have this property�
it is said to have nondeterministic e�ects� Nondeterministic e�ects
can both be of varying duration 	see below
 and assign varying val�
ues to features� Example� throwing a die is typically modeled as a
nondeterministic action�

Extended actions� Actions take time to execute� and their e�ects occur
over time� Example� walking from one room to another usually takes
time� The opposite case is single�step actions� whose e�ects are al�
most immediate or instantaneous� depending on the temporal struc�
ture used�

Encapsulated actions� Although actions might take time� they are only
characterized in terms of the preconditions and e�ects� what happens
inside the duration of an action is irrelevant� For non�encapsulated
actions� on the other hand� what happens while the action is executed
is relevant�

Rami�cation� Features not only change as the result of the direct e�ects
of actions� but also change due to dependencies with other features�
Example� Turning the ignition key of a car starts the electrical system�
which in turn starts the radio� the coupe light and the air conditioning�
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Concurrency� Actions can occur simultaneously� and the duration of ac�
tions can overlap�

Delayed e
ects� Changes due to an action may occur at a later time�

Surprises� Changes that are not due to actions can occur� although infre�
quently�

Normality� Certain 	partial
 states occur more frequently than others�

Paper I in this thesis addresses concurrency� and paper II addresses de�
layed e�ects� There are also some additional ontological properties that will
be addressed in this thesis� alternative behaviors of features� in particular
behaviors with default values vs� persistence 	also in paper I
 and causal
dependencies between actions�events such as when an event is triggered by
some action 	chapter ��


��� Epistemological considerations

A representation might leave more or less room for uncertainty and even
inaccuracy� For instance� the representation might require that there is in�
formation about the value assignment for all features at the initial time�point
	provided there is one
� or it might require that all e�ects of an action are
completely and correctly speci�ed� Further� uncertainty might be graded�
for instance in terms of probabilities� Sandewall has also proposed a tax�
onomy ����� of epistemological specialties� These specialties refer to the
relation between information in a scenario description and the actual world�
A scenario description is a set of statements such as a description of the ef�
fects of actions� action occurrences� and observations about the state of the
world at di�erent points in time� The following is a sample of epistemological
specialties�

Accurate knowledge� The e�ects of actions are completely and correctly
described� all action occurrences are described 	although their timing
might be unspeci�ed
� and all observations are correct�

Accurate knowledge with complete initial state� As above� but in ad�
dition the initial state is completely speci�ed�

Quali�ed action descriptions� The e�ects of an action may be unspeci�
�ed when certain preconditions of the action do not hold�

Uninformed about actions� Action occurrences may be missing�
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Uninformed about action laws� The e�ects of actions are incompletely
described�

Misconceptions in observations� Observations might be incorrect�

This thesis does not address these epistemological issues in any depth�

��� Higher�level reasoning

The issues we have addressed so far relate to how a representation re�ects
the structure of the environment and of particular courses of actions and the
quality of the information it encodes� Another important aspect is how the
representation can be used to represent higher�level reasoning tasks such as
planning and explanation� For instance� in order to do planning� one needs
to reason about alternative courses of action and to evaluate their outcome�
one might have to analyze �aws in the plan and decide how to �x them� and
one might have to combine di�erent subplans� We do not attempt to make
an exhaustive enumeration� but the following are some interesting aspects of
higher�level reasoning that are relevant to this thesis 	in particular to papers
IV and V
�

Reasoning about alternative courses of action� For instance� how one
can formulate �the execution of these actions leads to the result �� but
the execution of these other actions leads to the result �� �

Combining �merging� several courses of action� For instance� how one
can formulate �if the actions in A lead to �� and the actions in A� lead
to � given that � holds in the beginning� then A and A� together� in
sequence� lead to � �

Reasoning about alternative developments of the same course of

action� For instance� how one can formulate �the execution of these
actions always�necessarily leads to the result � � or �the execution of
these actions sometimes�possibly leads to the result ��� 

��� Problems in representing change

Assuming that one has �xed the ontological and epistemological assump�
tions under which the representation is intended to be used� it still remains
to actually pin down the representation itself and how it captures the dy�
namics and structures of what it is intended to represent� At the procedural
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extreme� this can be hardwired in a simulator� which computes things in
a very �xed manner� At the declarative extreme� it can be axiomatized in
some suitable logic� Finding such an axiomatization has been the topic for
most of the research in the �eld of reasoning about action and change� His�
torically� three problems of such an axiomatization have been considered�
namely the frame� rami�cation and quali�cation problems� We will also
discuss a fourth problem� which we call the concurrency problem�

��� The frame problem

The frame problem was �rst described by McCarthy and Hayes ���� in the
context of the situation calculus� It concerns how to avoid the need to
explicitly specify all the aspects of the world that do not change when an
action is performed� Consider the following example about buying co�ee
from a co�ee vending machine�

Initially� the agent has no co�ee and no credits in the machine�

If the agent draws its co�ee card through the card reader of the

machine� a credit is registered in the next situation�

If a credit is registered and the button is pressed� then the credit

is lost and the agent gets a cup of co�ee�

There is also a waiting action� which does not have any e�ects�

Assume that �rst the card is drawn� then the agent waits and then the
button is pressed� Can one now� based solely on the information above�
arrive at the conclusion that the result is that the agent has got a cup of
co�ee! Unfortunately not� at least if one is restricted to using only explic�
itly stated information� The reason is that there is no explicit information
stating that there still is a credit after the waiting action is performed� and
therefore one cannot conclude that the co�ee will be there after pressing
the button� It would be reasonable to assume that the credit still remained
after waiting� but the point is that this has not been explicitly stated� The
encoding of this kind of tacit� commonsense information is one of the central
issues in AI� In this particular case� the remedy is to add the following rule�

If an aspect of the world is not explicitly changed by an action�

then one can assume that it remains the same after the action is

invoked and executed�

Using this rule of thumb� one can arrive at the conclusion that there still
is credit left after waiting� and that the agent will get its co�ee when the
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button is subsequently pressed� Actually� one can argue that the assumption
that things remain the same is a gross oversimpli�cation� Indeed� many
properties and relations change without being a�ected by actions� wet things
dry� hot things cool o� and so on� Thus� it would be more realistic to
state something like �If aspect X of the world is not explicitly a�ected by

any action� then one can assume that it behaves as follows��� � However�
descriptions of the frame problem have always assumed that the default
behavior of properties and relations is no�change� and the remainder of this
chapter will also be based on this assumption�

����� Frame axioms

Now� assume that the same facts are expressed in a logic�based formalism�
such as situation calculus ���� ����� The �rst three statements can be trans�
lated as follows 	the fourth one about the waiting action does not have to
be axiomatized
�

�Holds	has�co�ee� S�
 � �Holds	credit� S�
 	���


�s�Holds	credit� result	DrawCard� s

� 	���


�s�Holds	credit� s
 � 	���


	Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s

 �

�Holds	credit� result	PressButton� s


�

Sentence 	���
 is an observation about the initial situation� denoted by the
symbol S�� Sentences 	���"���
 are e�ect axioms for the actions DrawCard
and PressButton� where result	DrawCard� s
 and result	PressButton� s
 are
terms denoting the situations after drawing the card and pressing the button
respectively in situation s� The predicate Holds represents what facts hold
in a given situation� The statement Holds	credit� result	DrawCard� s

� for
instance� denotes that the property 	�uent
 credit holds in the situation
resulting from executing DrawCard in s�

Previously we failed to arrive at the conclusion that the agent had a cup
of co�ee after the performance of the �draw card ��wait ��press button 
sequence� and we now fail to infer the sentence

Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton�
result	Wait� result	DrawCard� S�



�

	���


The reason is that although we can infer that

Holds	credit� result	DrawCard� S�

 	���
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there is nothing that lets us infer

Holds	credit� result	Wait� result	DrawCard� S�


 	���


which is required in order to infer 	���
�

What is needed is a logical version of the rule that �uents remain the
same unless explicitly caused to change by an action� One way of formulating
this is with explicit frame axioms� A frame axiom states that a speci�c �uent
remains true or false when a speci�c action is executed� The following are
the frame axioms that would need to be added to 	���"���
�

�s�Holds	credit� s
 � Holds	credit� result	Wait� s

�
�s��Holds	credit� s
 � �Holds	credit� result	Wait� s

�
�s��Holds	credit� s
 �
�Holds	credit� result	PressButton� s

�

�s�Holds	has�co�ee� s
 �
Holds	has�co�ee� result	DrawCard� s

�

�s��Holds	has�co�ee� s
�
�Holds	has�co�ee� result	DrawCard� s

�

�s�Holds	has�co�ee� s
 �
Holds	has�co�ee� result	Wait� s

�

�s��Holds	has�co�ee� s
�
�Holds	has�co�ee� result	Wait� s

�

�s�Holds	has�co�ee� s
 �
Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s

�

�s��Holds	has�co�ee� s
 � �Holds	credit� s
 �
�Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s

�

	���


����� Problems with frame axioms

Unfortunately� the use of frame axioms has a number of drawbacks� and
these drawbacks are not restricted to the frame problem but are also closely
connected to the rami�cation and concurrency problems�

First� an explicit enumeration such as in 	���
 involving almost every
action��uent�pair will require about � � m � n frame axioms if there are m
action types and n �uent types� Thus� the use of explicit frame axioms is
very space�ine�cient� and the large amount of axioms would make theorem
proving less e�cient� Yet� if most of the frame axioms can be produced
automatically� one can argue that explicit frame axioms are still manageable�
At least for the type of actions in the example above� this appears to be the
case�
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A more serious problem arises if the relation between the initial state of
an action and its e�ects is more complex� as in the presence of rami�cations�
or side�e�ects� as discussed in section ���� It is desirable not to have to spec�
ify all rami�cations of an action in the description of that particular action�
For instance� assume that we add one more �uent cup�broken representing
the fact that the co�ee cup is broken� If the cup breaks� the co�ee is lost�
as the following constraint states�

�s�Holds	cup�broken� s
� �Holds	has�co�ee� s
� 	���


Now� if we encode frame axioms for has�co�ee� we have to take this con�
straint into consideration and make sure that whenever an action makes
cup�broken true� no frame axioms for has�co�ee should be applicable� When
the speci�cation of change becomes more complex� so does the speci�cation
of no�change� Consequently� it is no longer su�cient to consider what �uents
are involved in direct e�ects when writing frame axioms� but also indirect
e�ects have to be taken into account�

Another serious problem arises if actions can be concurrent� Combining
the frame axioms of two concurrent actions will in most cases result in incon�
sistency� For instance� if the frame and e�ect axioms for 	DrawCardjjWait

	drawing the card and waiting in concurrency
 are derived by taking the
conjunction of the frame and e�ect axioms for DrawCard and Wait� the
resulting action description can contain contradictions under some condi�
tions� The �uent credit has the following axioms�

�s�Holds	credit� result		DrawCardjjWait
� s

�
	Holds	credit� s
�
Holds	credit� result		DrawCardjjWait
� s


�

	�Holds	credit� s
 �
�Holds	credit� result		DrawCardjjWait
� s


 ��

If �Holds	credit� S�
 is true� then there is a contradiction between

Holds	credit� result		DrawCardjjWait
� S�



from the �rst conjunct� and

�Holds	credit� result		DrawCardjjWait
� S�



from the last conjunct� Thus� concurrent action combinations such as

	DrawCardjjWait


require their own sets of frame axioms� and as the number of concurrent
action combinations is so much larger than the number of single actions� the
number of frame axioms required would grow drastically�
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����
 Aspects of the frame problem

We should also mention that the term �the frame problem has been used
in a number of di�erent ways� and can be de�ned on di�erent levels of gen�
erality� Morgenstern ����� provides an interesting enumeration of di�erent
versions of the frame problem� and also discusses criteria for evaluating dif�
ferent solutions�

In conclusion� there are several aspects to the frame problem� One as�
pect concerns specifying what does not change 	or� more generally� is not
a�ected
� which becomes increasingly more di�cult the more advanced the
ontology of the world is� Another aspect concerns how to construct this
speci�cation in a compact way� The method of explicit frame axioms is
unsatisfactory in both these respects�

��	 The rami
cation problem

The rami�cation problem is closely related to the frame problem� While
the frame problem concerns what does not change� the rami�cation prob�
lem concerns what actually does change due to an action� As an example�
consider the action of pressing the button again� The speci�cation of the
action was very simpli�ed� the only result of the action was that the agent
got co�ee and the credit was lost� However� one can imagine a number of
other possible e�ects� of a more indirect nature� One example was the re�
lation between has�co�ee and cup�broken in 	���
� In addition� if a co�ee
cup is broken� the co�ee might be spilled on a carpet and�or on the agent
itself� and the carpet gets stained and the agent 	if human
 gets burned�
and so on� In summary� the execution of an action can trigger arbitrarily
long chains of causes and e�ects� The problem of specifying all these e�ects
in a compact manner is called the rami�cation problem� In particular� it is
desirable not to have to declare all potential indirect e�ects in the axioms
for speci�c actions�

As mentioned above� the more complex the speci�cation of changes�
the more complex it becomes to specify what does not change� Thus� the
frame and rami�cation problems are not two problems that can be solved
in isolation� but two problems that require a solution in common�
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��� The quali
cation problem

The quali�cation problem is the last of the classic triple� and concerns the
speci�cation of all the conditions that can cause an action to fail� or other�
wise to produce di�erent results from what is intended or expected� In the
context of pressing the button of the co�ee vending machine� for instance�
the normal e�ects might be prevented by the fact that the machine has
run out of co�ee powder� or the electricity is switched o�� or the water has
frozen� or innumerable other conditions�

Here� there are two aspects to the problem that require consideration�
First� as the number of conditions that can make an action fail can be very
large� it is desirable not to have to put all these conditions into one single law
	axiom
 describing the action in question� Instead� it would be preferable if
one could separate these conditions from the rest of the action description�
and if one could add them in an incremental manner� Ideally� one should be
able to have one law or axiom for each condition� and then combine them
automatically� for instance by assuming that these conditions are the only
conditions that can make the action fail�

The second aspect of the problem is of a more complex nature� Although
one has described that pressing the button will not produce any co�ee if the
machine has run out of co�ee powder� or the electricity is switched o�� or
the water has frozen� etc� it still remains to determine whether any of these
conditions actually holds� Determining this is not just a matter of mak�
ing suitable inferences� but might require the agent to make observations�
take measurements� and even set up experiments � altogether a very time�
consuming procedure� Consequently� it might be more e�cient to let the
agent jump to the conclusion that none of these condition holds� and at�
tempt to execute the action� If the action yields unexpected results� then
the agent can revise its previous conclusions about these conditions and
start reasoning about what could have gone wrong� Yet� how to formalize
these inferential jumps 	�there is enough co�ee powder� etc 
 is a non�trivial
problem�

��� The concurrency problem

In addition to the three problems mentioned above� there is a fourth problem
that is of equal signi�cance for RAC� Most of the work in RAC has been done
under the assumption that there is one single agent in the world performing
actions sequentially� If this assumption is relaxed� then actions of di�erent
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agents� or of the same agent� might occur concurrently� In the simplest case�
the combined e�ects of two 	or more
 concurrent actions is the union of the
individual e�ects� As we have seen� this would presuppose a solution to the
frame problem that� unlike frame axioms� permits us to combine the e�ects
of multiple actions� There is also the possibility that actions might interact�
i�e� the e�ects of a number of concurrent actions might be di�erent from the
union of the e�ects each action would have had if they had been executed
in isolation� How to represent such interactions in a graceful manner� in
particular without having to explicitly consider each possible combination
of concurrent actions� is one of the central issues of this thesis 	paper I
�

�� Summary

In this chapter� we have presented some of the problems addressed in rea�
soning about action and change� We have considered a number of aspects of
representations for action and change� ranging from ontological considera�
tion� to epistemological and higher�level ones� We have presented a number
of problems encountered in the design of action and change representations�
the frame problem� the rami�cation problem� the quali�cation problem and
the concurrency problem� In particular� we observed that the frame problem
is intrinsically related to the rami�cation and concurrency problems� The
experience that the di�erent problems of reasoning about action and change
and their prospective solutions are strongly connected to many of the other
problems will recur throughout this thesis� in particular in paper I where we
see how dealing with concurrent actions cannot be isolated from dealing with
rami�cations� and in paper II where we see how dealing with delayed e�ects
of actions requires dealing with both rami�cations and concurrency� In the
next chapter� we proceed to investigate a number of existing representations
and how and to what extent they address these problems�



Chapter �

Languages for reasoning

about action and change

In this chapter� we present a number of languages for reasoning about action
and change� The purpose of this survey is two�fold� First� it is intended to
give the reader a general overview of the area of RAC and the space of so�
lutions that have been explored� Second� several of the languages presented
here will play important roles in the discussions in the subsequent chapters
and papers� The survey does not attempt to be completely exhaustive� in�
stead it focuses on the classes of languages that most frequently occur in
the RAC literature� It does not include RAC�related work that goes beyond
reasoning about actions and their external e�ects� consequently� results from
for instance action and knowledge ����� ���� robot programming ���� ��� ����
and goal�oriented behavior ����� are not included�

We begin with the situation calculus 	SC
� which is a class of languages
based on classical logic with a branching event�driven temporal structure
���� ����� Each branch represents a hypothetical execution of an action
sequence� Thus� a situation calculus theory can be viewed as representing
all alternative courses of actions that are possible� The main advantage of
the situation calculus is the fact that action sequences 	situations
 are �rst�
order objects� a fact that supports deductive reasoning about alternative
choices of actions� We also address the language A ����� and the �uent
calculus ���� ���� which are based on assumptions similar to those of the
situation calculus�

There is another group of languages that can represent one actual course
of events as opposed to the multiple hypothetical courses of events repre�
sented in SC� we call these languages narrative�based� This has both ad�

��
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vantages 	e�g� for representing and reasoning about observations
 and dis�
advantages 	reasoning about alternative courses of events has to be done
in terms of alternative logical theories
� Narrative�based languages are typ�
ically based on a notion of time that is independent of the execution of
actions� Consequently� such languages have the advantage that they sup�
port richer temporal properties and relations than languages with branch�
ing event�driven time� Some examples of narrative�based languages are ac�
tion logics based on Allen�s temporal interval algebra ���� Shoham�s logic
of chronological ignorance ������ Morgenstern�s and Stein�s motivated ac�
tion theory ������ the logics by Kautz ���� and Haugh ����� and McCain�s
and Turner�s causal theories ����� Here� we focus on the two most widely
studied narrative�based languages� namely the event calculus 	EC
 ���� ����
and the temporal action logic 	TAL
 ����� ��� ���� In addition� we present
the language L� ���� which combines some of the features of branching and
narrative�based languages�

Finally� we also address some modal logics� namely dynamic logic ������
and CTL� ����� Although they are less frequently used in RAC� these logics
represent interesting alternative perspectives on time� actions and develop�
ments�

��� Situation calculus

The situation calculus� originally due to McCarthy and Hayes ������ is one
of the oldest and arguably the most widely studied and used formalisms of
action and change� In fact� the situation calculus is not one uniform lan�
guage� but exists in many variations� The presentation here relies mainly
on the work by Reiter ������ but with some small di�erences that will be
pointed out�� We denote this version of SC with SC	R
� There are other ver�
sions of situation calculus which di�er from Reiter�s in important respects�

�McCarthy�s and Hayes�s version of the situation calculus is signi	cantly di�erent from
the later versions presented in this section� For instance� the result function� which de	nes
the situation resulting from executing an action� has three arguments
 the agent that
performs the action� the action itself� and the situation in which the action is executed�
Actions can be combined into strategies� which include pure sequences of actions� but
also choices� loops etc� Situations are viewed as �snapshots� of the world there is not
the one�to�one correspondence between situations and action sequences which is present
in the work of Reiter� There are also discussions about modal operators for defeasible
reasoning �normally���� consistent���� probably���� and about knowledge and abilities�

�These di�erences will not matter in the discussions about the strengths and weaknesses
of the situation calculus�
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for instance the situation calculus for combining narratives presented by
McCarthy and Costello �����

SC	R
 is based on many�sorted predicate calculus with equality� The
following elements are central�

� A sort S for situations� with variables s� s�� s� etc� The constant S�
represents the initial situation�

� A sort A for actions� with variables a� a�� a� etc�

� A sort F for �uents� with variables f � f �� f� etc�

� The predicate Holds � F �S associates each situation with a state� in
which each �uent has a truth value�

� The function result � 	A�S
	 S returns the situation resulting from
applying an action in a situation�

� The predicate Poss � A�S represents whether it is possible to execute
an action in a situation�

The fact that �uents are terms and the use of a Holds predicate are due to a
technique called reication� An advantage of rei�cation is that it is possible
to quantify over �uents� A common alternative� used by McCarthy�Hayes
���� and Reiter ����� among others� is to represent �uents by predicates with
a situational argument� and denote the fact that f holds in s by f	s
� Using
a rei�ed approach� the same fact is expressed as Holds	f� s
�

The result function forms the temporal structure of SC	R
� A number
of applications result	an� � � � result	a�� s
 � � �
 represents the situation after
the execution of a sequence of actions �a�� � � � � an� in the situation s� Some
people� for instance Reiter ������ call the function do instead of result� In
Reiter�s situation calculus� the actions in the sequence are assumed to be
the only actions occurring�

McCarthy and Costello ����� who address the problem of representing
and combining narratives� have a signi�cantly di�erent approach� Instead
of relying on terms of the form result	an� � � � result	a�� s
 � � �
 for referring
to action sequences� they introduce a special predicate Occurs � A � S
for action occurrences 	e�g� Occurs	Does	robot�DrawCard
� S�

 and they
use explicit ordering constraints between situations 	e�g� S� � S�
� This
representation permits other actions to occur in between or concurrently
with those explicitly stated in the narrative� and hence it is possible to
combine two narratives into one� in addition to other operations�
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���� A tree of situations

A natural way to view the temporal structure of SC	R
 is as an in�nite tree
of situations with S� as root� where each �nite 	in�nite
 branch corresponds
to a �nite 	in�nite
 sequence of actions� and di�erent branches represent
di�erent choices of action sequences� Each situation has a unique temporal
identity based on the action sequence that leads to it� Two situations s�
and s� might represent the same state 	�f �Holds	f� s�
 
 Holds	f� s�
�
 but
still be two distinct objects 	s� �# s�
 as they correspond to di�erent action
sequences� For instance� the situations

result	Wait� result	DrawCard� S�



and

result	DrawCard� result	Wait� S�



would be distinct although their associated states would be equivalent�
There might also be states that are not associated with any situation�

The view of situations as nodes in a tree requires three foundational
axioms��

�a� s�result	a� s
 �# S�� 	���


�a�� a�� s�� s�� result	a�� s�
 # result	a�� s�
 �
	a� # a� � s� # s�
�

	���


�P �	P 	S�
 � �a� s�P 	s
 � P 	result	a� s

� 
 � �s�P 	s
� � 	���


The �rst two axioms 	���
 and 	���
 ensure that there are no loops or merges
in the tree structure� The last axiom is a second�order inductive axiom 	P
is a second�order variable representing the property being quanti�ed over
�
This last axiom 	���
 de�nes the universe of situations to be the smallest set
that can be constructed with the initial situation S� and the result function�
In addition� it can be applied in proofs of properties holding in all situations�
which is useful for instance when proving database integrity constraints and
non�existence of plans for a speci�c goal ������

Given the tree structure� it is meaningful to introduce a precedence or�
dering � on situations�

�s��s � S�� 	���


�s� s�� a�s � result	a� s�
 
 	Poss	a� s�
 � 	s # s� � s � s�

� 	���


�The axioms presented here are from ������ The two 	rst axioms appear in a slightly
di�erent form in ������
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���� Situations as states

An alternative way is to view situations as states� with no separate temporal
identity� as done by Baker ���� It is assumed that there is at most one
situation for each state�

�f� s�� s��Holds	f� s�
 
 Holds	f� s�
 � s� # s�� 	���


In addition� Baker�s approach� due to the particular non�monotonic policy
employed� requires a second�order state existence axiom� It is not clear
whether this axiom would be required for every state�based approach�

�Ps�f �P 	f
 
 Holds	f� s
� 	���


This axiom states that for each assignment of truth values to �uents� that
is each state 	the second�order variable P 
� there is an equivalent situation
s� In short� there is at least one situation for each state� Together� 	���

and 	���
 asserts a one�to�one correspondence between states and situation�
making the two concepts equivalent�


���
 Actions and their e	ects

The e�ects of actions can be speci�ed in axioms as below�

Poss	a	x
� s
 � P 	x� y� s
� R	x� y� result	a	x
� s

 	���


The expressions P 	x� y� s
 and R	x� y� result	a	x
� s

 denote context and
e�ect speci�cations where the Holds predicate only refers to the situations
s and result	a	x
� s
� respectively� In the case where the action a	x
 is
context�dependent� there is one axiom for each context�e�ect pair� The
following is an example 	all free variables are considered universally quanti�
�ed
�

Poss	DrawCard� s
 � Holds	credit� result	DrawCard� s

 	���


Poss	PressButton� s
 �Holds	credit� s
 �
	Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s

�
�Holds	credit� result	PressButton� s




	����


The Poss predicate� which determines when actions are executable� also
needs to be speci�ed�

Holds	has�card� s
 � Poss	DrawCard� s
 	����


T � Poss	PressButton� s
 	����
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���� A simple solution �sometimes to the frame problem
in SC

If action e�ects are assumed to be deterministic� and thus can be written as
conjunctions of literals� an alternative is to write action e�ect axioms in the
form below� This form enables an elegant solution to the frame problem for
some classes of worlds ������ Notice that the action component is implicitly
quanti�ed over�

Poss	a� s
 � �f 	a� x� y� s
 � Holds	f	x
� result	a� s


Poss	a� s
 � �f 	a� x� y� s
 � �Holds	f	x
� result	a� s



	����


The expression �f 	a� x� y� s
 speci�es the conditions and actions under which
f	x
 will become true� and the expression �f 	a� x� y� s
 denotes the actions
and conditions under which f	x
 will become false� The former can be
derived by taking the conjunction of all action and context combinations 	the
P 	x� y� s
 parts in 	���

 where Holds	f	x
� result	a� s

 occurs as positive
in the consequent� and the latter from the action and context combinations
where Holds	f	x
� result	a� s

 occurs negated� For the axioms 	���
 and
	����
� the equivalent form is as follows�

Poss	a� s
 � a # DrawCard � Holds	credit� result	a� s

 	����


Poss	a� s
 � 	a # PressButton �Holds	credit� s

 �
�Holds	credit� result	a� s



	����


Poss	a� s
 � 	a # PressButton �Holds	credit� s

 �
�Holds	has�co�ee� result	a� s



	����


If one assumes that these axioms specify exactly the conditions under
which f becomes true respectively false 	Reiter�s completeness assumption
�����
� one can generate successor state axioms ������� A successor state ax�
iom speci�es exactly when a speci�c individual feature is true in a situation
in terms of what holds in the preceding situation and what action has been
performed� The general schema for a successor state axiom is as below�

Poss	a� s
�
�Holds	f	x
� result	a� s

 


	�f 	a� x� y� s
 � 	��f 	a� x� y� s
 �Holds	f	x
� s


��
	����


�The idea of successor state axioms has its roots in the works of Pednault ������ Haas
���� and Schubert ������
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For instance� the successor state axioms corresponding to 	����"����
 are as
follows� somewhat simpli�ed�

Poss	a� s
� �Holds	credit� result	a� s

 

	a # DrawCard�
		�a # PressButton �Holds	credit� s



�

	����


Poss	a� s
� �Holds	has�co�ee� result	a� s

 

F � 	�	a # PressButton �Holds	credit� s


�Holds	has�co�ee� s

��

	����


Observe how the Poss predicate is used in 	����
� if Poss	a� s
 does
not hold� no conclusions can be made about whether f	x
 holds in the next
situation� Consequently� the result of a non�executable action is totally
unspeci�ed� It can be any situation�

In summary� Reiter�s approach o�ers an e�cient solution to the frame
problem in SC	R
 for a limited class of worlds� The completeness assumption
is quite strong� and rules out nondeterministic action e�ects as these cannot
be expressed in the form of 	����
� Among the advantages of the approach
are that the generation of successor state axioms can be done automatically�
and that successor state axioms are useful when using regression techniques�


���� On situations as �rst�order objects

In SC	R
� situations are �rst�order objects that correspond to action se�
quences executed from the initial situation S�� Thus� action sequences can
be considered rei�ed and can be quanti�ed over� However� not all situations
need correspond to the successful execution of an action sequence�� In or�
der to distinguish these �ghost situations from situations corresponding to
action sequences executable in S�� a predicate ex � S 	for �executable 
 is
de�ned as follows�

ex	s
 

	s # S� � a� s��s # result	a� s�
 � Poss	a� s�
 � ex	s�
�


	����


That situations are �rst�order objects makes it possible to reason about
di�erent action sequences simply by referring to di�erent situations� Thus�
SC	R
 supports hypothetical reasoning�

�Note that in the state�based approach� it can also be the case that a situation corre�
sponds to several action sequences�
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It is also possible to some extent to describe operations such as merging
together two 	or more
 sets of action occurrences� In SC	R
� each set 	or
rather sequence
 of actions corresponds to a situation

result	an� � � � result	a�� s
 � � �


where s represents the starting situation of the sequence� In section ���
in chapter �� we gave the example �if the actions in A lead to �� and the
actions in A� lead to � given that � holds in the beginning� then A and
A� together� in sequence� lead to � � In SC	R
� the statement �the action
sequence a�� � � � � an leads to � can be formulated

�s�Holds	�� result	an� � � � result	a�� s
 � � �

��

and �if � holds� then the sequence a��� � � � � a
�
n leads to � can be formulated

�s�Holds	�� s
 � Holds	�� result	a�n� � � � result	a
�
�� s
 � � �

��

Finally� �a�� � � � � an and a��� � � � � a
�
n together� in sequence� lead to � can be

formulated

�s� s��s� # result	an� � � � result	a�� s
 � � �
 �
Holds	�� result	a�n� � � � result	a

�
�� s

�
 � � �

��

Observe that this concerns the merging of speci�c action sequences� it is not
possible to refer to the merging of action sequences in general� and to state
for instance that �for any two sequences� if the �rst one leads to �� and the
second one leads to � provided � holds� then the two sequences together
lead to �� The reason is that action sequences cannot be decoupled from
their starting situations� A term representing an action sequence

result	an� � � � result	a�� s
 � � �


always includes some starting situation s� Consequently� one cannot refer
to just the action sequence �a�� � � � � an� as an independent object�

An appealing feature of SC	R
 is that plan synthesis problems can be
speci�ed in a straightforward manner� Let G	s
 be a description of a goal�
a logical combination of Holds statements referring to the situation variable
s� The initial situation S� and the preconditions and e�ects of actions
are assumed to be appropriately axiomatized� The problem to �nd a plan
	sequence of actions
 that leads from the initial situation to a situation
satisfying the goal is equivalent to proving the following sentence�

s�exec	s
 �G	s
� 	����
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The s that is found to satisfy the condition above� and which is generated as a
side e�ect of the existence proof� is a plan� Thus� planning becomes a purely
deductive problem� We will soon compare this to the plan synthesis problem
in narrative�based approaches� where it becomes abductive� The fact that
plan synthesis can be done deductively in SC	R
 does not imply that actually
�nding a plan need be any easier than in other settings� though� It has
been argued by� for instance� Reiter����� that deductive planning avoids the
need for consistency checking of plans� but� as Miller ����� has pointed out�
this can also be avoided in an abductive setting if plans are constrained to
always be totally ordered and ground� It should also be recognized that the
de�nition of the planning problem above has limitations� in particular� it
presupposes a completely speci�ed initial situation and deterministic action
e�ects� This problem will be further addressed in paper IV�

Yet� being able to treat entities such as action sequences 	which start at
speci�c situations
 as �rst�order objects is a matter of great interest from
the perspective of expressiveness� It widens the range of concepts and ideas
that can be formalized and analyzed within the formal language in use�
Therefore� it is one of the major issues of this thesis�


���� Situation calculus� advanced ontologies

The versions of SC presented so far have been quite restricted from an
ontological perspective� For instance� they do not support nondeterministic
e�ects of actions or rami�cations�

Nondeterminism and rami�cations have been addressed by Lin ���� ����
Lin introduces a special predicate Caused	f� s� v
 representing the fact that
a �uent f is caused to obtain the boolean value v in situation s� For instance�
Caused	credit� result	DrawCard� s
� true
 represents that drawing the card
through the card reader gives the agent a credit in the co�ee machine� Con�
sequently� the co�ee machine scenario can be speci�ed as follows�

Poss	DrawCard� s
 �
Caused	credit� result	DrawCard� s
� true


	����


Poss	PressButton� s
 �Holds	credit� s
 �
	Caused	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s
� true
�
Caused	credit� result	PressButton� s
� false

�

	����


The relation between Caused and Holds is central to Lin�s approach�
Whenever a �uent is caused to be true or false� it will also hold�not hold�

Caused	f� s� true
� Holds	f� s
 	����
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Caused	f� s� false
� �Holds	f� s
 	����


The assumption is that only features that occur in Caused statements are
allowed to change� One minimizes Caused� and then one �lters with the
statement that �uents that are not involved in Caused do not change��

�v�Caused	f� result	a� s
� v
 � �
	Holds	f� s
 
 Holds	f� result	a� s


�

	����


As it is possible to have disjunctions of Caused statements� nondeter�
ministic e�ects can be represented� The following example describes the
action of tossing a coin�

	Caused	heads� result	Toss� s
� true
�
Caused	tails� result	Toss� s
� false

�
	Caused	heads� result	Toss� s
� false
�
Caused	tails� result	Toss� s
� true



	����


Furthermore� a Caused statement need not be associated with any speci�c
action� This makes Lin�s approach suitable for representing rami�cations�
which are changes that are indirectly caused by actions� An indirect e�ect
	rami�cation
 can be speci�ed as in the following example� which describes
that if the cup breaks� then you lose your co�ee�

Holds	cup�broken� s
� Caused	has�co�ee� s� false
 	����


The rami�cation problem has also been addressed by McIlraith ���� who
suggests encoding rami�cations into the successor state axioms of �uents
	see section �����
� McIlraith uses regression operators to automatically
compile e�ect axioms and rami�cation constraints into a set of successor
state axioms� For instance� assume that the following e�ect axioms and
rami�cation constraints hold�

�s�Holds	cup�broken� s
 � �Holds	has�co�ee� s
� 	����


�s�Holds	cup�broken� result	DropCup� s

� 	����


Somewhat simpli�ed� the successor state axiom for has�co�ee is generated
as follows� First� one computes an intermediate successor state axiom� The
only circumstance under which has�co�ee can change is described in 	����
�

�As observed by Gustafsson and Doherty ����� this is the same principle as in Sande�
wall�s pmon logic ����� and tal �see section ����� where occlusion serves a purpose similar
to Caused in Lin�s formalism�
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that is to say when the cup is broken� Consequently� the intermediate suc�
cessor state axiom for has�co�ee is as follows�

�s� a�Poss	a� s
� 	Holds	has�co�ee� result	a� s

 

	Holds	has�co�ee� s
�
�Holds	cup�broken� result	a� s



��

	����


The agent has co�ee if and only if it had co�ee in the previous situation�
and the cup is not broken in the current situation�

One can now regress over Holds	cup�broken� result	a� s

� in order to ob�
tain the conditions under which this statement is true 	and which indirectly
makes has�co�ee false
� The 	�nal
 successor state axiom for cup�broken is

�s� a�Poss	a� s
� 	Holds	cup�broken� result	a� s

 

	a # DropCup �Holds	cup�broken� s


��

	����


Consequently� one can replace Holds	cup�broken� result	a� s

 in 	����
 with
the right�hand�side of the equivalence in 	����
�

�s� a�Poss	a� s
� 	Holds	has�co�ee� result	a� s

 

	Holds	has�co�ee� s
�

�	a # DropCup �Holds	cup�broken� s



��
	����


Equation 	����
 is called the �nal successor state axiom for has�co�ee� In
summary� McIlraith�s approach makes elegant use of regression in order to
�compile away rami�cation constraints� A limitation of the approach is
that the rami�cation constraints may not contain any cyclic dependencies�

Finally� the topic of domain constraints 	without explicit causal direc�
tionality
 has been explored by 	among others
 Lin and Reiter ����� although
their solution was not based on successor state axioms� A number of other
advanced issues pertaining to the situation calculus will be addressed in
chapters � and �� namely concurrency� explicit time� natural events and
triggered actions�


���� Discussion

Fluents 	when rei�ed
� actions and situations�action sequences are all �rst�
order objects in SC	R
� The fact that action sequences are terms distin�
guishes SC	R
 from the narrative�based formalisms in the latter part of this
chapter� and this feature has been used to justify SC	R
 versus other RAC
formalisms ������ It is possible to reason about alternative action sequences�
and even to quantify over action sequences in SC	R
�
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In SC	R
� though� there is no independent notion of time� the progres�
sion of time is completely dependent on the execution of actions� There are
no means for expressing that a fact holds or an action or event occurs at
some speci�c moment or over some speci�c period� measured in for instance
seconds� minutes� hours� days� or some other metric unit� This leads to
a number of di�culties� some of which will be brie�y addressed here� As
actions are the basis of the temporal structure� there are no means to e��
ciently relate actions temporally in non�trivial ways such as when the order
among actions is incompletely known 	partial orders
 or that actions are
partially overlapping� Further� as the Holds predicate relates to what is
true in situations� and actions are transitions between situations� there are
no means to express what holds during the execution of an action�

Finally� each action sequence is only associated with one single situa�
tion� Therefore� it is not possible to make statements about alternative
consequences of an action sequence� For instance� the statement �the action
sequence �a�� � � � � an� always�necessarily has the e�ect � is formulated in
terms of logical consequence�

$ j# Holds	�� result	an� � � � result	a�� s
 � � �

�

The statement �the action sequence �a�� � � � � an� sometimes�possibly has the
e�ect � is formulated

$ �j# �Holds	�� result	an� � � � result	a�� s
 � � �

�

In paper IV in this thesis� we show how this limitation a�ects the possibility
to plan deductively with SC	R
� in particular in the presence of incomplete
initial information and nondeterministic e�ects� There� we also present a
modi�ed SC with the following properties�

� Action sequences are objects that are distinct from situations�

� Each action sequence corresponds to a set of developments� Conse�
quently� it is possible to make logical statements about necessary and
possible consequences of an action sequence�

� Nondeterministic e�ects of actions can be represented�

� It possible to plan purely deductively also in the presence of incomplete
initial information and nondeterministic e�ects�
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��� Fluent calculus

The �uent calculus 	FL
 ���� ��� is a language with some strong similarities
to the situation calculus� The distinguishing feature of the �uent calculus is
that states are rei�ed� Essentially� a state is represented as a term composed
by those �uents that are true in the state� State terms are composed using
the � operator� like in credit � has�co�ee� The temporal structure is the
same as for situation calculus� a tree of situations� starting with an initial
situation S� and then extended by applying actions 	Do	a� s

� The function
State	s
 associates each situation with a speci�c state�

State update axioms relate the state before an action to the state after
the action in terms of equality 	instead of logical implication and equivalence
as in SC	R

� For instance� the following is a state update axiom for drawing
the card through the card reader�

Poss	DrawCard� s
�
�State	Do	DrawCard� s

 # State	s
 � credit�

	����


In short� this axiom states that the state after the action is the same as the
state before the action� but with credit added� The � operator is commuta�
tive and associative� so the order in which �uents appear does not matter�
Likewise� �uents can easily be removed from a state� like credit in the fol�
lowing state update axiom for pressing the button of the co�ee machine�

Poss	PressButton� s
 �
�State	Do	PressButton� s

 � credit #
State	s
 � has�co�ee�

	����


Notice that in the �uent calculus� entire state updates are made using one
single axiom� Thereby� state updates can be made more e�ciently than in
for instance SC	R
� where each �uent requires the use of a separate axiom
	see section �����
� This is one of the main motivations behind the �uent
calculus� Nondeterministic actions can be described using disjuncts of equal�
ities in state update axioms� Rami�cations 	indirect e�ects
 are realized by
introducing an additional predicate

Causes	state� e�ects�new state�new e�ects


that speci�es sequences 	cascades
 of state updates following an action ������
The main di�erence between the �uent calculus and SC	R
 is the no�

tion of a state� in FL states are objects� whereas in SC	R
 they are de�ned
through the Holds predicate 	or other predicates with a situational argu�
ment
� The di�erent notions of state also imply di�erent ways of describing
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state transitions� in FL� these descriptions become more concise than in
SC	R
� The temporal structure is the same in the two formalisms� branch�
ing event�driven time� Consequently� the comments made in section �����
� about alternative action sequences� the lack of an independent notion of
time and the fact that each action sequence is associated with one single
situation � also apply to the �uent calculus�

��� A�style languages

In the early ��s� the need for methodologies that allowed systematic evalua�
tions of and comparisons between formalisms for RAC was recognized� One
in�uential contribution was Sandewall�s book Features and Fluents ������
another was the language A by Gelfond and Lifschitz ���� and its successors
����� ��� ��� ����

The language A is intended as a concise high�level language with no�
change and other ontological choices encoded into its operational semantics
in a manner similar to the strips solution ����� A particular logic for RAC
can then be described as a translation from A� or a subset or superset
of A� to for instance a theory of classical logic or a logic program� The
temporal ontology of A is based on the same type of branching� event�driven
time as SC	R
� and the language and its successors have mainly been used
for evaluating existing SC versions and proposing new ones 	the latter are
typically based on some form of logic programming
� The �uent calculus is
another language to which the A methodology has been applied �����

A domain description in A consists of value propositions of the form
�initially F denoting that F holds before any actions have been executed�
and e�ect propositions of the form �A causes F if P�� � � � � Pn denoting
that if A is executed in a state where the preconditions 	literals
 P�� � � � � Pn
hold� then F holds in the subsequent state� The following is an example�

� initially �credit�
� initially �has�co�ee�
� DrawCard causes credit�
� PressButton causes has�co�ee if credit�
� PressButton causes �credit�

	����


There are also value propositions of the form �F after A�� � � � �Am which
denotes that the �uent literal F holds after the execution of the action
sequence A�� � � � �Am� These can both be used in domain descriptions and
as queries about a domain description� For instance� given 	����
� the query
�has�co�ee after DrawCard�PressButton would return true�
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The semantics of A is de�ned as follows� A state � is a set of �uent
names� we say that F holds in � if F � � and �F hold in � if F �� �� A
model M of a domain description D is a pair h���%i where �� is a state and
% � actions� states	 states is a transition function such that

� for every proposition �initially F � the �uent literal F holds in ���

� for every proposition �F after A�� � � � �Am � F holds in the state
%	Am� � � �%	A�� ��
 � � �
�

� for every state �� action A and �uent name F �

� if D includes an e�ect proposition of the form �A causes F if

P�� � � � � Pn 	�A causes �F if P�� � � � � Pn 
 such that the precon�
ditions P�� � � � � Pn hold in �� then F � %	A� �
 	F �� %	A� �

�

� otherwise� F � %	A� �
 i� F � ��

Gelfond and Lifschitz also present a mapping fromA to a situation calcu�
lus version encoded in extended logic programming� which exploits negation�
as�failure ���� as a non�monotonic operator� The mapping is sound� but it is
only complete if the initial state is completely speci�ed�	 We will not dwell
on the details of this mapping� but simply present the theory corresponding
to the domain description above 	the number of each line indicates what
line in the original domain description it corresponds to
�

� �Holds	credit� S�
�
� �Holds	has�co�ee� S�
�
�a Holds	credit� result	Load� s

�
�b NonInertial	credit� Load� s
�
�a Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s



� Holds	credit� s
�
�b NonInertial	has�co�ee�PressButton� s


� not �Holds	credit� s
�
�c Holds	credit� s
 � �Holds	has�co�ee� s
�

Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s

�
�d �Holds	credit� s


� �Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s

�
�a �Holds	credit� result	PressButton� s


�b NonInertial	credit� result	PressButton� s



	����


�There are extensions of A that have sound and complete mappings� for instance �����
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Aa Holds	f� result	a� s

� Holds	f� s
�
not NonInertial	f� a� s


Ab �Holds	f� result	a� s

� �Holds	f� s
�
not NonInertial	f� a� s


Ac Holds	f� s
� Holds	f� result	a� s

�
not NonInertial	f� a� s


Ad �Holds	f� s
� �Holds	f� result	a� s

�
not NonInertial	f� a� s


Note the translation of the e�ect propositions� �a� �a and �a specify the
actual e�ects of actions� and �b� �b and �b specify when �uents are non�
inert 	i�e� might possibly change
� In particular notice �b� which declares
has�co�ee as non�inert with respect to PressButton if there is a possibility
that credit is true 	i�e� �Holds	credit� s
 cannot be proved
� Aa"Ad encode
a general rule of inertia� if a �uent might not possibly change 	is not non�
inertial
� then it will have the same truth value before and after the action�
Finally� �c and �d support postdictive reasoning� if an e�ect of an action
appears� then the corresponding preconditions must hold� and if the e�ect
does not appear� the preconditions must be false�

There have been a number of proposals for introducing nondeterminism
and rami�cations 	e�g� �����
� There have also been a number of proposals
for handling concurrent actions� which is investigated in more detail in chap�
ter �� The language C by Giunchiglia and Lifschitz is a related language with
more general forms of propositions� static laws of the form �caused F if G 
where F and G are formulas without any action symbols� and dynamic laws
of the form �caused F if G after H where H may contain action sym�
bols and refers to the previous state relative to F and G� C can represent
rami�cations� nondeterministic e�ects� and to some extent also concurrent
actions� The semantics of C is de�ned in quite a di�erent way� though� it
is based on the theory of causal explanation by McCain and Turner ����
and Lifschitz ����� Finally� in section ���� we present the language L� by
Baral� Gelfond and Provetti ����� which is an extension of A that combines
branching�time and narrative�based features�

Unlike SC	R
� A is not a logic�based representation in the sense that
it has a proof theory or even a syntax with logical connectives 	besides a
limited use of negation
� Instead� the purpose of A is to serve as a basis for
evaluation and comparison of other languages� There are representations 	in
particular based on logic programming
 on which A can be mapped� These
representations have the characteristics of situation calculus and therefore
also the strengths and weaknesses that we discussed in connection with the
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situation and �uent calculi�

��� The language L�

The language L� by Baral� Gelfond and Provetti ���� is an extension of A
���� that lies somewhere between the branching�time formalisms presented
so far and the narrative�based formalisms presented next� It has a branching
event�driven temporal structure� but it also includes the possibility to refer
to actual courses of action� The basic idea is that among the branches in the
tree of situations� there is one partial branch starting at the initial situation
and ending at the current situation that represents the course of actions
that have actually occurred�
 This actual branch can also be associated
with observations� Thus� L� allows an agent to keep track of the current
situation and the actual course of actions and observations that lead to the
current situation� and at the same time reason about hypothetical future
courses of action� for instance in order to plan�

Causal laws have the same form as in A� �A causes F if P�� � � � � Pn� 
The novel part of L� are a number of expressions that refer to actual sit�
uations along an actual course of actions� There are �uent facts of the
form �F at S where S is an actual situation� occurrence facts of the forms
�A occurs at S and ��A�� � � � � An� occurs at S � and precedence facts of
the form �S� precedes S� � These three types of expressions are collectively
referred to as observations� There are two special situations� the initial sit�
uation s� and the current situation sN � The following is an encoding of the
co�ee machine scenario in L��

� �credit at s��
� �has�co�ee at s��
� DrawCard occurs at s��
� PressButton occurs at s��
� s� precedes s��
� DrawCard causes credit�
� PressButton causes has�co�ee if credit�
� PressButton causes �credit�

	����


There is an assumption built into the semantics of L� that no actions
occur except for those needed to explain the observations in the particular
domain description� For instance� in the domain description above� the only

�
L� is not the 	rst language to do this� Pinto�s and Reiter�s situation calculus with an

actual time line ����� ���� was probably the 	rst �also see chapter � in this thesis��
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actions that actually occur are DrawCard and PressButton� and in that
order� It is also possible to infer occurrences that are not explicitly stated�
as in the following domain description�

� �credit at s��
� �has�co�ee at s��
� DrawCard occurs at s��
� has�co�ee at sN �
� s� precedes sN �
� DrawCard causes credit�
� PressButton causes has�co�ee if credit�
� PressButton causes �credit�

	����


In this domain description� the explicit occurrences 	that is �DrawCard
occurs at s� 
 are not su�cient for explaining how has�co�ee could be
false at s� but true at sN � However� if the action PressButton occurred im�
mediately after Load� this would su�ce as an explanation� In addition� this
would be an explanation that would not contain any super�uous occurrences�
Consequently� one can infer ��DrawCard�PressButton� occurs at s� from
the domain description above�

Besides reasoning about an actual course of actions� L� also includes the
possibility to reason hypothetically and even counter�factually� A hypothesis
is an expression of the form �F after �A�� � � � � An� at S � which is read as
�the sequence A�� � � � � An of actions can be executed in S� and if it were� then
the �uent literal F would be true afterwards� The form �currently F is
an abbreviation for �F after � � at sN �

The authors show how the entailment relation of L� 	which we do not
present here
 can be approximated in logic programs� The approximation
is based on the assumption that the actual path of situations and occur�
rences is completely known� In ����� Baral� Gabaldon and Provetti provide
a sound and complete characterization of the entailment relation based on
circumscription�

In summary� L� is a language that combines two important features of
branching and narrative�based formalisms� namely hypothetical reasoning
and reasoning about actual occurrences and situations� However� one im�
portant property associated with narrative�based languages that is missing
in L� is an independent� explicit notion of time� This is a feature of the next
two formalisms� the event calculus and the Temporal Action Logics�
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��� Event calculus

The event calculus ���� 	EC
 is a narrative�based representation� It has an
independent notion of time� and describes actual courses of action�


���� Logic programming�based EC

In the event calculus� narratives are encoded as logic programs� In the
original Event Calculus by Kowalski and Sergot ����� time was represented as
both points and periods� This representation received some serious criticism
������ and later versions ���� ��� ���� have excluded periods and rely solely
on time�points 	integers or reals
� The following presentation is based on
these later versions� A more detailed discussion about EC can be found in
������

The basic entities of EC are time�points� �uents and actions� There is a
predicate Happens	a� t
 denoting that an action a happens at time�point t
	notice that actions are instantaneous
 and a predicate HoldsAt	f� t
 denot�
ing that the �uent f is true at time�point t� Furthermore� there are a num�
ber of predicates relating to initialization and change of �uents� Initially	f

represents that the �uent f is true at time�point �� Initiates	a� f� t
 that the
action a makes f true at t� and Terminates	a� f� t
 that the action a makes
f false at t� The following is an example of an EC scenario�

Happens	DrawCard� �
�
Happens	PressButton� �
�
Initiates	DrawCard� credit� t
�
Initiates	PressButton� has�co�ee� t
� HoldsAt	credit� t
�
Terminates	PressButton� credit� t
�

	����


In addition� there are a number of rules encoding the general principle of
persistence� as follows�

HoldsAt	f� t
 � Initially	f
� not Clipped	�� f� t
� 	����


HoldsAt	f� t�
 � Happens	a� t�
� Initiates	a� f� t�
�
t� � t�� not Clipped	t�� f� t�
�

	����


Clipped	t�� f� t�
� Happens	a� t�
�Terminates	a� f� t�
�
t� � t�� t� � t��

	����


Essentially� these rules state that if a �uent f is initially true 	t� # �
 or
made true by an action at t� and is not a�ected by any other intermediary
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action� then it will remain true at a later time�point t�� Thus� a �uent
can only change when an action occurs� and the state of the world remains
static between action occurrences� Note the use of negation�as�failure as
non�monotonic operator in 	����
 and 	����
� if the clauses Clipped	�� f� t

or Clipped	t�� f� t�
 cannot be proved� they are considered to be false and the
�uent f persists� Further� due to the closed�world assumption built into logic
programming� actions 	Happens
 and initiation 	Initiates
 and termination
	Terminates
 only occur where explicitly stated� Thus� there is an implicit
assumption that the only actions that occur are those explicitly stated and
that these actions only a�ect �uents when explicitly stated� The closed�
world assumption also implies that the original EC can only describe one
single development of the scenario� In particular� it implies that the initial
state is completely determined� For instance� in the scenario in 	����
� the
fact that Initially	credit
 is absent implies that credit is initially false�


���� Circumscriptive EC

There is a more sophisticated version of EC by Shanahan ����� which is
based on classical logic and circumscription instead of logic programming
and which permits narratives with multiple developments� The circum�
scriptive EC is a somewhat more complicated representation than the logic
programming versions� In particular� it includes a sort for states� which are
sets of 	possibly negated
 �uents� The reason for introducing state objects is
that it permits side�stepping some minimization problems by disconnecting
the e�ects of actions from the time�line� Thus� instead of relating Initiates
and Terminates to time�points� the two predicates are associated with states�
The following is an example 	the action Start has the same function as the
Initially predicate previously had� to set up the initial state
�

Happens	Start� �
�
Terminates	Start� has�co�ee� s
�
Terminates	Start� credit� s
�
Happens	DrawCard� �
�
Happens	PressButton� �
�
Initiates	DrawCard� credit� s
�
Initiates	PressButton� has�co�ee� s
 � HoldsIn	credit� s
�
Terminates	PressButton� credit� s
�

	����


In addition� there are a number of axioms that relate states to time�points
	a predicate State	t� s
 represents the fact that the �uents in state s holds
at time�point t
 and that encode the general principle of persistence�
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The statements about occurrences and e�ects of actions are assumed to
completely characterize what actions occur and what �uents change� This
assumption is encoded in Shanahan�s circumscription policy� Shanahan min�
imizes Happens� Initiates and Terminates in parallel while varying HoldsAt
and State�� In a later circumscriptive version of EC ����� chapter ���� Shana�
han minimizes Happens separately from the other predicates� This enables
him to eliminate the State predicate and state terms� consequently� this lat�
ter version is more similar to the logic�programming�based versions of EC�
There are also extensions of the latter version that can represent disconti�
nuities ����� and rami�cations ������


���
 The language E

The methodology of the language A has been applied to EC as well� resulting
in the language E ����� An E domain description consists of statements of
the form �A initiates F when C and �A terminates F when C � for
specifying the e�ects of actions 	F is a �uent name� A an action� and C is
a set of �uent literals
� �A happens�at T for action occurrences 	T is a
time�point
� and �L holds�at T for observations 	L is a �uent literal
� For
instance� the scenario in 	����
 can be represented in E as follows�

�has�co�ee holds�at ��
�credit holds�at ��
DrawCard happens�at ��
PressButton happens�at ��
DrawCard initiates credit when fg�
PressButton initiates has�co�ee when fcreditg�
PressButton terminates credit when fg�

	����


The semantics of E is de�ned as follows� An interpretation is a mapping
H � �uent�names � time�points 	 ftrue� falseg� Given a set of �uent
literals C and a time�point T � an interpretation H satis�es C at T if for each
�uent name F � if F � C thenH	F� T 
 # true� and if �F � C thenH	F� T 
 #
false� Given a speci�c domain description D� a time�point T is an initiation�
point 	termination�point
 for a �uent name F in H if for some A there is a
statement �A happens�at T and a statement �A initiates F when C 
	�A terminates F when C respectively
 in D such that C is satis�ed at
T in H� Finally� a model of a domain description D is an interpretation H
such that for every �uent name F and time�points T � T�� T�� T� such that

	There is also a predicate AbState that is minimized with higher priority�
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T� � T� 	� is a total order on the time points
� the following properties
hold�

� If there is no initiation�point or termination point T� for F in H such
that T� � T� � T�� then H	F� T�
 # H	F� T�
�

� If T� is an initiation�point 	termination�point
 for F in H� and there
is no termination�point 	initiation�point
 T� such that T� � T� � T��
then H	F� T�
 # true 	H	F� T�
 # false respectively
�

� For each statement of the form �L holds�at T 	��L holds�at T 

it is the case that H	F� T 
 # true 	respectively H	F� T 
 # false
�

Notice how the principle of persistence is encoded in the �rst two conditions�
The third condition treats observations as �lters on the set of models� which
are not related to actual change�

Kakas and Miller have extended E to handle rami�cations �����


���� Discussion

The event calculus di�ers from SC	R
 in several important respects� First�
there is an independent notion of time 	reals or natural numbers
� Second�
action occurrences are represented as statements 	clauses
 in EC which relate
actions to time�points� This makes it possible to have temporal gaps between
actions� and 	at least in the circumscriptive version
 to have the timing and
order of actions partially speci�ed� Likewise� observations are related to
time�points instead of action sequences� Furthermore� it is straightforward
to represent simultaneous action occurrences� one just has to make the
temporal argument of the two actions identical���

Unfortunately� the fact that action occurrences are statements� and thereby
narratives are collections of statements� implies that reasoning about alter�
native narratives has to be done in terms of alternative logic programs�theories�
as opposed to SC	R
 where action sequences are terms� For instance� if one
has the theory in 	����
 and one wants to reason hypothetically about what
would happen if the agent did not draw the card �rst� then one has to�

�� Form a new theory where Happens	DrawCard� �
 is not present� but
the rest is as before�

�
This concerns the fact that two actions occur at the same time� Specifying the results
of concurrent actions is a di�erent problem which can be much more di�cult� as we show
in chapter � and paper I�
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�� Compute the circumscription of this theory�

�� Infer the relevant consequences from the new circumscribed theory�

Furthermore� planning 	and other reasoning tasks that involve �nding some
choice of actions
 has to be formulated meta�logically� given some action
descriptions $D 	with initiation and termination statements
� an initial
state description $I and a goal state description $G� �nd a set of ac�
tion occurrences $A such that $A � $I � $D j# $G� Compare this to
SC	R
� where the same problem could be reduced to proving an existen�
tial� s�exec	s
 �G	s
����

Two courses of action can be merged in EC by taking the union of the
two corresponding collections of statements� For instance� one can formulate
�if the actions in A lead to �� and the actions in A� lead to � given that �
holds in the beginning� then A and A� together� in sequence� lead to � as
follows� If $A � $D j# � and $A� � $D j# � � � then $A � $A� � $D j# �
	provided $A� �� $A� and � are timed properly
�

Reasoning about alternative developments of a speci�c narrative also has
to be referred to on the meta�logical level� Statements of the form �these
action occurrences always�necessarily have the e�ect � have to be expressed
meta�logically� as

$I � $A � $D j# ��

Statements of the form �these action occurrences sometimes�possibly have
the e�ect � have to be formulated

$I � $A � $D �j# ���

��	 Temporal Action Logic �TAL�

The temporal action logic 	tal
 is a narrative�based logic 	or rather a family
of logics
� like EC� It originates from a logic by Sandewall ����� based on
the non�monotonic policy pmon which provides a simple yet comparatively
powerful solution to the frame problem� Sandewall gave a semantic charac�
terization of pmon� and proved it correctly applicable for worlds with integer
time and sequential action occurrences and with actions with extension and
context�dependent and nondeterministic e�ects� In addition� pmon assumes
complete and correct information about action laws and action occurrences

��Recall that computationally� a metalogical formulation need not be a disadvantage
������
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and correct information about observations� The initial observations need
not completely specify the initial state� and observations can refer to states
at later time�points� The timing of actions need not be completely speci�ed�

Later� pmon was reformulated in classical logic with circumscription by
Doherty and �Lukaszewicz ���� ��� ���� tal has since been extended to rep�
resent rami�cations ����� quali�cations ����� concurrency 	paper I� ����
 and
delayed e�ects 	paper II� ����
� Furthermore� the use of regression operators
for reasoning about tal scenarios has been investigated ����� and so has the
relation to explanation closure ����� In addition� tal has been applied to
planning ���� ��� ���� A survey can be found in ����� However� the presen�
tation in this section focuses on the basic features of the original� sequential
tal� and we only brie�y address rami�cations���

The following is the co�ee machine scenario encoded in tal� To be
more speci�c� the scenario is encoded in the narrative description language
L	ND
 of tal� L	ND
 is essentially a macro�language that provides a
means for compact speci�cation of narratives� Note that the di�erent lines
are labeled� There are action laws labeled acs� observations labeled obs� and
action occurrence statements labeled occ�

acs� �s� t�Drawcard � R		s� t�credit

acs� �s� t�PressButton�

	 �s�credit � R		s� t��credit � has�co�ee
 

obs� ����credit � �has�co�ee
occ� ��� ��DrawCard
occ� ��� ��PressButton

	����


In this narrative� there are three kinds of statements� A statement of the
form �	� 	 ��A represents that the action A occurs during the temporal in�
terval �	� 	 �� 	e�g� �s� t�PressButton or ��� ��PressButton
� A statement of
the form �	 �� represents that the �uent expression � holds at time�point 	
	e�g� ����credit ��has�co�ee and �s�credit
� Finally� a statement of the form
R			� 	 ���
 represents that the �uent expression � becomes true somewhere
in 		� 	 �� and in particular is true at 	 � 	e�g� R		s� t�credit

� The macro
operator R stands for �reassignment � and is a tool for representing that a

��It should be pointed out that the tal presented here is not identical to the one 	rst
presented by Doherty and �Lukaszewicz ���� ��� ���� The Holds predicate originally had
only two arguments� for time and �uents� There was no type for actions� and no Occurs
predicate� Instead� action laws were syntactic expansion schemas which were used to
expand occurrence statements to precondition�e�ect statements� The Occurs predicate
was introduced in ����� Finally� reassignment was written �s� t�f 
� T and �s� t�f 
� F

instead of R��s� t�f� and R��s� t��f��
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�uent is assigned a new value� There is an assumption that �uents can only
change if they appear inside a reassignment�

Consequently� acs� states that if the agent draws the card through the
reader then a credit is registered� We consider all free variables 	s and t

to be implicitly universally quanti�ed� Acs� states that if the agent presses
the button and if there is a credit� then the credit is lost and a cup of
co�ee is obtained� Notice that the e�ects of DrawCard and PressButton are
assumed to occur while the respective actions are executed� but we do not
know exactly when� It is possible to add statements to describe what goes
on during the action� though� Obs� is an observation of the fact that the
agent has no credit and no co�ee� Finally� occ� and occ� are two speci�c
occurrences of the actions DrawCard and PressButton� respectively�

An interesting property of the R operator is that it can represent non�
deterministic results� For instance� the action of �ipping a coin can be
represented as follows 	� stands for exclusive or
�

acs� �s� t�FlipCoin � R		s� t�heads� tails
 	����


This action law states that if the coin is �ipped� then it will end up with
either heads or tails up�

The R operator is also used in dependency constraints for specifying ram�
i�cations� The following is an example of a dependency constraint 	CT 	�	 ��

denotes that � was false just before 	 but is true at 	
�

dep� CT 	�t�cup�broken
 � R	�t��has�co�ee
 	����


This dependency constraint states that if cup�broken becomes true� then
has�co�ee becomes false�

Narratives encoded in the surface language L	ND
 are translated to the
�rst�order sorted language L	FL
� which includes the predicates Occurs �
T �T �A� Holdsi � T �Fi�Vi and Occludei � T �Fi� The subscript i indi�
cates that there may be di�erent �uent sorts Fi with di�erent value domains
Vi� each associated with its ownHoldsi and Occludei predicates� Most of the
time the index will be omitted� Occurs represents action occurrences� Holds
represents that �uents hold at certain time�points and Occlude represents
that �uents can change value� The following is the translation of 	����
�
Notice how reassignment 	R
 expressions are translated to combinations of
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Holds and Occlude�

acs� �s� t�Occurs	s� t�PressButton
 �
�t��s � t� � t� Occlude	t�� credit
��
Holds	t� credit�T
�

acs� �s� t�Occurs	s� t�DrawCard
�
	Holds	s� credit�T
 �
�t��s � t� � t� Occlude	t�� credit
�
Occlude	t�� has�co�ee
��

�Holds	t� credit�T
 �Holds	t� has�co�ee�T
 
�
obs� �Holds	�� credit�T
 � �Holds	�� has�co�ee�T

occ� Occurs	�� ��PressButton

occ� Occurs	�� ��DrawCard


	����


Given this translation� the predicates Occurs and Occludei are minimized
using second�order circumscription� The motivation is that only actions
that have been explicitly stated to occur are assumed to occur� and only
features that are explicitly a�ected by actions or dependencies are assumed
to change� The latter assumption about no�change is encoded in the follow�
ing persistence axioms in $per 	one axiom for each �uent type
�

$per # f �t� fi� vi��Occludei	t& �� fi
�
	Holdsi	t� fi� vi
 
 Holdsi	t& �� fi� vi

 � gi

	����


These axioms are used for �ltering the original translated narrative with
Occludei minimized� thereby e�ectively eliminating all models where fea�
tures that are not explicitly occluded� that is to say appears within a reas�
signment� change�

This account for tal has been quite brief� and we present more details
in papers I and II in this thesis� Being a narrative�based formalism� tal
has many properties in common with EC� it has an explicit time line� action
occurrences are represented as statements� and action occurrences and po�
tential change are minimized globally� However� one important di�erence is
that action occurrences have duration� and it is also possible to state what
happens during the execution of an action� This makes tal a particularly
interesting candidate for representing concurrent interactions� as a realistic
treatment of this subject requires that actions can overlap in time� Other
interesting aspects of tal are that it permits incomplete speci�cations of
timing of occurrences and initial states� it can represent nondeterminstic
e�ects� and 	using occlusion
 in general it supports �ne�grained descriptions
of what changes and what does not�
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��� Modal logics for dynamical systems

The languages presented so far have been developed exclusively within RAC�
and managing the frame problem has been a primary consideration in their
development� However� there are also a number of languages for describ�
ing dynamical and reactive systems that have their origin in conventional
computer science� in areas such as programming language speci�cation and
real�time systems� Here� we brie�y describe two such classes of languages�
partly because they have interesting properties and partly because they have
been applied to RAC problems� Their interest from the perspective of this
thesis lies mainly in the possibilities they o�er for representing alternative
developments� both dynamic logic and CTL� permit nondeterministic re�
sults in state transitions� and provide modal operators to refer to such results
	as well as to di�erent temporal relations in CTL�
�

There are other approaches in RAC which are based on languages from
computer science� One example is the work by �Lukaszewicz and Madalinska�
Bugaj ���� on reasoning about action and change using Dijkstra�s semantics
for programming languages ����� The main advantage of the approach when
compared to purely logical approaches is that the formula transformers 	e�g�
weakest precondition and strongest postcondition��
 used in the semantics
are computationally e�cient�


���� Dynamic logic

Dynamic logic 	DL
 ����� ��� is a multi�modal logic that has been developed
for describing program execution� In AI� DL has been applied to planning by
Rosenschein ������ and an extension based on a preferential action semantics
and intuitions from tal has been proposed by Meyer and Doherty ������
Like situation calculus� DL is based on branching event�driven time� The
modalities in DL relate to state transitions resulting from the execution
of program instructions 	i�e� actions
� In the context of a speci�c state�
the DL statement �a�
 denotes that if the action a is executed� then the
statement 
 holds in all possible resulting states� and hai
 denotes that if
a is executed� then 
 holds in some resulting states 	hai
 can be de�ned as
��a��

� In particular� haitrue denotes that a can be successfully executed
	i�e� terminates
� Formally� a Kripke structure in DL is a tuple M #
hS� fR�g� Li where S is a set of states� each R� � S � S is a transition
relation for the action �� and L � S 	 P	AP 
 is a function that determines
what atomic propositions p � AP are true in each state s � S� Given a

��These kinds of transformers have also been exploited in the context of tal ����
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Kripke structure M # hS� fR�g� Li and a speci�c state s � S the truth of
a statement �a�
 is de�ned as M� s j# �a�
 i� M� s� j# 
 for all s� such that
Ra	s� s

�
�
DL also contains operators for complex actions� They have the following

properties�

�a�� a��
 
 �a���a��
 	sequence

�a� � a��
 
 �a��
 � �a��
 	choice

�a��
� 	
 � �a��a��

 	iteration

�a��	
� �a�

 � 	
� �a��

 	iteration

�
!�� 
 	
� �
 	test


	����


The co�ee machine scenario can be encoded as follows in DL 	including
frame axioms
�

�DrawCard�credit� 	����


has�co�ee� �DrawCard�has�co�ee� 	����


�has�co�ee� �DrawCard��has�co�ee� 	����


has�card 
 hDrawCarditrue� 	����


�PressButton��credit� 	����


credit� �PressButton�has�co�ee� 	����


�credit� 	has�co�ee � �PressButton�has�co�ee � 	����


�has�co�ee� �PressButton��has�co�ee
�

hPressButtonitrue� 	����


Lines 	����"����
 describe the DrawCard action� and 	����"����
 describe
the PressButton action� In particular� 	����
 and 	����
 state when the two
actions can be executed�

Seen as languages of RAC� there are strong similarities in the ontologies
of DL and SC	R
� States 	possible worlds in a Kripke�style semantics
 in
DL correspond to situations in SC	R
� and instructions�actions in DL cor�
respond to actions in SC	R
� However� there are two major di�erences in
the representation of actions and states�

� Actions and action sequences are terms in SC	R
� but modalities in
DL� and therefore cannot be quanti�ed over in the latter�

� In DL� an action can lead to zero� one or several di�erent states�
whereas in SC	R
� an action always leads to a single new situation�
Thus� DL permits distinguishing between necessary and possible con�
sequences of a course of action� whereas SC	R
 does not�
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In paper IV of this thesis� we present a modi�ed SC	R
 that supports reason�
ing about alternative developments of action sequences in a manner similar
to what is possible with the modal operators in DL�


���� Temporal logics

Another class of modal logics that are interesting from the perspective of
RAC are temporal logics� or tense logics� The computation tree logic CTL�
���� combines features of reasoning along a time line and reasoning about
alternative futures� A computation tree is a tree�shaped Kripke structure
where the root is the initial state and each branch 	path
 represents one pos�
sible execution� A state is a set of atomic propositions 	in this presentation�
we restrict ourselves to the propositional case
� Formally� a Kripke structure
is a tuple M # hS�R�Li where S is a set of states� R � S�S is a transition
relation such that each state s has at least one successor s� 	R	s� s�

� and
L � S 	 P	AP 
 is a function that determines what atomic propositions
p � AP are true in each state s � S� A path in M is an in�nite sequence
s�� s�� � � � where si� si�� � R for each i � �� If � # s�� s�� � � � is a path� then
the nth su�x of � is �n # sn� sn��� � � �� The entailment relation j# is de�ned
both for states in a structure 	M� s j# 

� and for paths 	M�� j# 

�

There are two types of modal operators in CTL�� First� there are tem�
poral operators� which concern a speci�c execution path � and a current
state s� that is the start of the path�

� X
 	next
 asserts that a property 
 holds in the next state� The
semantics of X is de�ned such that M�� j# X
 i� M��� j# 
�

� U
 	until
 asserts that 
 holds in some future state� and  holds in
all preceding states� M�� j# U
 i� there is a k such that M��k j# 

and M��l j#  for all � � l � k�

� F
 	future� eventually
 asserts that 
 holds in some future state� F

can be de�ned in terms of the previous operators� F
 
 tU
�

� G
 	global� always
 asserts that 
 holds in all future states� G
 

�F�
�

� R
 	releases
 asserts that 
 holds in all states along the path up to
an including the �rst state where  holds� R
 
 �	�U�

�

There are also path quanti�ers that describe properties of the di�erent paths
starting from a speci�c state s�
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� E
 asserts that 
 holds in some paths� M� s j# E
 i� M�� j# 
 for
some path � starting in s�

� A
 asserts that a property 
 holds in all paths starting from the
current state� A can be de�ned in terms of E� A
 
 �E�
�

CTL� permits stating such properties as �if somebody is dead� then
whatever happens he will remain dead �

dead� AGdead 	����


This property can also be made to hold over the entire computation tree�

AG	dead� Gdead
 	����


Actions do not have any special status in CTL�� but can be represented as
atomic propositions� The following is a formalization of the e�ects of actions
from the co�ee machine scenario in CTL�� without encoding any persistence
assumption�

AG	draw�card � Xcredit
�
AG	press�button � credit� X	�credit � has�co�ee

�

	����


As a matter of fact� the idea of occlusion from TAL can be employed in
CTL� as well� Let xcredit and xhas�co�ee represent the occlusion of credit
and has�co�ee� The following lines de�ne 	a
 when credit is occluded� 	b
 a
no�change rule for credit� 	c
 when has�co�ee is occluded� and 	c
 a no�change
rule for has�co�ee� respectively�

a
 AG		draw�card � press�button
 
 Xxcredit
�
b
 AG	X�xcredit � 	credit 
 Xcredit

�
c
 AG		press�button � credit
 
 Xxhas�co�ee
�
d
 AG	X�xhas�co�ee� 	has�co�ee 
 Xhas�co�ee

�

	����


It is now possible to prove the statement that if initially there is no credit
registered and the agent has no co�ee� then �rst drawing the card and then
pressing the button results in a state where the agent has a cup of co�ee�

A	�credit � �has�co�ee�
X		draw�card � �press�button
 �
X		�draw�card � press�button
 � Xhas�co�ee



�

	����


CTL� is a comparatively powerful temporal logic� and there are subsets
of the language that are useful� In particular� the linear temporal logic
	PLTL
 ����� ��� is widely used and in the context of AI has been applied to
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	among other things
 deductive planning ���� ��� PLTL consists of formulas
that may contain temporal operators 	X� F� G� U and R
� but not any
path quanti�ers 	A and E
� Note that if one removes the outermost A� then
the formulae 	����
 "	����
 are PLTL formulae� Another useful restriction
	and historically a predecessor
 of CTL� is CTL ���� which permits only
branching�time operators � AX and EX� AF and EF� AG and EG� AU
and EU� and AR and ER� Finally� there are a number of temporal logics
� some of them extensions of CTL�� CTL or PLTL � that include some
notion of explicit time� see ��� for an overview�

There is a parallel in temporal logics to the distinction between hypo�
thetical developments in branching�time based RAC formalisms and actual
developments in narrative�based formalisms� A theory in a branching�time
temporal logic such as CTL and CTL� can be considered as representing a
reactive system where each branch represents one possible trace of the sys�
tem� On the other hand� a theory in a linear temporal logic such as LTL can
be considered to represent one speci�c observed behavior of such a system
����

An important property that distinguishes CTL� from situation calculus
and dynamic logic is that no strong connection between actions and state
transitions is built into CTL�� As a matter of fact� actions do not even
exist as a separate type in CTL�� On the other hand� the powerful modal
operators in CTL� support reasoning about alternative developments of a
dynamical system in ways which are di�cult to imagine in SC	R
 or DL� In
paper V of this thesis� we present a logic based on tal� called the narrative
logic � that has constructs for reasoning about alternative developments
similar to the A and E path quanti�ers in CTL��

��� Comparisons

In this section� we compare the di�erent representations in this chapter
according to a number of criteria that were discussed in the previous chapter�


���� Explicit� independent notion of time

The presence of an explicit� independent notion of time facilitates expressing
temporal properties of and relations between actions and states� Narrative�
based representations such as EC and tal have this property� while SC	R
�
A� �uent calculus and dynamic logic do not have it� CTL� has a notion of
time which is independent of actions� but it is not metric and still depends
on states�
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���� Action duration

Of the representations presented in this chapter� tal is the only one that
has action duration as a fundamental property� It is however possible to
express action duration by introducing explicit starting and stopping events
in other representations such as SC	R
 and EC� although this implies that
action occurrences are not primitive elements any more�


���
 Alternative e	ects� nondeterministic e	ects� rami�ca�
tions

All representations permit actions with context�dependent e�ects� Nonde�
terministic e�ects can be expressed in tal and the �uent calculus� in some
extended versions of situation calculus� A and the event calculus� and in
dynamic logic and CTL��

There are also extended versions of the situation calculus� A� the �uent
calculus� the event calculus and tal that permit expressing rami�cations in
one way or another�


���� Reasoning about alternative courses of actions

When it comes to the ability to reason about alternative courses of actions�
the representations presented in this chapter can be divided into three dif�
ferent groups�

Action occurrences as statements

In narrative�based formalisms such as tal and the event calculus� action
occurrences are represented with logical statements 	although action types�
such as DrawCard� are terms
� Di�erent courses of actions are represented
as di�erent sets of formulae� Thus� if one wants to compare two courses of
actions 	e�g� let $A and $�A be two closed descriptions of action occurrences
�
then one can do this in terms of di�erent theories 	e�g� $D�I � $A j# � but
$D�I � $�A j# ��� assuming $D�I is the rest of the scenario
� Another
possibility is to use material implication 	e�g� $D�I j# �	$A � �
 � 	$�A �
��
��


If one wants to quantify over courses of actions in a narrative�based
formalism� then one has to do it meta�logically� Thus� if for instance one
wants to say that �there exists a set of action occurrences that has the
result � � then this has to be expressed as �there exists a $A 	with certain
restrictions
 such that $D�I � $A j# � �
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Also in CTL�� actions would have to be represented as statements� Rea�
soning about alternative courses of actions can be done in terms of reasoning
with formulas like 	����
�

Action occurrences as modalities

In dynamic logic� actions are modalities� Thus� it is straightforward to
reason about alternative courses of action 	e�g� � and ��
 simply by using
these modalities 	e�g� T j# ���� � ������
� where T is some dynamic logic
theory
� Notice however� that Dynamic Logic does not permit quantifying
over di�erent courses of actions� that has to be done meta�logically�

Action occurrences as terms

In SC	R
� action sequences are represented as terms� Thus� it is straight�
forward to reason about alternative courses of actions� such as the sequences
result	an� � � � result	a�� S�
 � � �
 and result	a�n� � � � result	a

�
�� S�
 � � �
 by re�

ferring to these terms� such as

$ j# Holds	�� result	an� � � � result	a�� S�
 � � �

�
�Holds	�� result	a�n� � � � result	a

�
�� S�
 � � �



	����


where $ is an SC	R
 theory� Furthermore� it is possible to actually quantify
over action sequences� For instance� one can formulate that �there exists a
sequence of action occurrences that has the result � simply as s�exec	s
�
�	s
�� The same holds for the �uent calculus�


���� Combining �merging several courses of action

Regarding the possibility of combining di�erent courses of actions� narrative�
based formalisms such as EC and tal have to do this by combining di�erent
sets of statements� In branching event�driven formalisms such as SC	R
� the
same thing can be achieved referring to di�erent expressions representing the
di�erent courses of action� However� notice that in SC	R
� action sequences
are always related to a speci�c starting situation 	typically S�
� Conse�
quently� one cannot refer to the action sequence �a�� � � � � an� without also
involving the situation where the sequence starts� In particular� there is
no possibility to quantify over action sequences� and state things such as
�for any action sequences s� and s� such as s� leads to � and s� leads to �
provided � holds� it is the case that s�� s� leads to �� 
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���� Reasoning about alternative developments of one spe�
ci�c course of actions

When it comes to the ability to reason about alternative developments of
one speci�c course of actions� for instance in terms of necessary and possible
results� the representations presented in this chapter can be divided into two
di�erent groups�

Alternative developments as alternative models

In all the representations based on non�modal logics� that is SC	R
� A�
�uent calculus� L�� EC and tal� di�erent developments of the execution
of the same set of actions will be re�ected in di�erent models� Statements
of the form �these action occurrences always�necessarily have the e�ect � 
have to be expressed meta�logically� as $ j# �� Statements of the form
�these action occurrences sometimes�possibly have the e�ect � have to
be stated as $ �j# ��� It seems paradoxical that representations such as
SC	R
 permit formulating logical statements about alternative courses of
actions but not about di�erent developments of the same course of action�
However� as action sequences are identical to situations and each situation
is only associated with one state 	through the Holds	f� s
 predicate
� this
is actually the case� This is an issue which is discussed further in papers IV
and V in this thesis�

Modalities over alternative developments

In contrast to the non�modal logics discussed above� both dynamic logic and
CTL� permit formulating logical statements about di�erent developments
of the same course of action� In dynamic logic� the statement �these action
occurrences always�necessarily have the e�ect � can be expressed as �����
and �these action occurrences sometimes�possibly have the e�ect � can be
expressed as h�i�� If we use the encoding of action occurrences presented
in section ������ the corresponding expressions in CTL� are of the forms
A	X	a� � X	a� � � � �X� � � �


 and E	X	a� �X	a� � � � �X� � � �


�

�� Summary

In this chapter� we have examined a number of important representations
used within 	and to some extent also outside
 RAC� The table in �gure
��� summarizes the results� In the next two chapters� we present some
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Criteria SC�R� A� L�� FL EC tal DL CTL�

Logic Class�
ical

Spec�
ial�
LP

Class�
ical�
LP

LP�
Class�
ical

Class�
ical

Modal Modal

Explicit time No No No Yes Yes No No
�but
ext��

Action dura�
tion

No No No No Yes No No

Nondet�
erministic
e�ects

Yes
�ext��

Yes
�ext��

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rami	�
cations

Yes
�ext��

Yes
�ext��

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Action oc�
currences

Terms NA Terms State�
ments

State�
ments

Modal�
ities

State�
ments

Quant� over
action occ�

Yes NA Yes No No No No

Alt� dev� for
same actions

Models Models Models Models Models Modal�
ities

Modal�
ities

Table ���� Summary of properties� Ext means that there are extensions
that have the property in question� and NA means that the property is not
applicable�

representations for concurrent actions and interactions� and some attempts
to combine features of branching event�driven time and explicit� independent
time�
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Chapter �

Concurrent interaction

In chapter �� we presented a number of formalisms for reasoning about
action and change� but one property that was not addressed was the ability
to describe how simultaneously occurring actions might interact with each
other� As a matter of fact� there have been few attempts to systematically
address the problem of concurrent interactions in RAC� In this chapter� we
present a selection of particularly interesting proposals which are based on
di�erent principles for dealing with interactions� due to George� ����� Pinto
����� ����� Baral and Gelfond ����� Bornscheuer and Thielscher ���� ��� and
Pelavin ������

A more complete but less detailed survey appears at the end of paper I�
covering the following approaches�

� Hendrix�s work ���� on representing continuous and simultaneous pro�
cesses�

� Lansky�s GEM ���� which focuses on structural relations between events�

� Thielscher�s theory of dynamic systems ������ which includes concepts
such as natural state transitions and momentary �uents�

� Ferber and Muller�s theory for dynamic multi�agent environments ����
which has a distinction between in�uences and state�

� A number of approaches in situation calculus by Gelfond� Lifschitz
and Rabinov ����� Lin and Shoham ���� and Reiter ������

��
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��� George�

George��s situation calculus ���� represents one of the earliest 	����
 at�
tempts to formalize concurrent actions� It is a formalism with some signif�
icant di�erences from more traditional situation calculus versions� In par�
ticular� there is a sort W for world histories� which are sequences of world
states 	situations in traditional situation calculus terminology
� Further�
more� there is no result function� Instead� the function succ	s� w
 denotes
the successor world state of a world state s in a history w� and occurs	e� s

denotes that the event 	or action
 e occurs in the world state s� Thus� it
is possible for an action to have di�erent results in di�erent world histories�
even when executed in the same world state� On the other hand� there
are no terms representing action sequences 	i�e� situation terms in tradi�
tional situation calculus
� Finally� the predicate holds	�� s
 denotes that the
relational feature � holds in s�

In order to determine which features are not a�ected by an event� George�
introduces a predicate indep	p� e� s
 to represent that feature p is indepen�
dent of event e in state s� Thus� by providing axioms of the form

holds	�� s
 � occurs	e� s
 � holds	�� succ	s� w

 	���


and

holds	�� s
 � indep	�� e� s
 	���


one can specify what changes and what does not change due to an event� A
persistence axiom

�w� s� p� holds	p� s
 � �holds	p� succ	s� w

 �
e�occurs	e� s
 � �indep	p� e� s
��

	���


states that a feature can change only due to an event which the feature
depends on� Note that there might be several events occurring in the same
world state� If a feature changes� then it must depend on at least one of
these events�

George� then introduces the concept of correctness condition with the
predicate cc	p� e� s
� This represents the fact that any event that does not
interfere with condition p will not interfere with 	prevent
 the event e� Thus�
if the condition


� �� cc	
� e�� s
 � cc	�� e�� s
�
indep	
� e�� s
 � indep	�� e�� s
 �

	���
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holds� then the two events e�� e� can occur in the same world state s� There
is also a notion of causality� in the form of axioms

�w� s� 
� e�� e�� 	causess	
� e�� e�
 � holds	
� s
�
occurs	e�� s

 � occurs	e�� s
�

�w� s� 
� e�� e�� 	causesn	
� e�� e�
 � holds	
� s
�
occurs	e�� s

 � occurs	e�� succ	s� w

��

	���


Thus� causal relations between events can be stated in terms of the causess
and causesn predicates� The causal laws play a role similar to the depen�
dency laws in tal� However� causality is de�ned for pairs of events� and
this limits it usefulness for modeling concurrent interactions� For instance�
Lifschitz� and colleagues� soup bowl example ����� which is used in the sub�
sequent sections to illustrate a number of other approaches to concurrency�
seems di�cult to encode in George��s SC� The soup bowl example involves
two events 	lifting the left side of the bowl and lifting the right side
 that in
di�erent combinations can generate a third event 	the bowl is entirely lifted
or the soup is spilled
� This cannot be expressed with binary relationships
between events�

George� then goes on to address processes� which essentially are re�
lated groups of events with limited interaction with events outside the pro�
cess� The point of representing processes is to explicitly restrict the num�
ber of possible interactions between events� and thereby reduce combina�
torial complexity� Fluents and events can be internal to a process P 	de�
noted with internalf	
� P� s
 and internale	e� P� s

� or they can be external
	externalf 	
� P� s
 and externale	e� P� s

� The correctness conditions of in�
ternal events may only depend on internal �uents�

�e� s� P � internale	e� P� s
 �

�internalf	
� P� s
 � cc	
� e� s
� ��

	���


Similar constraints are imposed on preconditions of internal events 	George�
does not provide any details
� Furthermore� internal �uents are always in�
dependent of non�internal events�

�e� s� 
� P � internalf 	
� P� s
 � �internale	e� P� s
 �
indep	
� e� s
��

	���


Besides the internal and external events of a given process� there can also
be events that belong to neither category� These events 	called ports
 per�
mit limited interaction between internal and external events� George� also
provides a number of compositional operators from concurrency theory �����
pre�xing� sequencing� non�deterministic choice� and parallelism�
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In summary� George��s formalism can de�ne when two events 	actions

can and cannot occur simultaneously� and what the result is when two inde�
pendent events are executed simultaneously� However� in its current form�
the formalism is restricted to binary relationships between events� this is
why we did not manage to encode the soup�bowl example� A limitation is
the lack of an explicit notion of duration� so events cannot partially overlap�
The causal laws produce events� and are thereby inherently integrated into
the framework for concurrency�

��� Pinto

In order to introduce concurrent actions in the situation calculus� the �rst
thing one has to do is to decide how to represent concurrent actions as
terms� as is the case with single actions� In his Ph�D� thesis ������ Pinto
extends SC� with a function & � A � A 	 A such that a� & a� denotes
the action of performing a� and a� concurrently� There is also the predicate
�� A�A such that a� � a� denotes that a� is part of the concurrent action
a�� and a predicate primitive � A de�ning those actions that are not further
decomposable�

Pinto identi�es two di�erent problems with concurrent actions� namely
the precondition interaction problem and the e�ect interaction problem� In
short� the precondition interaction problem concerns how to obtain Poss	a�&
a�� s
 i�e� the preconditions for executing a� and a� concurrently� provided
that one has adequate de�nitions of Poss	a�� s
 and Poss	a�� s
� One ex�
ample is an agent G that is in a situation where he can paint two di�erent
wallsW� andW� in two di�erent colors C� and C�� Poss	paint	G�W�� C�

�
Poss	paint	G�W�� C�

� Surely� we do not want to infer that the agent is ca�
pable of performing these two actions concurrently� Poss	paint	G�W�� C�
&
paint	G�W�� C�

� This would imply a simultaneous capacity of agent G
which is unrealistic by human standards� In order to represent the asser�
tion that two actions have interacting preconditions� Pinto suggests using a
predicate precInt � A � A� Two actions are then de�ned to be executable
concurrently if they can be executed in isolation and their preconditions do
not interact�

Poss	a� & a�� s
 

	Poss	a�� s
 � Poss	a�� s
 � �precInt	a�� a�

�

	���


�Pinto�s extension is based on Reiter�s SC� but has some small di�erences� For instance�
Pinto uses rei	cation of �uents�
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Of course� it remains to axiomatize precInt� and this turns out to be
highly domain�dependent� Pinto gives one example based on the use of
resources� Let xres	a� r
 denote that the action a requires the exclusive
use of the resource r and let sres	a� r
 denote that a requires the use of
the sharable resource r� For instance� we can declare the following resource
requirements for the painting action�

xres	paint	g� w� c
� g
 � xres	paint	g� w� c
� w
�
xres	paint	g� w� c
� c
 � sres	paint	g� w� c
� Light


	���


Given information on what resources di�erent actions require� one can then
determine what actions have interacting preconditions by comparing their
resource requirements�

precInf	a�� a�
 
 	a� �� a� � a� �� a��
r�	xres	a�� r
 � xres	a�� r

 � 	sres	a�� r
 � xres	a�� r

�

	xres	a�� r
 � sres	a�� r

� 
�

	����


Recall that in SC� the result of an non�executable action is totally unde�ned�
such an action can result in any situation� This also applies to concurrent
actions� As a matter of fact� it is su�cient to have two actions with inter�
acting preconditions in a concurrent action in order to make the latter non�
executable� independently of how many other actions it consists of� Thus�
precondition interactions have a global e�ect on a concurrent action� and are
not restricted to the subactions that actually are incompatible� For instance�
if paint	G�W�� C�
 & paint	G�W�� C�
 is not executable� then neither is
paint	G�W�� C�
&paint	G�W�� C�
&sing	F 
&dance	H
&open	I�Door�
�
Although this approach might seem a bit coarse� it makes sense if one con�
siders �Poss	c� s
 to represent the fact that c cannot occur 	e�g� it is �in�
consistent to state that c occurs in s
� Compare this to the interpretation
of �Poss	c� s
 as �a will fail � in this case� it would be more intuitive to as�
sume that the other actions can succeed although the two painting actions
fail�

The e�ect interactions problem concerns how to determine the e�ects
of the concurrent execution of a pair of actions� given the e�ects of the
individual actions� Pinto identi�es two kinds of e�ect interaction� namely
cancellation and synergy� and proposes to model them as rami�cations of
the individual actions� One example is Pinto�s encoding of Lifschitz� and
colleagues� soup bowl example ����� There are two actions LiftLeft and
LiftRight for lifting the left and the right side of the bowl respectively� There
are also the �uents liftedl and liftedr representing that the soup bowl is lifted
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on either side� lifted representing that the bowl is actually lifted from the
table� and spilled� There are the following e�ect axioms�

Poss	c� s
 � LiftLeft � c� Holds	liftedl� s


Poss	c� s
 � LiftRight � c� Holds	liftedr� s



	����


Two domain constraints determine what happens when the bowl is lifted on
both or on just one side 	� is exclusive or
�

Holds	lifted� s
 
 	Holds	liftedl� s
 �Holds	liftedr� s


Holds	spilled� s
 
 	Holds	liftedl� s
�Holds	liftedr� s



	����


Consequently� lifting the bowl on the left or right side respectively has the
direct e�ect of having the bowl lifted on that side� and having the bowl
totally lifted or the soup spilled are indirect e�ects�

In a recent paper ������ Pinto proposes an approach to concurrent in�
teractions which has some similarity to the approach presented in paper
I� The idea is to use natural events 	in the style of Reiter �����
 to model
causal dependencies� and then to use causal dependencies to model concur�
rent interactions� For instance� the soup bowl scenario is modeled using two
natural actions Spills and Nspills that cause spill to become true and false
respectively� Being natural actions� they occur whenever they can occur�

�a� s�Poss	fag� s
 � natural	a
� occurs	a� s
� 	����


The soup bowl scenario is encoded as follows� First� there are the agent�
invoked actions Liftleft and LiftRight�

Poss	fLiftLeftg� s
 � �Holds	liftedl� s
 	����


Poss	fLiftRightg� s
 � �Holds	liftedr� s
 	����


Poss	c� s
 � LiftLeft � c� Holds	liftedl� do	c� a

 	����


Poss	c� s
 � LiftRight � c� Holds	liftedr� do	c� s

 	����


The concurrent interactions between these two actions are then encoded in
terms of the natural actions Spills and Nspills� which start and end the
process of spilling respectively� Line 	����
 declares these two actions to be
natural� lines 	����
 to 	����
 declare when they occur 	i�e� whenever the
antecedents hold
 and lines 	����
 to 	����
 declare their e�ects�

natural	Spills
 � natural	Nspills
� 	����


�Holds	liftedl� s
 �Holds	liftedr� s
 � �Holds	spilling� s
 � 	����


Poss	fSpillsg� s
�
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Holds	liftedl� s
 � �Holds	liftedr� s
 � �Holds	spilling� s
� 	����


Poss	fSpillsg� s
�

Holds	liftedl� s
 �Holds	liftedr� s
 �Holds	spilling� s
� 	����


Poss	fNspillsg� s
�

�Holds	liftedl� s
 � �Holds	liftedr� s
 �Holds	spilling� s
� 	����


Poss	fNspillsg� s
�

P oss	c� s
 � Spills � c� Holds	spilling� do	c� s

� 	����


Poss	c� s
 �Nspills � c� �Holds	spilling� do	c� s

� 	����


Notice that one dependency is expressed in at least two axioms� one pre�
condition axiom for de�ning the conditions that trigger some change 	via
a natural action
 and one that de�nes the nature of the change 	through
the same natural action
� For instance� 	����
 and 	����
 de�ne a causal de�
pendency from lifting on just the right side to spilling the soup� The same
dependency� that is lifting on the right side but not the left side causes the
soup to be spilled� could have been expressed in tal as follows�

CT 	�t��liftedl � liftedr
� R	�t�spilled
 	����


In paper I� we provide a more elaborate version of the soup bowl example
encoded in tal�c� an extension of tal� There� we notice some similarity be�
tween the use of in�uences in tal�c and the use of natural actions like Spills
and Nspills above�� What is particularly interesting is that Pinto motivates
his approach with arguments for modularity� using causal dependencies to
model concurrent interactions on the level of �uents allows us to describe
actions in isolation�

In summary� Pinto addresses a fairly wide range of problems associated
with concurrency� including precondition interactions due to for instance
resource constraints� and cases of synergy and cancellation of e�ects� It is
especially interesting to see the use of domain constraints and natural events
for representing e�ect interactions� Yet� one major limitation is the fact
that actions have no explicit duration� Thus� it is not possible to represent
di�erent ways for actions to temporally overlap� which is something actions
tend to do in many realistic domains�

�Yet� we should point to two important di�erences between Pinto�s natural actions and
the in�uences in tal�c� First� in�uences can have temporal extension� Second� Pinto does
not take advantage of natural actions in order to resolve con�icts or combine e�ects� His
presentation is restricted to the soup bowl example�
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��� Concurrency in AC and A

C

With their AC language ����� Baral and Gelfond take a di�erent approach�
Instead of deriving combined e�ects of actions from their individual e�ects�
they suggest directly de�ning the e�ects of concurrent actions�

AC is an extension of Gelfond�s and Lifschitz�s A language 	see chapter
�
� The only syntactical di�erence is that action names are nonempty �nite
sets of primitive actions� For instance� the following is a domain description
in AC encoding the soup bowl scenario� where lift l and lift r are the actions
of lifting the bowl on the left and right side respectively�

initially �spilled� 	����


flift lg causes spilled� 	����


flift rgcausesspilled� 	����


flift l� lift rg causes �spilled if �spilled� 	����


Line 	����
 is a v�proposition 	value proposition
 that states that the soup
is not spilled in the initial state� and the rest of the lines are e�propositions
	e�ect propositions
 that state the di�erent e�ects of lifting the bowl� The
last e�proposition 	����
 is required in order to override the e�ects of the
two previous ones�

The semantics of concurrent actions in AC is based on three principles�
First� e�ects are inherited from smaller to larger action names� For instance�
the e�proposition

flift lg causes spilled

implies

flift l�whistleg causes spilled

	provided whistle does not cause �spilled
� Second� if there are several e�
propositions with con�icting e�ects on the same �uent� then larger action
names have precedence over smaller ones� Thus� line 	����
� in virtue of its
action name being a superset of those of the two lines 	����
 and 	����
�
has precedence over the latter� Third� if there are several applicable e�
propositions with con�icting e�ects that are not ordered according to a
subset relation� the outcome is unde�ned�

Formally� matters are arranged as follows� We say that the execution
of an action a in a state � immediately causes a �uent literal f to be true
if there is an e�proposition �a causes f if p�� � � � � pn such that p�� � � � � pn
hold in �� Further� the execution of an action a in a state � causes a �uent
literal f to be true if
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�� a immediately causes f in �� or

�� a inherits the e�ect f from its subset in �� i�e� there is a b � a� such
that execution of b immediately causes f in �� and there is no c such
that b � c � a such that c immediately causes �f in ��

Next� we de�ne the following sets representing the positive and negative
e�ects of an action a in a state ��

E�	a� �
 #
ff j f is a �uent name and execution of a in � causes fg�

E�	a� �
 #
ff j f is a �uent name and execution of a in � causes �fg�

Now� we can de�ne the concept of a model in AC � A structure 	�o�'
 is a
model of a domain description D if�

�� Every v�proposition from D is true in 	�o�'
�

�� For every action a # fa�� � � � � ang and every state ��

	a
 if E�	a� �
 �E�	a� �
 # �� then '	a� �
 is de�ned and '	a� �
 #
� �E�	a� �
 nE�	a� �
�

	b
 otherwise� '	a� �
 is unde�ned�

For instance� if � # �� then E�	flift l� lift rg� �
 # �� although the two e�
propositions 	����
 and 	����
 for separately lifting on the left and right
sides are applicable� the last e�proposition has precedence over both of
them� On the other hand� E�	flift l� lift rg� �
 # fspilledg� Consequently�
'	flift l� lift rg� �
 # � � � n fspilledg # ��

Point 	�b
 above implies that whenever there is a pair of subactions
with contradictory e�ects in a concurrent action� the entire next state is
unde�ned� Some authors� such as Bornscheuer and Thielscher ���� ���� have
pointed out that that is in some cases too strong an assumption�� Born�
scheuer and Thielscher consider the following example� which involves a dog

�In the case of the precondition interaction problem �see section ����� it could make
sense to view a concurrent action that contained some subactions with con�icting precon�
ditions as �impossible�� However� in the AC example above� it is the e�ects that are in
con�ict� In this case� it would be more reasonable to assume that �some of� the con�ict�
ing actions fail than to assume that the actions are impossible to �attempt to� execute
concurrently�
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sleeping beside a door with an electric opener� If the door opener is acti�
vated� the dog will wake up� You can close the door by pulling it� and you
can open the door by running into it and at the same time activating the
electric door opener� However� just running into the door will hurt you�

initially sleeps
factivateg causes �sleeps
frun intog causes hurt if �open
fpullg causes �open
factivate� run intog causes open
factivate� run intog causes �hurt if �hurt

	����


If we consider the concurrent action a # factivate� pull� run intog� we observe
that given the semantics of AC � and assuming that the initial state �� #
fsleepsg� we have that E�	a� ��
 # fopeng andE�	a� ��
 # fsleeps� hurt� openg�
As E�	a� ��
 � E�	a� ��
 # fopeng� the next state '	a� ��
 is unde�ned�
Therefore� one can not even show that the dog is no longer asleep 	�sleeps
�
although this actually did not have anything to do with the con�ict between
activate and pull�

Bornscheuer and Thielscher suggest keeping the con�ict local� and just
letting it a�ect the very �uent that caused it� that is open� Their sugges�
tion is realized in a language called A�

C ����� which is an extension of AC �
and which treats con�icting e�ects of concurrent actions as cases of implicit
nondeterminism� In a later paper� they present another language ANCC

���� which in addition to concurrent actions can represent explicit nondeter�
minism�� They also present translations from A�

C respectively ANCC to the
�uent calculus� The presentation to follow is based on A�

C � but concurrency
is treated in essentially the same way in ANCC � We continue to use the
notation from AC �

The idea of Bornscheuer and Thielscher is that if the intersection F
of the sets of positive and negative e�ects of an action a in a state �� is
nonempty� F # E�	a� ��
 �E�	a� ��
 �# �� then the values of the �uents in
F are indeterminate� but all other �uents behave normally� For instance� in
the scenario above� �sleeps and �hurt hold after a� but open can either hold
or not hold� Technically� this is achieved by modifying the semantics of AC

as follows�
First� ' is not a function but a ternary relation that takes a state� an ac�

tion name and another state as arguments� Informally� '	�� a� ��
 represents

�Explicit nondeterminism means that one can explicitly state that an action
or action combination can have alternative e�ects� ANCC includes a construct
a alternativelycauses e�� � � � � en if c�� � � � � cn for this purpose�
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that doing a in � can possibly result in ��� Second� by using a transition rela�
tion� an action sequence can correspond to multiple state sequences� There�
fore� it becomes necessary to be able to identify which one of these state
sequences is intended when v�propositions 	of the form f after a�� � � � � an

are evaluated� For this purpose� a function � is introduced� �	�a�� � � � � an�

denotes one of the states corresponding to a�� � � � � an in which a v�proposition
f after a�� � � � � an would be evaluated�

Now� a structure 	���'� �
 is a model of a domain description D if�

�� �	��
 # ���

�� 	�	�a�� � � � � am���
� am� �	�a�� � � � � am�
 � '�

�� 	�� am� �
�
 � ' i� �� # 	� � E�	a� �
 n E�	a� �

 � E� for some E� �

	E�	a� �
 �E�	a� �

� and

�� for all v�propositions f after a�� � � � � an in D� f holds in �	�a�� � � � � an�
�

Given the semantics of A�
C � we have that if �� # fsleepsg and a #

factivate� pull� run intog� then 	��� a� �
�
 i� �� # � or �� # fopeng� That is

to say� �sleeps and �hurt hold after a� but open is indeterminate�

In AC and A�
C � concurrent interactions are modeled on the level of ac�

tions 	with the exception of con�icting e�ects in A�
C
� The fact that e�ect

propositions with larger action names override those with smaller contributes
to elaboration tolerance ����� Yet� AC and A�

C do not permit describing ac�
tions in isolation� and therefore cannot be considered to be particularly mod�
ular� As a matter of fact� if two domain descriptions were to be merged� one
would have to go through all new action combinations in order to identify
potential interactions� This is quite opposite to the approaches of Karlsson
and Gustafsson 	see paper I
 and Pinto ����� 	see previous section
� who
argue for describing actions separately and instead modeling interactions

on the level of �uents by using causal dependencies� A
��
C is restricted to

propositional domains with instantaneous actions and it lacks any notion of
rami�cations� As interactions are modeled on the level of actions� extend�

ing A
��
C to also include rami�cations � which of course can interact with

actions and other rami�cations but which are not directly associated with
any actions � appears to be a very di�cult problem� In general� it is ques�

tionable whether it is possible to extend A
��
C to more complex ontologies�
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��� Pelavin

In ������ Pelavin presents a sophisticated language for reasoning about plans
with concurrent actions and external events� The language is based on
Allen�s interval logic ���� where time is represented as intervals� These in�
tervals can be related in di�erent ways� for instance� two intervals i� and i�
can meet� that is i� ends where i� starts� Meets	i�� i�
� one can be contained
inside the other� In	i�� i�
� or one can be before 	without meeting
 the other
Before	i�� i�
�

����� Semantics

The semantics of Pelavin�s logic is based on the notion of a world history�
A world history captures exactly what the planning agent does and what
happens in the external world� All world histories have a common time line�
Given a speci�c world history� the properties and relations that hold dur�
ing di�erent intervals and the actions and events that occur are represented
as propositions� For instance� hi�� hi � has�co�ee means that the property
has�co�ee holds during the interval i� in the context of world history h� Two
world histories can have parts that are identical� In particular� the acces�
sibility relation R	i� h�� h�
 represents that two world histories h� and h�
share a common past through the end of the interval i� Thus� the R relation
arranges world histories into a tree structure� where two world histories are
on the same branch as long as R connects them�

To capture the e�ects of basic actions� Pelavin introduces a closeness
function CL� CL	ba� i� h
 represents the set of world histories fh�kgk result�
ing from executing the basic action ba during the interval i in the world
history h� An old world history h and a new one h�k should di�er only on
account of the basic action ba in the interval i� For instance� if h is a world
history with no action occurrences at all such that hi� hi �� credit holds for
any i 	that is all the time
� then CL	DrawCard� I�� h
 would result in a sin�
gleton set fhg of new world histories such that hI�� h�i � DrawCard holds
and in addition hi� hi � credit holds for any i such that Meets	I�� i
�

Each action is associated with some standard conditions 	similar to the
Poss predicate in SC
 that determine when the action is executable� If the
standard conditions do not hold for an action a at i� then CL	ba� i� h
 # fhg�
that is� the closeness function returns an unaltered world history�

A plan instance is essentially a set of action occurrences 	action�interval
pairs
� The e�ects of a plan instance are computed by applying the CL
function recursively� Thereby� the semantics of Pelavin�s logic can capture
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such things as when two concurrent action attempts interfere with each
other 	and perhaps only one or none of the actions actually occurs
� when
one action negates the standard condition of another action 	prevention
�
and when one action brings about the standard condition of another action
	enablement
�

����� Syntax

The syntax of Pelavin�s logic includes terms for temporal intervals and
plan instances� DrawCard	I�
 is one example� denoting the primitive ac�
tion DrawCard with interval I�� There are temporal predicates for instance
has�co�ee	i
� eternal 	time�invariant
 predicates such as Meets	i�� i�
 and
Occ	pi
� the standard logical connectives and quanti�ers� and the two modal
operators INEV and IFTRIED� The Occ	pi
 predicate represents that the
plan instance pi actually occurs�� The inevitability operator INEV is used
to describe the branching time structure� and its semantics is de�ned in
terms of the R relation� The statement INEV 	i� s
 means that the state�
ment s holds in all branches that are possible at the end of time i� For
instance�

INEV 	I���i��Meets	I�� i�
 � dead	i�
�


means that some person is inevitably dead after I�� The IFTRIED op�
erator captures how individual plan instances 	sets of action occurrences

a�ect the world� and its semantics is de�ned in terms of the CL relation�
IFTRIED	pi� s
 means that if the plan instance pi is attempted� then s
holds in all resulting world histories� In particular� executability of a plan
instance can be de�ned as follows�

Executable	pi
#def IFTRIED	pi�Occ	pi



The following is an example of the use of the IFTRIED operator� which
concludes what happens if the button of the co�ee machine is pressed�

�i�� i�� credit	i�
 �Meets	i�� i�
�
IFTRIED	PressButton	i�
�

i��Meets	i�� i�
 � has�co�ee	i�
 � �credit	i�
� 
 �

�Occ is considered an eternal �time�invariant� predicate as it does not have any tem�
poral argument� although the plan instances it takes as arguments contain temporal in�
formation�
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����
 Domain descriptions

For specifying the executability conditions and e�ects of actions� the INEV
operator is used� The general form for specifying an executability condition
is as below� where pi is a plan instance " often just a single action " and
EC is the condition�

INEV 	Ip�EC � Executable	pi



For instance� the following is an executability condition for the DrawCard
action�

INEV 	Ip� has�card	i�
 �Meets	i�� i�
 �
Executable	DrawCard	i�




The general form for specifying e�ects is as follows� where pi is a plan
instance� and EFF are the e�ects�

INEV 	Ip�Occ	pi
 � EFF 


For instance� the following speci�es the e�ects of the DrawCard action�

INEV 	Ip� Occ	PressButton	i�

 �
i��Meets	i�� i�
 � credit	i�
�


Conditions and e�ects need not be restricted to the very start and end of
actions� As a matter of fact� Pelavin�s logic is very expressive when it comes
to temporal relations� For instance� one can state that the e�ect of sailing
across a lake 	from point a to point b
 is that the boat is moving while the
sailing takes place�

INEV 	Ip�Occ	Sail	a� b� i

 � Moving	i



����� Frame axioms

Pelavin only brie�y sketches how the frame problem can be tackled in his
logic� He suggests using frame axioms of the general form

INEV 	Ip� C � 	P � IFTRIED	pi� P 




where for a given property P and plan instance pi the formula C are the
conditions under which the frame axiom applies� In short� a frame axiom
states that �under the condition C� if P holds� then P would still hold if ip
was executed� For instance�

INEV 	Ip�i���credit	i�
 �Meets	i�� i
� �
	�has�co�ee	i
 � IFTRIED	PressButton	i
��has�co�ee	i



�
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Note that these frame axioms� like those in section ������ chapter �� have
to associate no�change with speci�c actions� Therefore� it is unlikely that
Pelavin�s logic can handle any more complex rami�cations�

����� Simultaneous e	ects

Pelavin�s logic permits quite a sophisticated treatment of concurrency� In
particular� the IFTRIED operator makes it possible to describe actions in
isolation� It allows us to describe the e�ects of an action as a di�erence
between the case when the action is performed and the case when it is not�
For instance� assume there is a box of coins�� The predicate CoinsIn	b� n� i

represents the fact that there are n coins in the box b during the time interval
i� and the plan instance TakeCoin	a� b� i
 represents that agent a takes one
coin out of the box b� One can model the e�ect of taking a coin from the
box in terms of the di�erence between the number of coins there are in the
box if the action TakeCoin	a� b� i
 is not executed� and the number of coins
	one less
 there would be if the action was executed�

INEV 	Ip��a� b� n��Occ	TakeCoin	a� b� i

�
i�� �Finishes	i�� i
 � CoinsIn	b� n� i�
 � n � �� �
IFTRIED	TakeCoin	a� b� i
�
i��Finishes	i�� i
 � CoinsIn	b� n� �� i�
� 
 � 


	����


Pelavin presents an example involving two agents " the planning agent
and another agent agt� " which both occasionally use a terminal� There
is an action UseTerm	i
 for the planning agent� and there is a predicate
UsingTerm	agt�� i
 meaning that the other agent is using the terminal� Only
one of the agents can use the terminal at a time� as captured in the following
constraint�

�i�� i���Disjoint	i�� i�
�
INEV 	Ip��	UsingTerm	agt�� i�
 �Occ	UseTerm	i�



 �

	����


Pelavin discusses three types of interaction possible in this scenario� The
�rst case is when the other agent always has priority over the planning agent�
The planning agent cannot use the terminal if the other agent is using it� but
he can himself be interrupted by the other agent� This case can be encoded
as 	����
 and the following speci�cation�

�i� pi� INEV 	Ip� UsingTerm	agt�� i
 �
IFTRIED	Ip� UsingTerm	agt�� i�
 
 
 �

	����


�This is an example from paper I� Pelavin presents a similar example involving the
buying and paying for a CD record�
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The second case is the reverse� when the planning agent has priority� This
case is captured in 	����
 and the following speci�cation� which asserts that
UseTerm is executable under all circumstances�

�i�INEV 	Ip�Executable	UseTerm	i
 
 � 	����


The third case is when the agent that �rst tries to use the terminal gets it�
If both agents try at the same time� then the planning agent gets it� This
priority relationship can be formulated as the planning agent being able to
use the terminal if and only if the other agent is not using the terminal
during a non�disjoint time interval that starts previously�

�i� INEV 	Ip��i��	Overlaps	i�� i
 � Finishes	i� i�
�
Contains	i�� i

 � UsingTerm	agt�� i�
 � 

Executable	UseTerm	i

 
 �

	����


In general� Pelavin�s logic is able to capture a fairly wide range of phenom�
ena associated with concurrency� Besides the terminal example� Pelavin
also presents examples involving interaction due to resource constraints� and
combinations of forces acting on an object� A limitation is that all treatment
of concurrent interactions must involve references to actions 	due to the use
of the IFTRIED operator
� which implies that treating interactions due to
rami�cations is apparently not possible�

����� Conclusion

Pelavin o�ers one of the most sophisticated treatments of concurrency in
the literature� and indeed also of the representation of plans�

� His logic is capable of representing concurrent interactions in �exible
ways�

� It permits describing actions in isolation�

� It is the only treatment of concurrent interactions in the context of
actions with duration that we are aware of� besides paper I in this
thesis�

� The modal constructs can be used for reasoning about alternative
courses of actions 	plan instances in Pelavin�s vocabulary
� as well
as about alternative developments of a given course of action� The
IFTRIES operator has some similarities to the modal constructs for
necessary and possible consequences in the narrative logic 	NL
 pre�
sented in paper V in this thesis� and the INEV operator resembles
the NL general law operator�
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Besides these strengths� the logic also has a number of drawbacks�

� The logic has a highly complex� non�standard semantics�

� The logic relies on frame axioms�

� Representing rami�cations seems very di�cult to do due to the reliance
on frame axioms�

��� Concurrency in computer science

In computer science� the study of concurrent systems is based on the notion
of a process � a possibly non�terminating behavior pattern� The smallest
components of a process are events 	or actions or instructions
� Being de�
signed entities� processes in computer systems typically have well�de�ned
boundaries and inner structure� Yet� the facts that processes execute con�
currently and that the order of events between di�erent processes is at best
partially speci�ed introduce an element of nondeterminismwhich makes con�
current systems considerably more di�cult to design and test than strictly
sequential ones� In addition� for for instance an embedded system� the en�
vironment 	which can be considered a process as well
 contains elements of
nondeterminism� The central aim of the �eld of concurrency in computer
science is to develop principles for designing and verifying concurrent sys�
tems� In particular� one is interested in liveness properties 	something good
eventually happens
 and safety properties 	something bad never happens

over the di�erent runs of the system 	i�e� the di�erent ways the system can
evolve�


To give a �avor of the �eld� we present a fragment of the process algebra
CCS ����� 	Calculus of Communicating Systems
 for specifying concurrent
systems� and we discuss some modal logics for describing properties of such
systems� The intention is to give a foundation for comparisons between
concurrency in RAC and in computer science� We should also mention that
concepts and languages from concurrency theory have had some in�uence
on RAC� For instance� George� ���� and Lansky ���� make use of operators
from concurrency theory in order to structure actions into processes� and so
do De Giacomo and colleagues ���� in their concurrent robot programming
language ConGolog� Chen and De Giacomo ���� use an extension of CCS
to model concurrent interactions between actions in the sense discussed in
this chapter� which is exempli�ed with the soup bowl example�
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����� Calculus of Communicating Systems

CCS ����� permits describing the behaviors of processes in a compositional
way� complex processes can be described in terms of combinations of simpler
ones� The following is a very simple process � a clock that perpetually ticks
� described in CCS�

Cl
def
# tick�Cl 	����


The pre�x operator 	�
 is de�ned as

a�E
a
	 E

which means that the process a�E may perform the action a and evolve
into the process E� In the inference rules of CCS� the notation E

a
	 F

occurs frequently� representing the fact that a process E may become F by

performing an action a� The following inference rule de�nes the
def
# relation

	the premises are on the top� and the consequent is in the lower part
�

E
a
	 F

P
a
	 F

P
def
# E

If P
def
# E and E can evolve into F � then P can evolve into F � In the

clock example� Cl evolves into tick�Cl� which in turn� when performing tick�
evolves into Cl again� and so on�

The choice operator & is de�ned by the following inference rules�

E�
a
	 F

E� &E�
a
	 F

E�
a
	 F

E� &E�
a
	 F

If the process E� 	or E�
 may become F � then E� &E� may also become F �

The following is an example of a vending machine� One can either insert
�p� choose a big chocolate bar and collect it� or one can insert �p� select a
small chocolate bar and collect it�

V
def
# �p�Vb & �p�Vl

Vb
def
# big�Vc

Vl
def
# little�Vc

Vc
def
# collect�V

	����
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The concurrency operator j can be used to compose processes that are to
be executed concurrently� Concurrent processes can evolve without commu�
nication� according to the �rst two of the following inference rules� or with
communication according to the third�

E
a
	 E�

EjF
a
	 E�jF

F
a
	 F �

EjF
a
	 EjF �

E
a
	 E� F

a
	 F �

EjF
�
	 E�jF �

In short� the concurrent composition EjF may evolve by evolving either of
the constituents� In the case of communication� if E may input on channel a
and evolve into E� and F may output on a and evolve into F � 	or vice versa

then EjF may evolve into E�jF �� Here� a and a are co�actions 	e�g� input
and output of a value on a channel
 that cannot be performed in isolation�
one presupposes the other�

There are a number of other operators� for instance a conditional form
and a form for action restrictions� that are not addressed here�

����� Modal logics for concurrent processes

The capabilities of processes can be described logically� Hennessy�Milner
logic ���� is a very simple modal logic that has two kinds if modal operators�
�a�' describing a process such that if it starts with a then it must evolve
into '� and hai' which if starting with a might evolve into '�

If a process E has the property '� we write E j# '� The satisfaction
relation j# can be de�ned as follows�

E j# tt 	����


E �j# ff 	����


E j# ' �( i� E j# ' and E j# ( 	����


E j# ' �( i� E j# ' or E j# ( 	����


E j# �a�' i� �F � fE� jE
a
	 E�g�F j# ' 	����


E j# hai' i� F � fE� jE
a
	 E�g�F j# ' 	����


For instance� one can express that the vending machine process has the
property that one can insert �p and press small and collect� but one cannot
insert �p and select small�

V j# h�pihsmallihcollectitt � ��p��small�� 	����


Hennessy�Milner logic is only capable of expressing local properties� it
cannot express properties that hold for instance over the entire run of a
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system� In order to express such properties� one needs logics with more
powerful temporal operators� such as CTL� ���� which was presented in
chapter �� An alternative is to introduce extremal �x�point operators as
in the temporal mu�calculus ����� The modal mu�calculus ���� combines
the type of modal operators used in Hennessy�Milner logic with �x�point
operators�

����
 Discussion

The notion of concurrency in computer science is quite di�erent from the
notion of concurrency in the RAC approaches presented in the previous
sections of this chapter� The di�erence is due to the di�erence between the
notion of a process in computer science and the notion of an action in RAC�
A process is an evolving� often nonterminating� entity � it is primarily
the process itself that is subject to change� and how it changes may be
a�ected by how other processes around it evolve� On the other hand� an
action occurrence is typically a time�bound entity that is not changing in
itself� but primarily causes change in the states of the environment in which
it is executed� The nature of that change may be in�uenced by other�
simultaneous action occurrences� Often� as in SC	R
� the action occurrence
is just a transition from one state to the next� Of course� the di�erence
between a process �changing in itself and an action occurrence �changing
the state of the environment should not be exaggerated � a process may
have a state that includes variables� and which might evolve with the process
as a whole�

For the representation of actions� there might yet be something inter�
esting to learn from process algebra� As long as action occurrences cause
transitions from one state to the next� the notion of an �evolving action
does not make any sense� If action occurrences have temporal extension�
however� as is the case in tal� and can be a�ected by other simultane�
ous action occurrences� considering actions as evolving entities could be a
fruitful approach� This is not realized in the concurrent extension to tal
presented in paper I in this thesis� there� the state may evolve di�erently
due to concurrent interaction but the action occurrence itself has no time�
dependent properties� In the work of Chen and De Giacomo ����� which
is based on an extension of CCS� actions do not have temporal extension�
Consequently� the idea of evolving occurrences has to be left for future work�
Due to the designed nature of processes in computer science� something like
CCS might not be su�cient� though� processes in nature are perhaps not as
well�behaved and well�delimited as those in computers�
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Processes need not be identi�ed with actions � they can also be seen
as a means for structuring actions into composite behaviors� That is what�
for instance� George� ����� Lansky ���� and De Giacomo and colleagues ����
	in ConGolog
 do� and this is primarily also the approach of Chen and De
Giacomo �����

��	 Summary

In this chapter� we have given in�depth presentations of a number of ap�
proaches to concurrent actions� They all used di�erent methods of dealing
with interactions�

George��s approach is based on deriving interactions from the properties
of events� There is an explicit representation of independence� when a �uent
that is independent of an event is not a�ected by that event� Likewise� a
correctness condition determines what �uents can prevent a speci�c event�

Pinto relies on deriving precondition interactions indirectly� he de�nes
a relation that determines when the preconditions of two actions interfere
in terms of properties 	such as resources used
 of the individual actions� In
addition� Pinto uses domain constraints and 	in a later paper
 natural events
to indirectly de�ne the e�ects of concurrent actions� This can be viewed as
representing a second� somewhat di�erent approach� where the treatment
of interactions need not directly involve any references to the actions that
caused them�

A third approach was proposed by Baral and Gelfond� and extended by
Bornscheuer and Thielscher� Instead of dealing with interactions indirectly�
via the �uents that the actions a�ected and depended on� they dealt with
interactions directly� using rules that referred to sets of co�occurring actions�
By having more speci�c rules overriding less speci�c ones� a certain degree
of elaboration tolerance was achieved� However� their approach makes it
impossible to describe actions in isolation� and thus it su�ers from a lack of
modularity�

All the previous work is based on an SC type of ontology� and therefore
lack an explicit notion of action duration� Pelavin�s logic� on the other hand�
is based on Allen�s interval logic� where there is an independent notion of
time� Pelavin�s logic can be considered to represent a fourth approach to
concurrent interactions� Using the IFTRIES modality� Pelavin is able to
specify concurrent interactions in terms of the di�erence between what the
result would be if an action was executed and what the result would if it
was not executed�
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In short� we have seen the following ways to represent concurrent inter�
action�

� Indirectly via properties of actions�

� Via indirect e�ects 	encoded as domain constraints or natural actions
�

� Directly in action laws�

� In terms of the di�erence between executing and not executing an
action�

Of these di�erent approaches to handling interactions� all but the third one
support describing actions in isolation� Only the second approach appears
to have the capacity to deal with interactions that involve indirect e�ects�
All the others require explicit references to the actions involved in the in�
teraction� Obviously� an indirect e�ect does not have any explicit references
to the actions that caused it�

We also covered concurrency as it is viewed in computer science� and we
have in particular looked at Milner�s CCS ����� and some modal logics for
concurrent systems� From an RAC perspective� we have observed that con�
current processes in computer science could be used to represent individual
action occurrences and how they evolve � an approach that has not yet
been investigated � or to structure actions into behaviors�

In paper I� we address the problem of concurrent interactions in the
context of actions with duration� We present an approach that is based on
encoding concurrent interactions in terms of indirect e�ects� and which can
describe interactions not only between actions� but also between rami�ca�
tions and even delayed e�ects and processes� 	Delayed e�ects and processes
are addressed in paper II�
 Furthermore� we attempt to systematically ad�
dress a wide range of interactions� We consider the issue of modularity�
our language tal�c permits describing actions and causal dependencies in
isolation�



Chapter �

Enriching the representation

of narratives

Recall the discussion in chapter � about the relative strengths and weak�
nesses of narrative�based formalisms such as tal and event�based branching
formalisms such as the situation calculus 	SC
� The former supported rich
temporal properties of and relations between actions and �uents but had
weak support for hypothetical reasoning� whereas the latter made hypothet�
ical reasoning easy but had a very restricted notion of time� In this chapter�
we analyze a number of attempts by Pinto ����� ���� and Reiter ����� to
combine the features of narrative�based languages and SC� These attempts
all use the situation calculus as a starting point� and although they manage
to incorporate notions of explicit time and other features of narrative�based
formalisms� they are still subject to limitations inherent to the situation
calculus�

Actually� both Reiter ����� and Pinto ����� address a wider problem
than just adding a time�line to situation calculus� Reiter is interested in
continuous change and natural events� and Pinto ����� in causal relations
between action occurrences�

Finally� there have also been proposals that start from a narrative�based
language and then add branching�time features� We brie�y address two such
approaches� by Sandewall ����� and Provetti ������

��� Adding a time�line to situation calculus

Some of the early attempts to introduce narrative�like features into SC in�
volved a concept of an actual path of situations� Some examples are work

��
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by Miller and Shanahan ����� and Pinto ������ and some attempts to com�
bine the situation calculus and the event calculus ���� ���� Here� we will
concentrate on early work by Pinto� as presented in his PhD thesis ������

����� Time line

Pinto introduces a notion of explicit time 	i�e� non�negative reals
 into SC
by associating situations with starting and ending times� Situations are
periods of no�change that start and end at speci�c times� and actions are
instantaneous transitions between situations� The relations between time�
situations and actions are axiomatized as follows�

�a� s�end	s� a
 # start	result	a� s

��
�a� s�start	s
 � start	result	a� s

��
start	S�
 # ��

	���


Note that the end function takes two arguments� one situation argument
and one action argument� This implies that the ending time of a situation
depends on what action ends the situation� Thus� given a speci�c situa�
tion� di�erent alternative actions can end the situation at di�erent time�
points� Strangely enough� it is not possible to choose among alternative
time�points for the same action� For instance� given the initial state� one
does not have the possibility to choose between executing the DrawCard
action at ��� and at ���� as the statements end	S��DrawCard
 # ��� and
end	S��Drawcard
 # ���� which represent these two choices� are mutually
inconsistent�

����� Actual path

In order to represent narrative�style action occurrences� Pinto proposes using
an �actual path of situations� The basic idea is that among the di�erent
paths in a tree of situations� there is one distinguished path� the actual
path� that is considered to represent the course of events actually realized�
whereas other paths represent hypothetical courses of actions that could
have happened� A predicate actual � S is introduced for specifying what
situations lie along the actual path� The axioms for actual are as follows�

actual	S�
�
�a� s�actual	result	a� s

 � actual	s
 � Poss	a� s
��
�a� a�� s�actual	result	a� s

 � actual	result	a�� s

 � a # a��

	���
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These axioms state that the initial situation is actual� and that the actual
situations must form a single unbroken path� Notice that there are no re�
strictions on whether the path is �nite 	i�e� has an actual situation with no
actual successor
 or in�nite�

����
 Actual action occurrences

Next� Pinto introduces a predicate occurs � A to represent actual action oc�
currences� i�e� occurrences along the actual path of situations� The predicate
is de�ned as follows�

�a� s�occurs	a� s
 
 actual	result	a� s

� 	���


Further� there is a predicate occursT � A�T � that relates action occurrences
to time�points 	compare to Occurs � T �T �A in tal andHappens � A�T in
EC
� a predicate holdsT � F�T that relates �uents to time�points 	compare
to Holds � T � F � V in tal and HoldsAt � F � T in EC
 and a predicate
during � T � S that relates time�points to actual situations�

�a� t�occursT 	a� t
 
 s�occurs	a� s
 � start	result	a� s

 # t� �
�f� t�holdsT 	f� t
 
 s�actual	s
 � during	t� s
 � holds	f� s
�
�t� s�during	t� s
 


	actual	s
 � start	s
 � t�
�a�occurs	a� s
 � end	s� a
 � t� 
 �

	���


Thereby� it is possible to encode narrative�style information� For instance�
the following is an encoding of the co�ee machine scenario with time�points�

Poss	DrawCard� s
 
 Holds	has�card� s
� 	���


Poss	PressButton� s
� 	���


Poss	DrawCard� s
� Holds	credit� result	DrawCard� s

� 	���


Poss	PressButton� s
 �Holds	credit� s
 � 	���


	Holds	has�co�ee� result	PressButton� s

 �

�Holds	credit� result	PressButton� s


�

s�� s��s� # result	DrawCard� S�
 � start	s�
 # ��� � 	���


s� # result	PressButton� s�
 � start	s�
 # ��� � actual	s�
�

The novel part of this axiomatization is axiom 	���
� which selects an actual
	partial
 path and sets the time of the situations and actions along this path�
Pinto also presents a circumscriptive policy for minimizing OccursT � which
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makes it possible to directly state what occurs� For instance� axiom 	���

could be replaced with the following�

OccursT 	DrawCard� ���
 �OccursT 	PressButton� ���
� 	����


Given 	����
� minimizing OccursT would result in the two situations s� #
result	DrawCard� S�
 and s� # result	PressButton� s�
 being the only ac�
tual situations�

����� Conclusion

In conclusion� Pinto�s extension to the situation calculus manages to incor�
porate features of both SC and narrative�based logics such as tal and EC�
Where it falls short� however� is in integrating these features in a manner
that actually permits representing facts that are beyond the abilities of both
standard SC and narrative�based formalisms� In particular� Pinto�s repre�
sentation of narratives su�ers from the same limitations as pure narrative�
based languages� narratives are collections of logical statements� and there�
fore one cannot reason deductively about alternative narratives and quan�
tify over narratives� On the other hand� the non�actual branches 	which
are outside the narrative
 are not accessible to narrative�style reasoning� in
particular reasoning about explicit time� Thus� it is questionable if any�
thing really is gained using Pinto�s proposal� This is a shortcoming that
his proposal shares with several other proposals which attempt to combine
narrative�style and SC�style features ����� �����

��� Temporal� concurrent situation calculus

The shortcomings of the type of approaches discussed in the previous section
have to a considerable extent been overcome in later work by Reiter �����
and Pinto ������ In this section� we present the work of Reiter� Pinto�s work
is presented in section ����

����� Actions with a temporal argument

Recall the problems mentioned in section ��� about associating situations
with start and end times� and of encoding narrative�style information using
an actual path� A seemingly trivial but important remedy is to introduce a
temporal argument in action names ������ This makes it possible to de�ne
the timing of an action as follows�

time	A	x� t

 # t 	����
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For instance� the action occurrences in the timed co�ee machine scenario
can be represented with the term�

result	fPressButton	���
g� result	fDrawCard	���
g� S�

� 	����


Notice that this approach presupposes that the timing 	or at least the order�
ing
 of actions is completely speci�ed� This is an inherent property of the
use of the result�function in SC� which imposes a total temporal ordering
on the situations and actions along a speci�c path� Thus� it is not possible
to write for example

result	fPressButton	T�
g� result	fDrawCard	T�
g� S�

 	����


and then add a constraint

T� � T� 	����


as PressButton	T�
 has to occur after DrawCard	T�
 on the path in ques�
tion�

����� Actions with duration

It can be argued that a theory that presupposes that all actions are in�
stantaneous is hardly suitable for representing many realistic domains� e�g�
physical domains� where the execution of an action takes time� As suggested
by Pinto ����� and Ternovskaia ������ action duration can be represent by
conceiving actions as processes that are started and ended by instantaneous
actions� For instance� a pickup action can be represented by the �uent
picking up	x
 and the two actions start pickup	x� t
 and end pickup	x� t
�
A consequence of this solution is that actions are no longer primitive con�
cepts of the language� Furthermore� as the timing of the starting and ending
actions need to be completely speci�ed� it presupposes that the durations
of all actions are completely known 	and� it seems� always the same� which
excludes context�dependent durations
�

����
 Simultaneous action occurrences

Besides action duration� Reiter incorporates another feature into his tem�
poral situation calculus that is straightforward in narrative�based languages
but more di�cult in SC� simultaneous action occurrences� Following a pro�
posal by Lin and Shoham ���� among others� Reiter represents concurrent

�The brackets around the actions are due to the treatment of simultaneous action
occurrences� as explained below�
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actions as sets of simple actions� The result�function is modi�ed to take
concurrent actions as arguments� this is the reason that the actions in the
term representing co�ee machine scenario 	����
 are inside set brackets�

result	fPressButton	���
g� result	fPressButton	���
g� S�

� 	����


The notation a � c is used to represent the fact that the simple action a is
one of the actions constituting the concurrent action c�

Concurrent actions are required to be coherent� that is they must contain
at least one simple action� and all simple actions must occur at the same
time�

�c�coherent	c
 

a�a � c� � t�a��a� � c� time	a�
 # t� �

	����


The time function can be extended to concurrent actions� as follows�

�c� t� s�coherent	c
 �
�time	c
 # t 
 a�a � c � time	a
 # t� ��
start	result	c� s

 # time	c
 �

	����


Similarly� the Poss predicate can be extended to concurrent actions� The
following conditions should hold for Poss � C � S�

�a� s�Poss	a� s
� Poss	fag� s
�
�c� s�Poss	a� s
 � 	coherent	c
 � �a�a � c� Poss	a� s
� �

	����


����� Natural actions and continuous change

Reiter elaborates Pinto�s work ����� on natural actions and continuous change�
Natural actions are actions that occur spontaneously 	independently of any
agent
 when certain conditions hold� The Poss predicate is used to specify
the conditions for when natural actions occur� The occurrence of natural
actions is made possible by the fact that properties of the world are not
necessarily static during the time�span of a situation� but can be subject to
continuous change� One example due to Reiter is a falling ball that bounces
when it reaches the �oor� This example is encoded as follows�

Poss	bounce	t
� s
 
 	 is falling	s
�
� height	s
 & vel	s
 � 	t� start	s

� ���g	t � start	s

� # � � 


	����


The functions height	s
 and vel	s
 represent the height above the �oor and
the velocity of the ball at the beginning of s� The axiom states that bouncing
is possible if the ball has fallen the entire distance to the �oor since the start
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of the situation� If bouncing becomes possible� then the current situation
ends with the occurrence of a bounce 	the result of the bouncing action is
not described
�

The axiom above is not without problems� Note that the description of
how the ball falls is encoded in the precondition for the bouncing action� It
seems it would have been more convenient to provide a separate description
of the falling of the ball� and then simply state that bounce is possible
when the height above the �oor is � and the ball is moving downward� In
particular� such an approach would provide a higher degree of modularity� as
it is now� the formula for a falling ball has to be repeated in the conditions for
each natural action 	e�g� bounce on �oor� crash through glass pane� splash
into water
 that can be triggered by a falling ball� In addition� describing
the falling of the ball in the preconditions of bounce does not support queries
about the height of the ball above the �oor at di�erent time�points� There
is simply no way to ask e�g� �what is height	s
 at time�point ��� � because
height does not take temporal parameters�

A situation term in the temporal� concurrent situation calculus consists
of both agent�initiated actions and natural actions� In standard situation
calculus� some situation terms represent non�executable actions sequences�
namely those where the preconditions of some action 	as speci�ed by the
Poss predicate
 are not satis�ed� By the introduction of natural actions�
situation terms can also be impossible due to the fact that a natural action
that should have occurred did not occur� One example is a situation where
an agent drops the ball and it does not bounce when it reaches the �oor�
Reiter introduces the concept of a legal situation to distinguish those sit�
uations that represent a possible course of events from those that do not�
We will not go into the details of how this is done� in short� a legal situa�
tion is one where 	a
 all actions are executable� and 	b
 whenever a natural
action can occur� it does occur� An important concept in the context of
legal situations is the least natural time�point of a situation� It denotes the
time�point where the �rst 	natural or agent�initiated
 action occurs� and if
the situation is legal� then it also signi�es the end�time of the situation�

����� Conclusion

Reiter�s approach is the �rst to actually incorporate narrative features into
the branching time�structure of SC�� It also supports representing natural
events and continuous change� and although it does not appear to surpass

�As observed in the previous section� earlier works only permitted narrative�style in�
formation in one �actual� path� Reiter permits narrative�style information in all paths�
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earlier work on that topic in a narrative�based context 	see for instance
Sandewall ����� and Shanahan �����
� to incorporate such features into SC
still has to be considered a signi�cant accomplishment�

Yet� the approach has a number of shortcomings� In particular� the tim�
ing of each action and natural event must be determinate� Thus� Reiter�s SC
does not possess a temporal expressiveness equivalent to a narrative�based
formalism such as TAL� where the timing and even order among actions can
be partially speci�ed� The limitations of the approach also become evident
in later work by Reiter ������ where he combines the temporal� concurrent
situation calculus with the agent programming language Golog ����� Here�
the narrative is actually executed by an agent embedded in a real world�
As the actual execution of the narrative is subject to all the disturbances
and uncertainty of the real world� there will obviously always be tempo�
ral discrepancies between the previously de�ned narrative and the actual
execution� Using a temporally more expressive narrative�based language�
the problem of the mismatch between the time�stamps in the narrative and
the actual times could be solved simply by leaving the timing of actions
partially speci�ed in the narrative� and then �x the timing when actions
actually occur�

Another problematic issue is that all natural actions have to appear in
the situation terms� If one speci�es a situation solely in terms of the actions
the reasoning agent intends to perform� then that situation might be illegal�
as the natural actions are missing� It would have been bene�cial to separate
the description of what the agent does� and what are the consequences of
his doings�

In general� Reiter�s SC is based on very strong assumptions about com�
pleteness� Whether a speci�c situation is legal depends on the precise timing
and ordering of actions 	both natural and executed by the agent
 as well
as the initial state� If the initial state is partially speci�ed� or if the tim�
ing of actions is not exactly known� then the same sequence of actions on
the agent�s behalf can generate di�erent natural actions and consequently
di�erent situation terms in di�erent models�

��� Occurrences and narratives as constraints in
the branching structure

In later work� Pinto ����� presents another elaboration of SC that permits
expressing narrative�style information� As in the work of Reiter� it is based
on a concept of legal situations� However� Pinto provides a richer notion of
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legality� which supports reasoning about for instance occurrences at speci�c
times 	�the sun will rise tomorrow at ���� 
� triggered occurrences that can
involve some delay 	�if you eat the forbidden fruit� you will be expelled 
�
preventable occurrences 	�the train to Ottawa leaves every day at � p�m��
provided there is not a strike or snow storm or ��� 
 and even partially
speci�ed occurrences 	e�g� �it will eventually stop raining 	but we don�t
know when
� 

��
�� Actions� time and histories

As in ������ Pinto uses a function start � S 	 T to denote the starting
time of a situation�� and concurrent actions are represented as described in
the previous section� An important conceptual development is that situa�
tions are considered to have a history� Therefore� there are constructs for
referring to what has happened in the history of a situation� There is a
predicate hasOccurred � 	A � C
 � T � S representing that in the history
that lead to a situation� an action occurred at a speci�c time�point� like in
hasOccurred	DrawCard� �� result	PressButton� result	DrawCard� S�


� This
predicate is de�ned as follows for concurrent and single actions�

hasOccurred	c� t� s
 

s��result	c� s�
 � s � start	do	c� s�

 # t�

	����


hasOccurred	a� t� s
 
 c�a � c � hasOccurred	c� t� s
� 	����


There is also a predicate Sit � T � S � S� which represents that given the
history of a situation� a speci�c time�point is included in a speci�c preceding
situation along that history�

Sit	t� s� sh
 

c�result	c� s
 � sh � start	s
 � t � t � start	result	c� s

�

	����


For instance� if it is the case that start	result	DrawCard� S�

 # � and fur�
ther that start	result	PressButton� result	DrawCard� S�


 # �� then time�
point � is included in the former situation�

Sit	�� result	DrawCard� S�
�
result	PressButton� result	DrawCard� S�


�

�Strangely� there are still no temporal arguments in actions� which again prevents us
from reasoning about alternative narratives where the same actions occur but at di�erent
times�
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��
�� Action occurrences as global constraints

Besides using occurrence statements referring to speci�c situations and his�
tories� Pinto also introduces a class of action occurrences that apply to all
paths in the tree of situations� To achieve this� Pinto introduces three pred�
icates on situations� The predicate legalposs � S represents the fact that all
actions on the path leading to a situation s are executable� This predicate
is the same as exec in Reiter�s work on successor state axioms ����� 	see
chapter �� section ���
� The predicate proper � S is used to channel con�
straints on legal situations� One such constraint is that the situation should
be reachable via an executable action sequence�

proper	s
� legalposs	s
 	����


Then di�erent types of occurrences can be implemented in terms of addi�
tional constraints on proper� One example is non�preventable occurrences
in time such as �the sun will rise tomorrow at ����� This type of occurrence
is represented using a predicate occursnp � T � A� which constrains proper
as follows�

proper	s
�
�occursnp	a� t
 � t � start	s
� hasOccurred	a� t� s
�

	����


That is to say� for any proper situation s� if the non�preventable event a is
to occur at t and s starts later than t� then a must have occurred at t in
the history of s� The statement about the sunrise can now be encoded as
follows�

occursnp	Sunrise� � � ��
 	����


Other kinds of occurrences can be implemented by introducing new oc�
currence predicates and using them to constrain proper� Using predicate
completion� the de�nition of proper can then be made biconditional�

proper	s
 

�legalposs	s
�
�a� t�occursnp	a� t
 � t � start	s
� hasOccurred	a� t� s

��
Constraints for other occurrence predicates��� �

	����


Finally� a situation s is considered to be legal with respect to the action
preconditions and occurrence statements if at every time after its start there
is a proper future history that contains s�

legal	s
 �
�t�start	s
 � t� s��s � s� � t � start	s�
 � proper	s�
� �

	����
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Yet� it is not really clear how one can actually prove that a situation is
legal� We can see two potential problems� First� the timing of situations
and actions might vary between di�erent models� For instance� given the
sunrise statement 	����
� is result	fDrawCardg� S�
 a legal situation or not!
This depends on whether

start	result	fDrawCardg� S�

 � ����

or

���� � start	result	fDrawCardg� S�

�

In the �rst case� the situation is legal� and in the second case� it is not�
instead�

result	fDrawCardg� result	fSunriseg� S�


would be legal� This problem can probably be avoided by using timed action
terms� as in result	fDrawCard	����
g� S�
� The second problem is that the
occurrence predicates 	e�g� occursnp
 are under�speci�ed� For instance�
given the axioms above� one cannot prove that speci�c action occurrence
statements� such as

occursnp	Sunrise� ����
�

do not hold� Consequently� even if we time DrawCard to ����� we cannot
prove that the situation

result	fDrawCard	����
g� S�


is legal� as this would require proving

�occursnp	Sunrise� t


for all t � ����� This problem might be avoided by minimizing the di�erent
kinds of occurrence predicates� but no such minimization is suggested by
Pinto�

��
�
 Triggered action occurrences

As already mentioned� Pinto addresses several types of occurrences� One
type is non�preventable occurrences� like in the sunrise example 	����
� We
will also discuss another type� triggered occurrences� The example provided
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by Pinto is �if you eat the forbidden fruit� you will be expelled� Triggered
occurrences are modeled with a predicate occursto � A� T � S�

EatFruit � c�
occursto	Expel� start	do	c� s

 &)� do	c� s



	����


thus� if EatFruit is part of a concurrent action� then Expel always occur )
time�units later�

Like occursnp� the new predicate occursto constrains the set of proper
situations� The following necessary condition on proper de�nes how this is
done�

proper	s
�
�occursto	a� t� s

�
 � t � start	s
 � s� � s�
hasOcurred	a� t� s
�

	����


We shall return to this example in paper III� in the context of TAL�

��
�� Conclusions

In his more recent work� Pinto still makes a distinction between hypothetical�
branching�style information and non�hypothetical 	�actual 
 narrative�style
information� Narrative information is represented using occurrence state�
ments� and applies to all branches� Thus� we have gone from reasoning
about one possible development 	i�e� the actual path
 of a narrative to mul�
tiple alternative developments of a narrative� The alternatives are in terms
of other actions that might occur besides those in the narrative� but does
not relate to e�g� di�erent initial states� For instance� the following are the
action occurrences in the co�ee machine scenario�

Occursnp	DrawCard� ���
 �Occursnp	PressButton� ���
� 	����


Given this narrative� it is possible to reason hypothetically about how this
narrative would develop depending on what other actions occur� One can for
instance hypothesize that somebody resets the machine and thereby removes
the credit between ��� and ���� and conclude that then there would be no
co�ee�

Holds	alive� result	fPressButtong� result	fResetg�
result	fDrawCardg� S�



�

legal	result	fPressButtong� result	fResetg�
result	fDrawCardg� S�





	����
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Note that although it is possible to reason hypothetically about what is not
speci�ed narrative�wise� the narrative part is not accessible to hypothetical
	that is counter�factual
 reasoning��

The representation of occurrences has clearly been enriched� the di�er�
ent occurrence types enumerated in the beginning of this section constitute
a signi�cant contribution to extending the ontology of SC 	and indeed of
any logic of action and change
� What are missing are well�de�ned non�
monotonic policies for establishing when the di�erent types of occurrences
do not occur�

��� Narrative�based approaches

There have also been attempts to start from a narrative�based approach and
add branching�time features� One example is Pelavin�s logic ����� presented
in chapter �� Another example is Sandewall�s branching time� presented in
his book Features and Fluents ����� as an alternative to linear time� As a
matter of fact� the logics in the book 	including the pmon logic from which
tal is derived
 are de�ned both for the linear and branching cases� The idea
behind the branching temporal structure is that time�points are complex
objects that contain not only metric information� but also encode the history
of events that have occurred up to the current time point� A time�point is
a tuple ht� Ei where t is a natural number and E is the set of occurrences
that have been initiated so far� For instance� h�� �i is the initial time�point�
h��� �i is the ��th time�point in a branch where no actions have yet occurred�
and h��� fh��DrawCardi� h��PressButtonigi is the ��th time�point in a branch
where the action DrawCard was started at � and PressButton was started at
��

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter� there have been many
proposals on how to encode narratives in situation calculus� Provetti �����
presents an extension of the event calculus which mixes features of linear
metric and situation calculus�style branching time� There is a linear time
line on which the actual events occur 	e�g� Happens	DrawCard� �

 and
where actual facts hold 	e�g� HoldsAt	credit� �

� In addition� each time
point t is associated with a situation Sit	t
� From each situation� one can
reason hypothetically situation calculus�wise using a function Res	a� s
 and

�Compare this to Reiter�s concurrent temporal SC ����� �see section ����� If we consider
Reiter�s action sequences to be a kind of narratives� then Reiter�s SC permits reasoning
about alternative narratives� In paper V� we present a logic based on TAL that permits
reasoning about alternative narratives and alternative developments relative to a speci	c
narrative�
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a predicate HypHolds	f� s
� For instance� assume that the agent actually
draws the card� Happens	DrawCard� �
� From this� one can reason what
the result would be if the agent presses the button�

HypHolds	has�co�ee� Res	PressButton� Sit	�


�

The resulting structure is a linear metric time�line� where each time�point
is the root of a branching event�driven structure� Apparently� a weakness of
this approach is that one cannot do hypothetical reasoning involving metric
time� that is restricted to the actual time line�

��� Summary

This chapter presents three proposals � two by Pinto and one by Reiter
� for extending SC with narrative�style features� in order to support both
hypothetical reasoning and reasoning about explicit time� One observes
that although these proposals represent signi�cant advancements for the
temporal expressivity of situation calculus� they do not reach the temporal
expressiveness one associates with narrative�based languages such as tal�
In particular� they assume that the timing of and order between actions
is completely speci�ed� The reason is that in all these proposals� the lin�
ear time�line is secondary to the branching event�driven temporal structure�
Consequently� time is still not independent from actions� and actions can
be temporally related only in very limited ways� In paper V� we present an
alternative approach that has separated the linear time�line from actions�
This approach permits reasoning hypothetically about narratives with ac�
tions with only partially speci�ed timing� as well as about alternative con�
sequences of a single narrative� In its separation of action occurrences from
the time line� this approach lies closer to Pelavin�s logic 	see section ��� in
chapter �
 than to the extensions of SC presented in this chapter�

Both Reiter and Pinto address the phenomena of triggered actions and
events� In particular� Pinto addressed preventable� triggered and partially
speci�ed occurrences� In paper III� we study these topics in the context of
tal�
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Comments on the papers

The following comprises comments on the papers presented in part II� and
how they relate to each other and to the presentation in part I�

Paper I

The �rst paper� Reasoning about concurrent interaction ����� was published
in the Journal of Logic and Computation in ���� and presents a logic� tal�
c� for the representation of concurrent actions and their e�ects� It is a joint
work with Joakim Gustafsson� An earlier version ���� was published in the
Link�oping University Electronic Press� in November ���� under the title
Reasoning about actions in a multi�agent environment� The two versions
di�er in notation 	in particular in the names of in�uences
 and the discussion
about modularity did not appear in the ���� version�

As the subject of the �rst paper is concurrent interaction� Chapter ��
Concurrent interaction� is of obvious relevance� The purpose of chapter � is
to provide a more in�depth presentation and analysis of some particularly
interesting approaches to concurrency� this was absent in the journal article
due to page restrictions� The contribution of this article relative to the
approaches presented in chapter � can be summarized as follows�

� tal�c can represent a wide range of interactions� including the e�ects
of one action interfering with or providing the conditions of another
action� synergistic e�ects� con�icting and cumulative e�ect interac�
tions� and interacting conditions in terms of resource con�icts� The
most advanced of the other approaches in this respect are Pinto �����
	resources� e�ect cancellation and e�ect synergy
� and Pelavin �����
	cumulative e�ects� resource constraints� con�icting e�ects�
�

�In Pelavin�s terminal example� See section ������

��
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� Interactions are not restricted to actions and their direct e�ects� but
can also involve causal dependencies� Only George� ���� and Pinto in
his later paper ����� o�er this possibility� by encoding causal depen�
dencies as triggered events�

� Actions have extension� and what happens during an action is as im�
portant as what holds before the action is executed� Of the others�
only Pelavin addresses actions with extension�

� There is a notion of explicit time� of the others� only Pelavin�s approach
uses explicit time�

� Additions and modi�cations in a tal�c narrative are local operations
that preserve modularity� Modularity issues have also been addressed
by Pelavin ������ and Pinto in his later paper ������ but not in the
same systematic fashion as in tal�c�

� tal�c has a �rst�order semantics and proof theory 	apart from the
axioms for the temporal domain� see appendix A
� In particular the
approach of Pelavin ����� is di�erent in this respect� Pelavin relies on
a fairly complex non�standard semantics�

Paper II

The second paper� Delayed e�ects of actions ����� was presented at ECAI
in Brighton� ����� and is a joint work with Joakim Gustafsson and Patrick
Doherty� It is a continuation of paper I� and some of the contents of paper I
are repeated� although in a more compact form� The contribution of paper
II is that it addresses the representation of e�ects that occur some time after
the execution of an action 	i�e� delayed e�ects
� and processes that might be
initiated by an action but then continue after the action has ended� That is a
problem that has not received much attention in RAC� some exceptions are
Sandewall ������ Shanahan ����� and Doherty and Gustafsson ����� However�
none of these earlier approaches had any means for dealing with concurrent
interactions� which might occur between an action and a delayed e�ect or
process� or between two processes� These complications are central to paper
II�
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Paper III

The third paper� Causal relations between actions in TAL� is an unpublished
manuscript� It concerns the representation of causal relations between ac�
tions� and covers actions triggered by certain conditions in the world� actions
triggered by other actions� and actions prevented by other actions� In part
I of the thesis� chapter �� and in particular section ���� are relevant� The
main contributions of this paper are 	�
 the fact that actions have extension�

	�
 the treatment of indeterminate time� and 	�
 the simple circumscription
policy�

Paper IV

The fourth paper� Reasoning about incomplete initial information and non�
determinism in situation calculus ����� was presented at IJCAI in Nagoya
in ����� It is the only paper that is not about extending tal� Instead� it
is about extending the situation calculus� The paper was motivated by the
observation made in chapter �� section ������ that it is not possible to make
statements about alternative consequences of an action sequence in SC	R
�
It is shown how this a�ects the possibility of doing deductive planning� The
solution proposed in paper IV is to adopt the pmon minimization policy
����� for representing change� and to view situations as states� as done by
Baker 	see section ����� in chapter �
� In general� section ��� in chapter � is
relevant� and also section ������ about dynamic logic� can be of interest for
comparisons�

Paper V

The �fth paper� Anything Can Happen� on Narratives and Hypothetical Rea�
soning ����� was presented at KR in Trento� ����� It has a theme similar to
that of paper IV� reasoning about alternative courses of action and about
alternative consequences of a single course of action� However� the notion
of a course of action is much richer here� instead of a sequence of actions�
it is a narrative with a metric time�line� and the timing of actions in the
narrative can be indeterminate� Consequently� it can be viewed as an at�
tempt to combine narrative�based and branching�time features in the sense

�This is not new to tal� but has not previously been treated in the context of triggered
actions�



��� Comments on the papers

discussed in chapter �� Enriching the representation of narratives� The ap�
proaches 	Pinto� Reiter
 in that chapter do not support reasoning about
alternative consequences of a single narrative� though� and they further as�
sume that the timing of actions is completely speci�ed in the narrative� The
logic presented in this paper� the narrative logic 	NL
� does not have these
limitations� In addition� NL supports gradual extension of narratives� and
narratives can be combined together in di�erent manners� This makes NL a
suitable formalism for representing plan synthesis and other reasoning tasks�
There are connections to section ��� in chapter �� which describes Pelavin�s
logic� Also section ������ concerning temporal logics� can be of interest for
comparisons�
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Abstract

In this paper we present tal�c� a logic of action and change for
worlds with action concurrency� tal�c has a �rst�order seman�
tics and proof theory� It builds on an existing logic tal� which
includes the use of dependency laws for dealing with rami�ca�
tion� It is demonstrated how tal�c can represent a number of
phenomena related to action concurrency� action duration� how
the e�ects of one action interfere with or enable another action�
synergistic e�ects of concurrent actions� con�icting and cumula�
tive e�ect interactions� and resource con�icts� A central idea is
that actions are not described as having e�ects that directly alter
the world state� Instead� actions produce in�uences� and the way
these in�uences alter the world state are described in specialized
in�uence laws� Finally� we address how tal�c narratives can be
written to support modularity�

���
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� Introduction

To an agent operating in a complex multi�agent environment� it is impor�
tant to be able to reason about how the environment changes due to the
actions that the agents perform� Most of the work in reasoning about action
and change has been done under the 	sometimes implicit
 assumption that
there is a single agent that performs sequences of actions� This is a com�
paratively easier problem than reasoning about action and change under a
multi�agent assumption� or under a non�sequentiality assumption for a sin�
gle agent� which by necessity introduces the complication that one or several
agents can perform actions concurrently� Concurrency� in turn� can involve
a wide range of interactions between actions� which makes it unlikely that
there is one single� uniform technique of general applicability�

��� tal�c

This paper presents an approach to reasoning about action and change
which supports the description of concurrent actions with nontrivial inter�
actions� The approach is based on tal 	Temporal Action Logic� formerly
called pmon
 which in its original form ����� ��� covers worlds with a nat�
ural numbers time domain and sequentially executed actions whose e�ects
can be context�dependent 	di�erent initial states can lead to di�erent e�ects

and nondeterministic 	the same initial state can lead to several di�erent ef�
fects
� From the perspective of concurrency� an important property of tal
is that actions have durations 	that is occur over an interval of time
� tal
has recently been extended to support the description of rami�cations� or
indirect e�ects ����� and to deal with quali�ed action descriptions ����� In
this paper we present tal�c� a development of the tal�pmon formalism�
which combines rami�cation and concurrency� Parts of the results in this
paper have also been exploited for dealing with delayed e�ects ����� In
tal�c� the description of concurrent interactions are done on the level of
features 	state variables
� The central idea is that actions are not modeled
to directly change the world state� but to produce in�uences on features�
For each feature one can then use in�uence laws to specify how it is af�
fected by its various associated in�uences� Besides providing a �exible and
versatile means for describing concurrent interactions� the use of in�uences
and in�uence laws permits describing the properties of actions� dependen�
cies and features in isolation� thereby supporting modularity� The major
merit of tal�c is that it combines 	a
 a standard �rst�order semantics and
proof theory� 	b
 a notion of explicit time� which makes it possible to reason
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about the durations and timing of actions and e�ects� and 	c
 modeling of
a number of important phenomena related to concurrency� in addition to
rami�cation and nondeterminism�

��� The two language levels of tal�c

tal�c� like its predecessors� is a formalism that consists of two languages�
First� there is the surface language L	ND
 which provides a number of
macros that make it possible to describe tal�c narratives in a concise way�
Scenarios� or narratives� in L	ND
 are translated to the standard �rst�
order language L	FL
 by expanding these macros� and standard �rst�order
deduction can then be used for reasoning about the narratives� L	ND
 is
used throughout most of this paper� the translation to L	FL
 is presented
in appendix A� Therefore� some de�nitions are initially presented in L	ND

but are later encoded as macro expansions in the translation to L	FL
�

��
 Organization of the paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� In section �� tal is introduced
with an example and a de�nition of the syntax of the surface language
L	ND
� In section �� a number of interesting cases of concurrency are
identi�ed and discussed� Section � outlines an approach to concurrency and
introduces the concept of in�uences� and section � introduces the extensions
to tal that make tal�c� In section �� the means for solving the problems
identi�ed in section � are developed� Section � addresses modularity in
the context of tal�c� Section � provides an overview of previous work on
concurrency� and section � contains some conclusions� Finally� appendix A
presents a translation from the surface language L	ND
 to the �rst�order
language L	FL
�

� Preliminaries

In tal� the world consists of objects� features that have time�variant val�
ues� and actions that can be executed by agents and that a�ect the values
of features over time� A tal narrative is a structured collection of state�
ments referring to the dynamics of the world in terms of action laws and
dependency laws� action occurrences and their timing� and observations of
feature values at di�erent time�points� A narrative encodes a speci�c course
of actions 	other examples of narrative�based formalisms are Event Calculus
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���� ��� and Allen�s logic ���� see also Karlsson ���� on representing tal nar�
ratives as �rst�order objects
� The surface language L	ND
 for sequential
narratives is presented in this section� and extensions for concurrency are
introduced in section ��

��� Narratives in tal

The following is a narrative in L	ND
� It describes a world with two types of
actions 	LightFire and PourWater
� and a number of agents 	bill and bob
 and
other objects 	wood�
� For notational convenience� all variables appearing
free are implicitly universally quanti�ed�

acs� �s� t�LightFire	a� x
 �
	�s�dry	x
 � wood	x
 � R		s� t��re	x




acs� �s� t�PourWater	a� x
 � 	R	�s� t��dry	x

�
	�s��re	x
 � R		s� t���re	x

 
 


obs� ���dry	wood�
 � ��re	wood�
 � wood	wood�

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bill�wood�

occ� ��� ��PourWater	bob�wood�


	�


Notice that all lines are labeled� The labeling re�ects the structure of the
narrative� di�erent types of statements serve di�erent purposes�

Acs� and acs� are action laws� which describe the e�ects of speci�c action
types under di�erent conditions� The �rst action law states that if an agent
a lights a �re using some wood x� and if the wood is dry� then the result will
be that the wood is on �re� The expression �s� t�LightFire	a� x
 denotes the
action in question where �s� t� is its time interval� and �s�dry	x
 � wood	x

denotes that the features dry	x
 and wood	x
 hold at time�point s� The
statement R		s� t��re	x

 denotes that the feature �re	x
 is reassigned to
become true somewhere in the interval 	s� t�� and in particular that it is true
at the last time�point t of the interval�� The terms s and t are time�point
variables� and are assumed to be universally quanti�ed 	as are a and x
�
The second action law states that if somebody pours water on an object�
then the object will no longer be dry� and will cease being on �re�

Obs� is an observation statement� It states that the wood 	denoted
wood�
 is dry and not burning at the initial time�point �� Observations are
assumed to be correct� and can refer to arbitrary time�points or intervals�
in the latter case� the notation �	� 	 ��
 is used 	e�g� ��� ��dry	wood�

� Occ�

�Previously� the notation �s� t��re�x� 
� T has been used for reassignment ������ How�
ever� in order to be coherent with the notation for the additional operations on features
that are introduced in this paper� R��s� t��re�x�� has been preferred�
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and occ� are occurrence statements� They describe what actions actually
occur in a narrative� A �re is lit by the agent bill during the temporal
interval ��� ��� and then the agent bob pours water on the wood during the
temporal interval ��� ��� No actions besides those explicitly appearing in the
occurrence statements are assumed to occur in the narrative� By using non�
numerical temporal constants� such as �s�� t��LightFire	bill�wood�
� the exact
timing of an action can be left unspeci�ed�

It is possible for features to have domains other than boolean truth
values� In this case� the notation 
*#� is used to state that the feature 
 has
the value �� like in the statement ���tra�c�light *#green� The same notation
is applicable 	but optional
 to booleans� e�g� �s�dry	x
 *#T�

It is commonly recognized that in domains where there are more complex
dependencies between features� specifying all possible direct and indirect
e�ects of an action is not feasible� The problem of specifying all e�ects of
actions in a compact manner is called the rami�cation problem ����� In tal�
dependency laws are used to deal with this problem 	for other approaches to
rami�cation� see e�g� ���� ���� ���
� With dependency laws� one can specify
general relations between features once� rather than having to repeat them
in each relevant action law�� The following are two examples that could
complement the description of the �re lighting action in 	�
� Dep� states that
if an object starts burning� then it also starts smoking� and dep� states that
if an object starts smoking and the damper is closed 	or the object is smoking
and the damper becomes closed
 then the agent�s eyes become sore� The CT

operator denotes that the expression inside was false at the previous time
point and has just become true� CT 	�t��
#def 	�t

��t # t�&� � �t������ �t��
�
Again� free variables are implicitly universally quanti�ed�

dep� CT 	�t��re	x

 � R	�t�smoking	x


dep� CT 	�t�smoking	x
 � �damper�open
 � R	�t�eyes�sore	a



	�


Reassignment 	R
 plays an important role in the solution to the frame
problem ���� in tal� Reassignment expresses change� and unless a feature
is involved in reassignment� it is assumed not to change� The reassignment

�Note that there are restrictions as to how dependency laws can be combined in tal�
in order to avoid cycles of instantaneous dependencies that can result in �spontaneous
triggering� of dependency laws� Theories that do not contain any dependency cycles are
called strati	ed �see ������
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operator is de�ned as follows��

R			� 	 ���
#def 	X			� 	 ���
 � �	 ���

R	�	 ��
#def 	X	�	 ��
 � �	 ��
�

	�


X is an operator that represents �occlusion of the features in �� whereas
the right�most parts of the de�nitions denote that � holds at the end of
the interval� Occlusion represents an exception from the general principle
of persistence� so features that are occluded are allowed to change from one
time�point to the next� By minimizing occlusion� the time�points where a
speci�c feature can change value are restricted to those time�points where
the feature in question explicitly appears in a reassignment� The fact that
features normally do not change is encoded in the no�change axiom below�
It states that unless the feature f is occluded at time�point t & �� it must
have the same value at t& � as at time�point t��

�t� f� v��X	�t& ��f
 � 	�t�f *#v 
 �t& ��f *#v
� 	�


To illustrate how one can reason in tal�� consider the narrative in 	�
�
From timepoint � to �� there is no reassignment and therefore no occlusion�
so one can with the aid of 	�
 infer

��� ��dry	wood�
 � ��re	wood�
 � wood	wood�
�

From lines acs� and occ�� it follows that

���dry	wood�
 � wood	wood�
� R		�� ���re	wood�



holds� which yields ����re	wood�
� As the two other features are not oc�
cluded� due to 	�
 one has that

��� ��dry	wood�
 � wood	wood�


holds� and then that

���dry	wood�
 � �re	wood�
 � wood	wood�


holds� From acs� and occ�� it follows that

R		�� ���dry	wood�

 �R		�� ����re	wood�



�The following de	nitions are actually encoded in the translation process from L�ND�
to L�FL� in appendix A� The L�ND� versions in this section are preliminary�

�This version of the axiom is preliminary� See appendix A�
�The following is not a proof� it is an informal account based on the intuitions behind

the surface language� Formal proofs are done using natural deduction in the base language
�for an example of this� see the translation of narrative ���� in appendix A����
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holds� which yields

����dry	wood�
 � ��re	wood�
 � wood	wood�
�

Finally� as nothing happens after ��

�t��dry	wood�
 � ��re	wood�
 � wood	wood�


holds for all t � ��

��� The language L�ND�

This section de�nes the surface language L	ND
 for sequential narratives�
Extensions for concurrency are introduced in section �� and the translation
to the �rst�order language L	FL
 is presented in appendix A� We use the
overline as abbreviation of a sequence� when the contents of the sequence is
obvious� For example� f	x� y
 means f	x�� ���� xn� y�� ���� ym
�

De�nition � �vocabulary� A tal vocabulary � # hC�F�A� T� V�R� S� �i
is a tuple where C is a set of constant symbols� F is a set of feature symbols�
A is a set of action symbols� T is a set of temporal function symbols� V is
a set of value function symbols� R is a set of relation symbols� S is a set of
basic sorts and � is a function that maps each member of these symbol sets
to a sort declaration of the form S�� � � ��Sn or S�� � � ��Sn 	 Sn�� where
Si � S�

De�nition � �basic sorts� There are a number of sorts for values Vi� in�
cluding the boolean sort B with the constants fT�Fg� There are a number of
sorts for features Fi� each one associated with a value domain dom	Fi
 # Vj
for some j� a sort for actions A� and a temporal sort T �

T is assumed to be an interpreted sort� but can be axiomatized in �rst�
order logic as a subset of Presburger arithmetic ���� 	natural numbers with
addition
�

De�nition � �terms� A value term � is a variable v or a constant v of sort
Vi for some i� or an expression g	��� � � � � �n
 where g � Vk� � � � ��Vkn 	 Vi
is a value function symbol and each �j is of sort Vkj � A temporal term 	 is
a variable t or a constant �� �� �� �� � � � or s�� t�� � � �� or 	� & 	�� all of sort T �
A �uent term 
 is a feature variable f or an expression f	��� � � � � �n
 where
f � Vk� � � � �� Vkn 	 Fi is a feature symbol and each �j is of sort Vkj �
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De�nition � �temporal and value formulae� If 	 � 	 � are temporal terms�
then 	 # 	 �� 	 � 	 � and 	 � 	 � are temporal formulae� A value formula is
of the form � # �� where � and �� are value terms� or r	��� � � � � �n
 where
r � Vk� � � � �� Vkn is a relation symbol and each �j is of sort Vkj �

De�nition � ��uent formula� An elementary �uent formula has the form

*#� where 
 is a �uent term of sort Fi and � is a value term of sort dom	Fi
�
A �uent formula is an elementary �uent formula or a combination of �uent
formulae formed with the standard logical connectives and quanti�ers�

The elementary �uent formula 
*#T can be abbreviated 
�

De�nition � �timed formulae� Let 	� 	 � be temporal terms and � a �u�
ent formula� Then �	� 	 ���� 		� 	 ��� and �	 �� are xed �uent formulae� CT 	�	 ��

is a becomes formula� R			� 	 ���
� R	�	� 	 ���
and R	�	 ��
 are reassignment
formulae� and X			� 	 ���
� X	�	� 	 ���
 and X	�	 ��
 are occluded formulae�

De�nition � �static formula� A logical combination 	including quanti�
�ers
 of temporal and value formulae� �xed �uent formulae and�or becomes
formulae is called a static formula�

De�nition � �change formula� A change formula is a formula that has
	or is rewritable to
 the form Qv	�� � ��� � �n
 where Qv is a sequence of
quanti�ers with variables� and each �i is a conjunction of static� occlusion
and reassignment formulae� The change formula is called balanced i� the
following two conditions hold� 	a
 Whenever a feature f	�
 appears inside
a reassignment or occlusion formula in one of the �i disjuncts� then it must
also appear in all other �i�s inside a reassignment or occlusion formula with
exactly the same temporal argument� 	b
 Any existentially quanti�ed vari�
able v in the formula� whenever appearing inside a reassignment or occlusion
formula� only does so in the position 
*#v�

De�nition � �application formula� An application formula is any of the
following� 	a
 a balanced change formula� 	b
 + � )� where + is a static
formula and ) is a balanced change formula� or 	c
 a combination of elements
of types 	a
 and 	b
 formed with � and ��

De�nition �	 �occurrence formula� An occurrence formula has the form
�	� 	 ��'	�
� where 	 and 	 � are elementary time�point expressions� ' is an
action name of sort V� � � � � � Vn 	 A and the value terms in � are of
matching sorts�
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De�nition �� �narrative components� An action law 	labeled acs
 has
the form �t� t�� x� y� �t� t��'	x
 � (	x� y
� where �t� t��'	x
 is an occurrence
formula and (	x� y
 is an application formula� A dependency law 	labeled
dep
 has the form �t� x�(	x
� where (	x
 is an application formula� An
observation 	labeled obs
 is a static formula� An occurrence 	labeled occ
 is
an occurrence formula �	� 	 ��'	�
 where 	 � 	 �� � all are variable�free terms�

� Variations on the concurrency theme

In this section� we release the sequentiality assumption from the previous
section and identify a number of issues that a language for narratives with
concurrency should be able to handle� We observe that tal is su�cient
for handling some of these issues� namely action duration and concurrent
execution of independent actions� When it comes to interacting actions� we
observe that tal is not su�cient in a number of cases� This observation
forms the basis for the discussion on how to extend tal to handle concur�
rency in the subsequent sections� Note that although we address mainly
actions� the discussion applies also to dependencies�

In many domains� it is a fact that actions take time� As long as actions
occur sequentially� the only way actions can interact is when the e�ects of one
action a�ect the context in which a later action is executed� Therefore� it can
make sense to abstract away action durations in the case of sequentiality� as
is done in for instance basic situation calculus ������ However� in the case of
concurrency� the durations of actions are important for a number of reasons�
First� the way the durations of two or more actions overlap can determine
how they interact� Second� an action can overlap with two or more other
actions without these latter actions overlapping� Third� what happens in
the duration of an action can be important for how it interacts with other
concurrent actions� tal has explicit time and actions in tal have duration�

Concurrent actions can be independent� and involve disjoint sets of fea�
tures� In this case� the combined e�ect of the concurrent actions is simply
the union of the individual e�ects� as in the example below�

acs� �s� t�LightFire	a� x
 �
	�s�dry	x
 � wood	x
 � R		s� t��re	x




acs� �s� t�PourWater	a� x
 � R		s� t��dry	x

 �R		s� t���re	x


obs� ���dry	wood�
 � ��re	wood�
 � wood	wood�

obs� ���dry	wood�
 � ��re	wood�
 � wood	wood�

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bill�wood�

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bob�wood�


	�
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Here tal yields the conclusion ���	�re	wood�
 � �re	wood�

 as intended�
Concurrency of independent actions does not pose a problem for tal ������
nor should it for most other formalisms that do not rely on some kind of
explicit frame axioms� The di�cult problems arise when concurrent actions
are not independent�

We address three di�erent problems related to concurrent execution of
interdependent actions� The �rst problem is due to the fact that the condi�
tions under which an action is executed are not always stable� but may be
altered by the e�ects of other concurrent actions� Consider a slight modi��
cation of 	�
� where bob pours water on the �re wood while bill is lighting
the �re� The intuitive conclusion is that the wood should not be on �re at ��
We formalize this scenario in tal by modifying some lines in the narrative
	�
 above��

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bill�wood�

occ� ��� ��PourWater	bob�wood�


	�


The modi�ed narrative allows us to infer that the wood is actually on �re�
����re	wood�
� The reason is that the e�ect of the LightFire	bill�wood�

action is determined only by the state at time�point � whereas the wood
does not become wet until time�point �� Thus� just referring to the starting
state in preconditions in action laws is apparently not su�cient� One needs
to take into account that the conditions under which the action is executed
may be altered by the direct and indirect e�ects of other actions while the
action is going on�

The e�ects of one action on the conditions of another action need not
always be harmful� Often� the execution of one action can enable the suc�
cessful execution of another simultaneous action� For instance� turning the
latch of a door might enable opening the door� Sometimes� the enabling is
mutual� and two 	or more
 actions have synergistic e�ects�

A slight modi�cation of the narrative above illustrates the second prob�
lem� which is due to the way e�ects of actions are represented with reassign�
ment� Assume that the two last lines in 	�
 are replaced with the following�

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bill�wood�

occ� ��� ��PourWater	bob�wood�


	�


That is to say� the lighting and the pouring actions have the same duration�
Now� from acs� and occ� one can infer the e�ect ����re	wood�
 and from
acs� and occ� one can infer the e�ect �����re	wood�
� Notice that these two

�We only present the modi	ed or added lines in the subsequent narratives�
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e�ects are both asserted to be direct and indefeasible� Thus� the narrative
becomes inconsistent� The conclusion one would like to obtain is again that
the wood is not on �re�

A variation of e�ect interaction is when several actions a�ect the same
feature in a cumulative way� that is when the total e�ect of the actions
is an aggregate of the individual e�ects� Reassignment represents changes
to absolute values 	although these values can be calculated relative to other
values
� and obviously� aggregation of absolute values is not very meaningful�
For instance� consider the following narrative with a box of coins�

acs� �s� t�TakeCoin	a� b
 �
	�s�coins	b
 *#	n& �
 � R		s� t�coins	b
 *#n



obs� ���coins	box�
 *#�
occ� ��� ��TakeCoin	bill� box�

occ� ��� ��TakeCoin	bob� box�


	�


Both occ� and occ� produce the e�ect R		�� ��coins	box�
 *#�
� Notice that
this e�ect states that coins	box�
 has the absolute value �� and not that
coins	box�
 changes by �� Therefore� tal yields ���coins	box�
 *#�� while the
intuitive conclusion is that there are � coins in the box at time�point ��

The third problem is that the conditions for two concurrent actions might
interfere� In particular� actions might compete for such things as space�
objects and energy� For instance� if lighting a �re requires the use of two
hands� then a two�handed agent is not able to light two �res concurrently�
One way of addressing this type of con�icts is in terms of limited resources�

� From action laws to laws of interaction

Based on the observations in the previous section� we argue that the way
action laws are formulated in tal 	and many other formalisms
 is not ap�
propriate in the case of concurrency� In this section� two potential solutions
are discussed� The �rst solution is to deal with interactions on the level
of actions by allowing more expressive action laws� The second solution is
to deal with interactions on the level of e�ects and features� by expressing
e�ects in a less direct and absolute manner than direct reassignment of a
feature� One can also imagine numerous combined approaches� for instance
where con�icts can be detected on the level of features and then resolved on
the level of actions� but that will not be discussed here�
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��� Interactions on the level of actions

As the description of the e�ects of actions is usually centered around actions
in most formalisms� it might seem like an obvious approach to also deal
with concurrent interactions on the level of actions� This approach can be
realized with action laws that refer to combinations of action occurrences�
as in the work of Baral and Gelfond ����� Li and Pereira ����� Bornscheuer
and Thielscher ����� and Reiter ������ The following action laws� encoded in
a hypothetical extended version of tal� illustrate how one can overcome the
problems in 	�
 and 	�
� Observe how acs� cancels the e�ect of LightFire in
the presence of PourWater�

acs� �s� t�LightFire	a� x
�
�a�� s�� t��	s � s� � t � s � t� � t
�
�s�� t��PourWater	a�� x
� �
	�s�dry	x
 � wood	x
 � R		s� t���re	x




acs� �s� t�PourWater	a� x
 � R		s� t��dry	x

 �R		s� t���re	x



	�


Unfortunately� this solution has a number of weaknesses� It is no longer pos�
sible to describe actions in isolation� which weakens the case for modularity
in action descriptions� All potentially interacting action combinations have
to be identi�ed and explicitly put into action laws� If actions have duration�
the number of such combinations is not just determined by the number of
actions� but also by the number of ways two or more actions can overlap in
time�

Other factors also contribute to additional complexity� If an action has
several e�ects� then one might not want an interference regarding just one
feature to neutralize all the e�ects of the action� Furthermore� if the action
interfered with starts before the interfering action� then the parts of the
e�ects of the former action that are de�ned to occur before the starting time
of the latter action should not be prevented� as this would imply causality
working backwards in time�

An additional problem is that interactions are not con�ned to occur
exclusively between the direct e�ects of actions� but might also involve in�
direct e�ects� Taking into consideration all potential interactions between
combinations of actions and dependency laws would simply not be feasible
for most nontrivial domains� Further� this would multiply all the previously
mentioned complications�



�� From action laws to laws of interaction ���

��� Interaction on the level of features

As an alternative to an action�centered approach� we propose an approach
based on the assumption that interactions resulting from concurrency are
best modeled on the level of features� and not on the level of actions� The
central ideas are as follows�

�� Actions provide an interface between the agent and the environment�

�� An action law does not explicitly encode the immediate e�ects that
the action has on the state of the world� Instead� action laws en�
code what in�uences the action brings upon the environment� For
instance� instead of stating R		s� t��re	x

 as an e�ect of the action
�s� t�LightFire	a� x
� one states I		s� t��re�	x�T

 where �re�	x�T
 rep�
resents an in�uence to make the feature �re	x
 true 	the I operator is
similar to R� but denotes that the expression inside is true throughout
the interval
� An in�uence represents an inclination for a feature to
take on a certain value or to change in a certain direction� Thus� it
is more correct to consider action occurrence statements as represent�
ing action attempts that might fail to have their expected e�ects due
to external interference rather than representing successfully executed
actions�

�� Similarly� dependencies are modi�ed to result in in�uences rather than
actual change�

�� The actual e�ects that these in�uences 	and indirectly the actions
that caused them
 have on the environment are then speci�ed in a
special type of dependency laws called in�uence laws� For instance�
�t��re�	x�T
 � R	�t��re	x

� Generally� each feature is associated with
a number of di�erent in�uences� The behavior of a feature can be
speci�ed in a number of in�uence laws that describe how this feature
is a�ected by di�erent individual in�uences and combinations of in�
�uences� Thus� descriptions of features and how they change due to
in�uences play a central role in tal�c�

This approach implies that the emphasis of the world description has shifted
from actions to features� and from action laws to in�uence laws� Further� it
can be realized with a minimum of modi�cations of the tal language� and
in particular the �rst�order nature of tal can be retained 	see appendix A
�
In�uence laws have the same form as dependency laws� which are already
an integral part of the language� and in�uences can actually be represented
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as features� The di�erence between in�uences and other features is purely
conceptual� no new syntactic or semantic constructions particular to in�u�
ences are required 	although some new constructs applicable to features in
general will be introduced
� The term �actual features will be reserved for
features that are not in�uences�

Note that the use of in�uences as intermediaries of change serves two
purposes� First� it makes it possible to avoid logical contradiction when two
or more actions and dependencies a�ect the same feature� For instance� the
combination ����re�	wood��T
 and ����re�	wood��F
 is logically consistent�
but the combination ����re	wood�
 and �����re	wood�
 is not� But there
is more to concurrent interactions than preserving consistency� The actual
outcomes of interactions need to be represented somehow� and a rich phe�
nomenon like concurrent interactions requires a �exible representation that
goes beyond the most stereotypical cases� This is supported in tal�c by
the fact that in�uences are �rst�order objects� which can be referred to in
in�uence laws�

The use of in�uences in tal�c has some resemblance to the way physical
systems are often modeled� For instance� in mechanics the position�speed of
a physical body is in�uenced by forces� and in hydraulics the levels of��ows
between tanks are in�uenced by pressures� Note that in physics� in�uences
often behave cumulatively� For instance� several forces can in�uence an ob�
ject in a mechanical system at the same time� and these forces can be aggre�
gated using vector addition� The term �in�uences is explicitly used in qual�
itative reasoning about physical systems by 	among others
 Forbus ����� For
instance� in Forbus�s qualitative process theory� the expressions I�	amount�
of	dest
�A�ow�rate�
 and I�	amount�of	source
�A�ow�rate�
 denote that the
�ow rate between two interconnected tanks in�uences the amount of liquid
in the tanks to increase respectively decrease� If a tank t has several pipes
connected� then amount�of	t
 will be subject to several in�uences� The �ow
rate is in turn proportional to the di�erence of pressure in the two tanks
	ow�rate �Q� A�pressure	src
��A�pressure	dest
�
� Yet� the use of in�uences
in tal�c is not identical to the use in physical modeling� Although in�u�
ences surely can be used in tal�c in ways compatible with quantitative
and qualitative physical modeling� they need not always faithfully represent
actual physical entities or behave cumulatively�
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� Extending tal to tal�c

This section presents the di�erences between tal and tal�c� These include
a new class of features� a new e�ect operator I and two new classes of
narrative statements�

��� Persistent and durational features

In reasoning about action and change� features are typically considered to
be persistent� That means that they only change under special conditions�
such as during the execution of an action� In order to facilitate the use of in�
�uences� tal�c is in addition equipped with a second type of features called
durational features� These normally have a default value� and they can only
have a non�default value under certain circumstances� such as during the ex�
ecution of an action�	 The predicate Per	f
 represents the fact that feature
f is persistent� and Dur	f� v
 represents that f is durational with default
value v� These predicates can be augmented with a temporal argument to
support features with variable behavior� such as variable default value� The
default behavior of persistent features is de�ned as follows�


�t� f� v�Per	f
� 	�X	�t& ��f
 � 	�t�f *#v 
 �t& ��f *#v

� 	��


The default behavior of durational features is de�ned as follows�

�t� f� v �Dur	f� v
� 	�X	�t�f
 � �t�f *#v
�� 	��


Note that the distinction between persistent and durational features is in
principle orthogonal to the distinction between actual features and in�u�
ences� although in practice actual features are mostly persistent and in�u�
ences are mostly durational� Naturally� one need not be con�ned to the
two types of features presented here� but they su�ce for the purposes of
this paper� We should also mention that the distinction between persistent
and durational features have proven useful for more than concurrency� In
particular� it has proven fruitful for addressing the quali�cation problem
�����

�The representation of features that are only momentarily true has previously been
addressed by for instance Lifschitz and Rabinov ���� and Thielscher ������

�Recall that the occlusion operator X denotes that a feature is not subject to its default
assumptions at a given time�point� Furthermore� the following de	nitions are preliminary
the 	nal versions are presented in appendix A�
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��� Syntactical additions

In addition to the reassignment operator R� we provide a new operator I
which is typically 	but not necessarily always
 used for durational features�
It is used to state that something holds over an interval�

I			� 	 ���
#defX			� 	 ���
 � �t		 � t � 	 � � �t��
 	��


This speci�es that the features in � are exempt from their default behaviors
and that the formula � is true at all time�points from 	 & � to 	 ��

The de�nitions of a change formula and a balanced change formula are
extended to include durational formulae of the forms I			� 	 ���
� I	�	� 	 ���

and I	�	 ���
� and with the same restrictions as for R and X formulae� Two
new kinds of narrative statements are introduced� domain formulae 	dom

that can contain Per and Dur elements and value formulae� and in�uence
laws 	inf
� which have the same syntax as dependency laws�

��
 An example

In the following narrative� there is a durational feature �re� representing in�
�uences on the actual feature �re� Henceforth� we will follow the convention
of representing the in�uences on an actual feature f	�
 with f�	�� v
� where
v is a value in the domain of f �

dom� Per	�re	x

 �Dur	�re�	x� v
�F

acs� �s� t�LightFire	a� x
 � I		s� t��re�	x�T


inf� �s� s& ���re�	x�T
 � ��re�	x�F
 � R	�s& ���re	x


inf� �s��re�	x�F
� R	�s���re	x


occ� ��� ��LightFire	Bob�wood�


	��


Note how acs� does not immediately cause �re to be true� Instead� it pro�
duces an in�uence to make �re true� using the I operator� How in�uences on
�re then a�ect �re is described in inf� and inf�� It takes � consecutive time�
points to make �re true� while it takes just � time�point to make it false� The
in�uence to make �re false always has precedence over the in�uence to make
�re true� As a matter of fact� inf� and inf� are general enough to handle any
con�ict that can occur between a group of actions�dependencies that try to
make �re both true and false at the same time� Thus� one can in principle
add arbitrary action laws and dependency laws in�uencing �re without any
worries that they lead to inconsistency� Of course� it might still be desir�
able to re�ne or modify the way con�icts between in�uences are treated as
a domain is elaborated and more actions and dependencies are introduced�
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In the examples to follow� we will continue to use in�uences in a manner
that permits easy extension of narratives� although this practice leads to
somewhat larger narratives� This issue is elaborated further in section ��

	 Variations on the concurrency theme revisited

In section �� a number of concurrent interactions that our original tal for�
malism could not handle were identi�ed� In this section� we show how these
interactions can be represented in tal�c� We should emphasize that al�
though we present speci�c examples� the techniques employed in this section
are applicable to frequently reoccurring classes of interactions�

��� Interactions from e	ects to conditions

Narrative 	�
 was an example of the e�ects of one action interfering with
the execution of another concurrent action� While Bill was lighting a �re�
Bob poured water on the wood� This type of interference can be handled
by including a suitable condition in the in�uence law that makes the �re
feature true�

The following two laws state that the fact that the wood is not dry
produces an in�uence �re�	x�F
 to extinguish the �re 	if there is one
� and
that the in�uence �re�	x�T
 for starting the �re has to be applied without
interference for an extended period of time to a�ect the feature �re	x
� The
non�interference condition in this case is that �re�	x�F
 stays false�

dep� �s��dry	x
 � I	�s��re�	x�F


inf� �s� s& ���re�	x�T
 � ��re�	x�F
 � wood	x
�

R	�s& ���re	x



	��


Below is the complete modi�ed version of narrative 	�
� The action laws
acs� and acs� and dependency law dep� produce in�uences� and the e�ects
that these in�uences have� alone and in combination� are speci�ed in inf��
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inf�� inf� and inf��

dom� Per	�re	x

 �Dur	�re�	x� v
�F

dom� Per	dry	x

 �Dur	dry�	x� v
�F

dom� Per	wood	x


acs� �s� t�LightFire	a� x
 � I		s� t��re�	x�T


acs� �s� t�PourWater	a� x
 � I		s� t�dry�	x�F


dep� �s��dry	x
 � I	�s��re�	x�F


inf� �s� s& ���re�	x�T
 � ��re�	x�F
 � wood	x
 �

R	�s& ���re	x


inf� �s��re�	x�F
� R	�s���re	x


inf� �s� s& ��dry�	x�T
 � �dry�	x�F
 � R	�s& ��dry	x


inf� �s�dry�	x�F
 � R	�s��dry	x


obs� �����re	wood�
 � dry	wood�
 � wood	wood�

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bill� wood�

occ� ��� ��PourWater	bob� wood�


	��


The fact that the wood is not on �re at � can be inferred as follows 	we pro�
vide a �rst�order proof in appendix A
� Due to occ� and acs�� the condition
	�� ��dry�	wood��F
 holds� This condition and inf� yield ��� ���dry	wood�
�
and as dry is persistent� ����dry	wood�
 and ����dry	wood�
� Dep� then
yields ����re�	wood��F
� Finally� inf� gives �����re	wood�
� Notice that al�
though ��� ���re�	wood��T
 holds� the condition �s� s & ��	�re�	wood��T
 �
��re�	wood��F
 � wood	wood�

 does not hold for any s � �� and this the
only condition 	in inf�
 under which �re	wood�
 can become true�

The case when an e�ect of one action enables the e�ect of another ac�
tion can also be handled with conditional in�uence laws� For instance� the
following in�uence law states that opening a door requires initially keeping
the latch open 	the example is originally due to Allen ���
�

inf� �t�latch�open � �t� t& ��open�	T
 � R	�t& ��open
 	��


A variation of enablement is when the concurrent execution of two or more
actions may mutually enable a common e�ect that none of them could have
in isolation� This phenomenon is referred to as synergistic e�ects� It can
also be the case that the concurrent execution of several actions may prevent
e�ects that each of the actions would have in isolation� In tal�c� this can
be achieved with the use of dependency laws� One example which contains
both synergistic enablement and prevention is the scenario with a soup bowl
standing on a table 	the version presented here is an elaboration of the
original scenario� which is due to Gelfond� Lifschitz and Rabinov ����
� The
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table has four sides� l for left� r for right� f for front and b for back� The
variables a� x and s represent the agent� the table and a side of the table�
respectively� The table can be lifted at any side 	acs�
� The actual feature
lift�s	x� s
 represents that the table x is lifted on side s� If the table is lifted
at two opposite sides� then it is lifted from the ground 	dep�
� but if is not
lifted at opposite sides� then it is tilted 	dep�
� If there is a soup bowl on the
table and the table is tilted� then the soup is spilled 	dep�
� The relation
opp� de�ned in dom� speci�es when two sides are opposite�

dom� Dur	lift�s	x� s
�F
 �Dur	lift�s�	x� s� v
�F

dom� Dur	tilted	x
�F
 �Dur	tilted�	x� v
�F

dom� Dur	lifted	x
�F
 �Dur	lifted�	x� v
�F

dom� Per	spilled	x

 �Dur	spilled�	x� v
�F

dom� Per	soup	x

 � Per	table	x

 � Per	on	x� y


dom� opp	s� s�
 


�hs� s�i#hl� ri � hs� s�i#hr� li � hs� s�i#hf� bi � hs� s�i#hb� fi�
acs� �t�� t��Lift	a� x� s
 � I		t�� t��lift�s

�	x� s�T


dep� �t�	table	x
 � s�� s��lift�s	x� s�
 � lift�s	x� s�
�

opp	s�� s�
�
 � I	�t�lifted�	x�T


dep� �t�	table	x
 � lift�s	x� s�
 � �s�� s��lift�s	x� s�
�

lift�s	x� s�
 � opp	s�� s�
� 
 � I	�t�tilted�	x�T


dep� �t�tilted	y
 � on	x� y
 � soup	x
 � R	�t& ��spilled�	x�T


inf� �t�lift�s�	x� s�T
� I	�t�lift�s	x� s


inf� �t�tilted�	x�T
� I	�t�tilted	x


inf� �t�spilled�	x�T
� I	�t�spilled	x


inf� �t�lifted�	x�T
� I	�t�lifted	x


obs� ���table	t�
 � soup	s�
 � on	s��t�

occ� ��� ��Lift	bill�t��l

occ� ��� ��Lift	bob�t��r


	��


In this narrative� one can infer from occ�� occ�� inf� and inf� that lift�s	t�� l
�
lift�s	t�� r
 holds from � to �� Thus� the condition

s�� s��lift�s	t�� s�
 � lift�s	t�� s�
 � opp	s�� s�
�

is satis�ed in this time interval� enabling the e�ect lifted	t�
 from dep� and
inf�� while preventing the e�ect tilted	t�
 according to dep� and inf��

The table lifting scenario encodes several other potential interactions
between lifting actions� If the two lifting actions are not synchronized� the
table is tilted and the soup is spilled� For instance� if occ� is altered to
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��� ��Lift	bob�t��r
� then one can infer

���	table	t�
 � lift�s	t�� l
�
�s�� s��lift�s	t�� s�
 � lift�s	t�� s�
 � opp	s�� s�
� 
�

According to dep� and inf�� this produces the e�ect ���tilted	t�
� and the
soup is spilled� Also notice that if the table is lifted from three sides� 	for
instance� add occ� ��� ��Lift	ben�t��f
 to the narrative
 then the condition

s�� s��lift�s	t�� s�
 � lift�s	t�� s�
 � opp	s�� s�
�

is still satis�ed� which implies that the table is lifted and not tilted� However�
if the only occurrences are occ� and occ�� then that condition does not hold
and the table is tilted and the soup is spilled�

Notice that it is possible to write in�uence laws that determine directly
from the lift�s� in�uence whether the table is lifted or the soup is spilled�
Anyhow� we have preferred to explicitly represent the causal chain from
lifting to spilling and tilting� as it makes it easier to extend the scenario to
include actions that for instance counter�act the lifting by pressing down a
side of the table or that stabilize the bowl�

��� Interactions between e	ects

The previous subsection addressed interactions between e�ects and condi�
tions of actions and dependencies� As observed in section �� another problem
is when two or more actions or dependencies are a�ecting the same feature�
Such combinations of e�ects can be con�icting or cumulative�

Con�icting e
ects

Returning to the �re lighting narrative 	��
� it can be observed that the
use of in�uence laws in that narrative also solves the problem of con�icting
e�ects that was observed in 	�
 in section �� There were two in�uence laws
in 	��
 that determined the result of con�icting in�uences on the �re feature�

inf� �s� s& ���re�	x�T
 � ��re�	x�F
 � wood	x
 �
R	�s& ���re	x



inf� �s��re�	x�F
 � R	�s���re	x



	��


Now assume that the occurrences in 	��
 are modi�ed as follows�

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bill� wood�

occ� ��� ��PourWater	bob� wood�


	��
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In this case� we can infer 	�� ���re�	wood��T
 which normally results in
����re	wood�
 	inf�
� One can also infer ����dry	wood�
 and ����re�	wood��F
�
which normally has the e�ect �����re	wood�
 	inf�
� The con�ict between
these two in�uences is resolved in inf� and inf�� to the advantage of the
latter�

The �re lighting narrative illustrates a con�ict involving just two oppo�
site in�uences� However� there might also be con�icts involving arbitrarily
large number of in�uences� For instance� consider the following narrative
where several agents try to pick up the same object� The feature pos	x

represents the position of an object x� and its value domain of positions
includes both locations 	e�g� oor
 and agents 	e�g� bill� bob
� An object
can only have one position� so when more than one agent is trying to take
the object� then there is a con�ict� This con�ict is resolved in inf� in the
narrative�

dom� Dur	pos�	x� a
�F
 � Per	pos	x


acs� �s� t�Pickup	a� x
 � I		s� t�pos�	x� a


inf� �t�pos	x
 *#oor � p� �t& ��pos�	x� p
 � �

p� �t& ��pos�	x� p
 �R	�t& ��pos	x
 *#p
 �
obs� ���pos	wallet
 *#oor
occ� ��� ��Pickup	bill�wallet

occ� ��� ��Pickup	bob�wallet


	��


Inf� states that �if the object x is on the �oor and at least one agent is
trying to take x then one of the agents who are trying to take x will actually
have x � The result in this case is nondeterministic� and this is perhaps the
best way to treat con�icts when one lacks detailed information of what the
actual result would be� Notice that the consequent of inf� only changes the
value of pos	x
� and not the value of the in�uence pos�	x� p
� The pos�	x� p

component of the consequent is in e�ect a �lter on what values p that pos	x

can be reassigned to�

It is equally possible to state that no e�ect occurs in the case of con�ict�

inf� 	�t�pos	x
 *#oor � �t& ��pos�	x� p
�
�p�� �t& ��pos�	x� p�
 � p �# p� �
 � R	�t& ��pos	x
 *#p


	��


Finally� some values might be preferred to other values� For instance� we can
enhance the picking�up narrative by giving preference to stronger agents� as
follows� The relation stronger encodes a partial ordering on agents based on
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their relative strength�

inf� �t�pos	x
 *#oor � p� �t& ��pos�	x� p
 � �
p� �t& ��pos�	x� p
�
�p�� �t& ��pos�	x� p�
 � stronger	p�� p
 ��
R	�t& ��pos	x
 *#p
 �

	��


Cumulative e
ects

Another common phenomenon besides con�icting in�uences is when in�u�
ences signify some relative change� and therefore multiple in�uences can be
combined in a cumulative way� We have already mentioned that in mechan�
ics� multiple forces on an object can be combined using vector addition� and
the vectorial sum determines changes in the object�s speed and position�

Here� we present another example� which involves a box from which
agents can take coins� In order to specify cumulative e�ects� we need to
introduce a minimal portion of set theory� including set membership 	in
�
the empty set 	empty
 and subtraction of one element from a set 	remove
�
A set theory that is su�cient for our purpose is obtained using the following
two axioms� The sets contain only features of a speci�c feature sort� so the
axioms have to be restated for di�erent sorts� The variable � represents
sets�

��� f� f ��in	f� remove	f �� �

 
 	in	f� �
 � f �# f �
� 	��


���empty	�
 
 �f ��in	f� �
� � 	��


Furthermore� we provide the following de�nition of the sum of feature values
over a set of features�

�t� �� f�m� n�in	f� �
 � sum	t� remove	�� f

 # m � �t�f *#n�
sum	t� �
 # 	m& n
�

�t� ��empty	�
 � sum	t� �
 # ��

	��


Now we can introduce an in�uence coins�	a� c
 with a value domain of natu�
ral numbers and default value � to represent that an agent a is taking a coin
from a container c� In addition� we de�ne the special function Coins�	t� c

which for a given c represents the set of all coins�	a� c
 with a nonzero value
at time�point t�

in	coins�	a� c�
�Coins�	t� c

 
 	c # c� � �t��coins�	a� c
 *#�
 	��
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This de�nition establishes the existence of a set which contains all the non�
zero features of the relevant type� The de�nition of remove above then
establishes the existence of all subsets of this set� which is su�cient for
determining the sum of all features in the set�

The narrative 	�
 is modi�ed as follows�

dom� Dur	coins�	a� c
� �
 � Per	coins	c


acs� �s� t�TakeCoin	a� c
 � I	�t�coins�	a� c
 *#�

inf� 	�t�coins	c
 *#	m& n
�

sum	t&��Coins�	t& �� c

 # n
 �
R	�t& ��coins	c
 *#m


obs� ���coins	box�
 *#�
occ� ��� ��TakeCoin	bill� box�

occ� ��� ��TakeCoin	bob� box�


	��


The cumulative behavior of the coins feature is encoded in inf�� which
adds together the values of all non�zero coins�	a� c
 for a speci�c c and
adds this sum to coins	c
� From this narrative� one can infer that the
set of negative in�uences on box�� Coins�	�� box�
 # fcoins�	bill� box�
�
coins�	bob� box�
g� As ���coins�	bill� box�
 *#� and ���coins�	bob� box�
 *#� we
get sum	Coins�	�� box�

 # � and ���coins	box�
 *#�� Obviously� the narra�
tive can be enhanced� For example� more than one coin can be taken by the
same agent� coins can be added to the box� and so on�

��
 Interacting conditions

Finally� there is the problem when the conditions of two or more actions
interact� A special case of this is when an agent has a resource that can
only be used for one action at a time� For instance� people generally have
only two hands� and thus cannot simultaneously perform two actions that
each requires the use of both hands� like lighting a �re� A strategy for
representing resources is to introduce a feature representing what action
the resource is actually used for� In the following narrative� the feature
uses�hands	x
 ful�lls this function� There is a value sort of action tokens
that duplicates the action sort 	e�g� the value light��re	a� x
 corresponds to
the action LightFire	a� x

� The feature uses�hands	x
 has action tokens as
domain� and the letter e is used for action token variables� The action token
noop stands for �no operation �

The use of a resource for an action is divided into two steps� First� the
action claims the resource� Acs� in the narrative below states that the action
of lighting a �re needs the  hands resource� This need is represented with
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the in�uence uses�hands�	a� e
� Second� the resource is actually used and the
action produces some e�ect� Dep� below states that if the hands are used
for lighting a �re� then this will produce a �re in�uence�

dom� Per	�re	x

 �Dur	�re�	x� v
�F

dom� Per	wood	x


dom� Dur	uses�hands	a
� noop
 �Dur	uses�hands�	a� e
�F

acs� �s� t�LightFire	a� x
 �

I		s� t�uses�hands�	a� light��re	a� x
 


dep� �t�uses�hands	a
 *#light��re	a� x
 � I	�t��re�	x�T


inf� e� �t�uses�hands�	a� e
 � �

e� �t�uses�hands�	a� e
 � I	�t�uses�hands	a
 *#e
 �
inf� �s� s& ���re�	x�T
 � ��re�	x�F
 � wood	x
 �

R	�s& ���re	x


inf� �s��re�	x�F
� R	�s���re	x


obs� ���dry	wood�
 � ��re	wood�
 � wood	wood�

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bill�wood�

occ� ��� ��LightFire	bill�wood�


	��


The distribution of resources is encoded in inf�� which states that if at least
one action e needs the  hands resource then some action that needs that
resource will have it 	compare to inf� in 	��

� If two or more actions need a
resource� then only one of them will have it� and the resource can randomly
alter between competing actions� In this example� the value of uses�hands	a

alternates randomly between light��re	bill�wood�
 and light��re	bill�wood�

from � to �� with the result that both actions fail or only one of them
succeeds�

More sophisticated forms of resources than the binary resource above
are also possible� For instance� one can utilize the techniques presented in
connection with cumulative e�ects to deal with quantitative and sharable
resources� and resources can be renewable or consumable�

��� Special vs� general in�uences

In all examples so far� each feature type� has its own set of in�uences and
in�uence laws� While o�ering a high level of freedom in handling concur�
rent interactions� this approach also requires declaring in�uences for each
feature type and writing down a large amount of in�uence laws� Of course�
if one desires a �exible and non�stereotypical treatment of interactions� this

	We consider all features with the same feature symbol� e�g� �re� to de	ne a type�
Several feature types with the same value domain might be of the same sort�
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is hard to avoid� But tal�c is also capable of a more uniform and compact
treatment of interactions� Instead of declaring separate in�uences of each
actual feature type 	e�g� dry� for dry
� one can group together features with
the same value domain and the same behavior and let them be of the same
feature sort Fi� Next� one introduces a function � � Fi � dom	Fi
 	 Fj

that for a given feature and value represents an in�uence on the feature to
change according to the value 	e�g� �	dry	wood�
�F

� Thereby� it is possible
to specify in�uence laws that apply to all feature types that are of the sort
Fi� The following is an example of a general in�uence law where dom	Fi

is the boolean value sort� The variable f 	implicitly universally quanti�ed

is of sort Fi� The in�uence law handles con�icts by making the outcome
nondeterministic�

dom Dur	�	f� v
�F

inf 	�t��	f�T
 � ��	f�F
� R	�t�f

�

	�t���	f�T
 � �	f�F
� R	�t��f

�
	�t��	f�T
 � �	f�F
 � X	�t�f



	��


This approach yields a number of in�uence laws that is proportional to the
number of feature sorts� instead of the number of feature types� It can be
particularly useful for scenarios with a large number of feature types that
exhibit relatively uniform behaviors� In addition� the fact that in�uence
laws are more general and applies to sorts rather than to speci�c feature
types implies a higher degree of reusability�

� Working with tal�c narratives

When encoding a narrative in tal�c� a bottom�up approach involving the
four following levels can be used� 	�
 Identify relevant features of the world
and their value domains� 	�
 For each feature� determine its normal 	non�
in�uenced
 behavior� its potential in�uences and how these a�ect the feature
alone and in combination� 	�
 Identify actions and dependencies in the world
and how these in�uence features� 	�
 Determine what holds and occurs in
the world� and what individuals there are�

Often� it is not possible to work strictly sequentially from level � to
level �� The elaboration of a complex narrative is an iterative and incre�
mental process� where the four levels above are intertwined and decisions
made earlier can be reconsidered� Therefore� to estimate how demanding
this elaboration process would be in tal�c� it is relevant to analyze what
implications additions or modi�cations at di�erent levels would have on an
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existing narrative as a whole� Although there are some initial studies on the
subject ����� there exist no systematic methods for performing this kind of
estimate� Therefore� the following observations are based mainly on practi�
cal experience and commonsense�

To provide a background for the discussion to follow� we need to make
some additional assumptions about the form of a narrative� We should
emphasize that these assumptions represent good conventions that have been
followed in this paper� but they are not formally part of the tal�c de�nition�
An action law for an action A has the following form� where +A

i 	x
 contains
only actual features and )A

i 	x
 contains only in�uences�

acs �t� t��A	x
�
V
i	+

A
i 	x
 � )A

i 	x

 	��


A dependency law has the following form� with the corresponding restric�
tions on +k	x
 and )k	x
�

dep +k	x
� )k	x
 	��


A domain statement for a speci�c feature has one of the two following forms�

dom Per	f	x


dom Dur	f	x
�v


	��


Finally� each feature type f has a number of in�uence laws of the form

infi )f
i 	x
 � +f

i 	x
 	��


where the consequent +f
i 	x
 contains references to no other actual feature

but f	x
 and this feature occurs only inside reassignment� interval and oc�

clude formulae� +f
i 	x
 may also contain in�uences that belong to f	x
� but

then only inside static subformulae� The antecedent )f
i 	x
 contains only in�

�uences that belong to f	x
 	e�g� f�	x� v

 and actual features� Each group of
in�uence laws represents a module that describes the behavior of a speci�c
feature f together with the dom statement for that feature� and any con�
�icts or other interactions are handled locally within that module� Finally�
we assume that each in�uence only belongs to one actual feature�

Given the assumptions above� we can draw the following conclusions
about the impact an addition�modi�cation will have on a narrative�

Adding a new feature 	level � according to the enumeration above
� does
in itself not a�ect anything else� It is obviously followed by adding new
in�uences and in�uence laws 	level �
 and sometimes also adding�modifying
actions and dependencies 	level �
� These operations are discussed below�
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Adding or altering the default behavior of a feature 	level �
 is local to
the domain statement specifying the default behavior in question� Adding
a new type of in�uence for a feature implies altering the in�uence laws for
the feature in question� but does not a�ect the in�uence laws for other
features� If care is taken in the choice of in�uences� additions of in�uences
should seldom occur� and the types of in�uences for a given feature should
remain more or less constant� As a parallel� the physical property of an
object�s speed can be in�uenced by a large number of imaginable actions and
conditions� Yet� one single type of in�uence 	�force 
 su�ces to determine
changes in speed� Further� altering the interactions between in�uences for
a particular feature is local to the in�uence laws 	i�e� the module
 of that
feature� but does not a�ect the default behavior or any action or dependency
laws�

Modifying or adding an action law or dependency law 	level �
 does not
a�ect any other existing action or dependency laws as any interactions are
delegated to the in�uence laws� nor does it a�ect existing in�uence laws�
The exception is of course when the new action or dependency law requires
the introduction of a new type of in�uence for a particular feature� in which
case the in�uence laws of that feature have to be extended� Finally� adding
action occurrences and observations 	level �
 does not a�ect anything at the
preceding levels�

In summary� additions or modi�cations are in general local operations
which preserve modularity in tal�c� Di�erent features can be described in
isolation� and given a set of features and associated in�uences� di�erent ac�
tions and dependencies can be described in isolation� This property is mainly
due to two features of the logic� namely that interactions between actions
and dependencies are channeled through in�uences� and further that the
respective sets of in�uences of di�erent features are disjoint� and therefore
the behaviors of features can be speci�ed in normal behavior and in�uence
laws that are independent of those of other features� It is encouraging to
achieve this level of modularity� considering the fact that we are addressing
complicated causal dependencies and concurrent interactions�

� Other work on concurrency

Hendrix�s work ���� is an early attempt to represent continuous and simulta�
neous processes� using a strips�like ���� language� Unlike strips� Hendrix�s
formalism involves notions of explicit time� duration� and simultaneous and
extraneous activity� A process has preconditions and continuation condi�
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tions that determine when the process can be initiated and for how long it
goes on� Hendrix distinguishes between instantaneous e�ects at the initia�
tion and termination moments of the process and gradual e�ects that occur
while the process is going on� However� there are no means for determining
what happens when more than one process a�ects the same feature 	 pa�
rameter in Hendrix�s terminology
� More sophisticated representations of
physical processes were later developed in qualitative reasoning� where For�
bus ���� has already been mentioned�

In the work of George� ���� there are world states that are linked to�
gether in histories� In a world state� features can hold and one or more
events 	actions
 can occur� Speci�c features can explicitly be declared to
be independent of speci�c events� and a persistence axiom� similar to the
nochange axiom in tal� states that if a feature p is independent of all events
in a state� then it will not have changed in the next state� George� then in�
troduces the concept of correctness conditions� If the correctness condition
p of an event e is independent of another event e�� then e� will not interfere
with 	prevent
 e� Thus� George��s formalism can de�ne when two events
	actions
 can and cannot occur simultaneously� and what the result is when
two independent events are executed simultaneously� A limitation is the lack
of an explicit notion of duration� so events cannot overlap partially� George�
also considers processes� which essentially are related groups of events with
limited interaction with events outside the process�

Structural relations between events is the central theme in work by Lan�
sky ����� In GEM� there is an explicit representation of event location�
events can belong to elements� which are loci of forced sequential activity�
and which in turn can belong to groups� In essence� groups represent bound�
aries of causal access� Events inside a group can only interact with external
events via speci�c ports 	causal holes
� Thereby� the possible concurrent
interactions between events can be restricted�

Pelavin�s work on a logic for planning with simultaneous actions with
duration ����� is based on Allen�s interval temporal logic ���� in which prop�
erties and actions are associated with intervals of time� Pelavin�s formalism
has quite a complex non�standard semantics� where the central entities are
world histories� A closeness function de�nes how the addition of actions to
a world history results in new world histories� On the syntactic level� there
are modal operators on world histories� IFTRIED	pi� P 
 denoting that the
condition P would hold if the actions in pi are executed� and INEV 	i� P 

stating that the condition P inevitably holds at time i 	is independent of
anything happening after i
� These operators can be used for quite so�
phisticated descriptions of actions� including interference where one action
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prevents another� and cumulative e�ects� However� what does not change
due to an action has to be explicitly encoded� and there is no concept of
dependency laws�

Thielscher ����� presents a theory of dynamic systems� where state tran�
sitions can occur naturally in addition to being caused by actions� Fluents
are divided into two sets� There are persistent �uents� which are subject to
inertia and only change when directly in�uenced� and there are momentary
�uents that become false if nothing a�ects them� A subset of the momen�
tary �uents are the action �uents� Causal laws are speci�ed in a strips�style
manner� with a precondition� a set of persistent �uents to become true� a
set of persistent �uents to become false and a set of momentary �uents to
become true in the following state� Thielscher addresses some aspects of
concurrency� but a versatile way of handling time is lacking� Durations and
delays cannot be easily modeled� due to the strips�style operational nature
of the language� The paper also discusses one type of concurrent con�icts
the formalism can handle� but no general way to handle other types of con�
current con�icts are mentioned�

Ferber and Muller ���� present a theory for dynamic multi�agent environ�
ments with a distinction between in�uences and state� The world develops
in two�step cycles� there is a set of operators 	corresponding to actions
and events
 that for given in�uences and conditions on the state yield new
in�uences� and a set of laws that for given conditions on the state and in�
�uences transform the state� The state component develops according to
a persistence assumption� whereas in�uences are transient 	like persistent
respectively durational features in tal�c
� The theory is then augmented
with agent behaviors� which are functions from in�uence sets 	percepts
 to
in�uence sets 	responses
� A strips�style operational formalism is used in
the paper� but the authors explain that the general principles should apply
to other types of formalisms as well�

Among the work done in situation calculus� Pinto�s ����� modeling of
concurrency is particularly interesting� Pinto addresses the use of resources
and exploits state constraints 	of a weaker kind than the dependency laws
in this paper
 to deal with e�ect interaction� although in the context of in�
stantaneous actions� In a recent paper ������ Pinto proposes an approach
where he uses natural events 	in the style of Reiter �����
 to model causal
dependecies� and then he uses causal dependencies to model concurrent in�
teractions� In this approach� natural events can play a role similar to the
one of in�uences in tal�c� i�e� as intermediaries of change� What is par�
ticularily interesting is that Pinto motivates his approach with arguments
for modularity� using causal dependencies to model concurrent interactions
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on the level of �uents allow us to describe actions in isolation� Also other
authors such as Gelfond� Lifschitz and Rabinov ����� Lin and Shoham ����
and Reiter ����� address concurrency in the context of situation calculus�
However� most of the problems these authors consider are speci�c to situa�
tion calculus� including how to extend the result function to take more than
one action� and how to represent action duration ���� ���� and extraneous
actions ������ The topic of concurrent interaction is only brie�y addressed�
for instance� Lin�s and Shoham�s treatment is restricted to e�ect cancellation
in case two actions are in con�ict�

Finally� we should also mention Baral and Gelfond�s propositional lan�
guage AC ���� and its relatives by Li and Pereira ���� and Bornscheuer and
Thielscher ����� AC � an extension of Gelfond�s and Lifschitz�s language A
����� relies on action rules 	e�propositions
 of the form fA�� � � � � Ang causes
e if p�� � � � � pn to describe concurrent interactions� Rules for the same �uent
with more speci�c action parts override less speci�c ones� This makes AC

suitable for representing synergistic and con�icting e�ects� On the other
hand� actual cancellation of e�ects requires the use of explicit frame axioms�
like in the soup bowl example ���� where the rule flift left� lift rightg
causes �spilled if �spilled overrides the rules flift leftg causes spilled
and flift rightg causes spilled� None of ���� ��� ��� address rami�cation or
action duration� and only Bornscheuer�s and Thielscher�s version addresses
nondeterminism� The three languages di�er mainly in the treatment of con�
current con�icts that are not resolved by any e�proposition� According to
Baral and Gelfond� the entire resulting state is unde�ned� according to Li
and Pereira� the result of the con�icting actions is unde�ned� and accord�
ing to Bornscheuer and Thielscher� the resulting values of the con�icting
features are nondeterministic�

The fact that more speci�c rules override less speci�c ones in AC makes
it possible to add new rules without having to modify existing ones� thereby
contributing to elaboration tolerance� ComparingAC to tal�c� it is possible
to specify scenarios where certain elaborations are easy to do inAC but quite
complicated in tal�c� and vice versa� However� actions cannot be described
in isolation in AC � which has to be considered a major drawback from a
modularity perspective� Also recall the discussion in section ����

 Conclusions

In this paper� we have presented tal�c� which is a logic for describing nar�
ratives that involve action concurrency and causal dependencies between
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features� What distinguishes tal�c from previous work is the combina�
tion of the following factors� 	a
 tal�c has a standard �rst�order seman�
tics and proof theory� 	b
 tal�c has a notion of explicit time� which
makes it possible to reason about the durations of actions and other in�
teresting temporal properties and relations� 	c
 tal�c is able to model a
number of important phenomena related to concurrency� We should also
mention that several of the examples in this paper have been tested using
an implementation of tal and tal�c� called vtal 	available on www at
http���anton�ida�liu�se�vital�vital�html as a Java applet
�

Technically� tal�c is closely related to tal with rami�cation ����� al�
though the surface language L	ND
 has been modi�ed and extended� In
the base language L	FL
� the same predicates are still used� with the ad�
dition of Per and Dur� Most important� the same simple circumscription
policy is still applicable� which implies that we can reason about concurrent
interactions in �rst�order logic�

The main di�erence between tal and tal�c is conceptual in nature and
based on how action laws are de�ned and used� We have demonstrated how
traditional action laws su�er from a number of problems� in particular due
to the fact that preconditions in action laws refer to the state before the
action is executed� and that the e�ects are absolute and indefeasible� The
solution involving action laws with multiple actions was rejected due to lack
of precision and scaling� Instead� we proposed an approach were actions pro�
duce in�uences instead of actual e�ects� The way these in�uences change
the world� both alone and in interaction with other in�uences can then be
speci�ed in in�uence laws for individual features� Tal�c has been demon�
strated on a number of nontrivial concurrency�related problems� The use of
in�uence laws in tal�c provides a �exible tool for describing what happens
when a feature is subject to in�uence from several actions or dependencies
simultaneously� Additions and modi�cations to a tal�c narrative are local
operations which preserve modularity�

An important topic for future research is to adopt tal�c for continuous
time and value domains� in order to describe worlds with piece�wise contin�
uous dynamics 	for related work on this problem� see e�g� Sandewall �����
and Shanahan �����
� Such an adaptation will probably involve a richer rep�
resentation of the default behaviors of features than the distinction between
persistent and durational features used in this paper� Future research also
includes systematically exploring common patterns of concurrency and es�
tablishing semantics for di�erent classes of worlds with concurrent actions�
and studying how locality ���� can be exploited in a formalism such as tal�c�
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A Translation from L�ND� to L�FL�

This section presents the translation from the surface language L	ND
�
which is intended for describing narratives� to L	FL
 which is used for
inferences� The translation is based on ����� L	FL
 is a �rst�order lan�
guage with equality consisting of the predicates Holdsi � T �Fi�Dom	Fi
�
Occludei � T �Fi 	normally� the index i is omitted
 and Occurs � T �T �A�
further Peri � Fi� Duri � Fi � Dom	Fi
 and all predicates relating to the
value domains and temporal domain from L	ND
� There is an isomor�sm
of sorts and symbols between L	ND
 and L	FL
�

A�� Translation function

De�nition �� Tran is called the translation function� and is de�ned as
follows 	the obvious parts have been left out
� All variables occurring only
on the right�hand side are assumed to be previously unused variables�

Tran	�	 �f	�
 *#v
 # Holds		� f	�
� v
 	��


Tran	�	 ���
 # �Tran	�	 ��
 	��


Tran	�	 ��C�
 # Tran	�	 ��
 C Tran	�	 ��
 	��


where C � f������
g�

Tran	�	 �Qv���
 # Qv�Tran	�	 ��
� where Q � f��g� 	��


Tran	�	� 	 ���
 # �t��	 � t� � 	 � � Tran	�t���
� 	��


Tran			� 	 ���
 # �t��	 � t� � 	 � � Tran	�t���
� 	��


Tran	X	�	 �f	�


 # Occlude		� f	�

 	��


Tran	X	�	 �f	�
 *#v

 # Occlude		� f	�

 	��


Tran	X	�	 ���

 # Tran	X	�	 ��

 	��


Tran	X	�	 ��C�

 # Tran	X	�	 ��

 � Tran	X	�	 ��

 	��


where C � f������
g�

Tran	X	�	 �Qv���

 # �v�Tran	X	�	 ��

� where Q � f��g� 	��




A� Translation from L	ND
 to L	FL
 ���

Tran	X			� 	 ���

 # �t�� 	 � t� � 	 � �
Tran	X	�t���

�

	��


Tran	X	�	� 	 ���

 # �t�� 	 � t� � 	 � �
Tran	X	�t���

�

	��


Tran	R			� 	 ���

 # Tran	X			� 	 ���

 � Tran	�	 ��
 	��


Tran	R	�	� 	 ���

 # Tran	X	�	� 	 ���

 � Tran	�	 ��
 	��


Tran	R	�	 ��

 # Tran	X	�	 �� �

 � Tran	�	 ��
 	��


Tran	I			� 	 ���

 # Tran	X			� 	 ���

 � 	��


Tran			� 	 ���


Tran	I	�	� 	 ���

 # Tran	X	�	� 	 ���

 � 	��


Tran	�	� 	 ���


Tran	I	�	 ��

 # Tran	X	�	 �� �

 � Tran	�	 ��
 	��


Tran	CT 	�	 ��

 # �t��	 # t� & � � Tran	�t����
� � 	��


Tran	�	 ��


Tran	�	� 	 ��'	�

 # Occurs		� 	 ��'	�

 	��


Note the translation of the X operator� in particular lines 	��"��
� which
always occludes all features inside a reassignment or interval formula�

A�� Circumscription

The second�order circumscription of a number of predicates P # P�� � � � � Pn
in the theory $	P 
 is denoted CircSO	$	P 
�P 
 	see Lifschitz ����
� Intu�
itively� CircSO	$	P 
�P 
 represents a 	second�order
 theory containing $	P 

and where the extensions of the predicates P are minimal�

De�nition �� Transformation of narratives from L	ND
 to L	FL
�

�� Let dom� acs� dep� inf � obs and occ be the sets of statements with la�
bels dom� acs� dep� obs and occ respectively� completed with universal
quanti�cation for variables occurring freely�

�� Let $dom # Tran	dom
� $acs # Tran	acs
� $dep # Tran	dep
� $inf #
Tran	inf
� $obs # Tran	obs
 and $occ # Tran	occ
�

�� Let $ be CircSO		$acs � $dep � $inf 
	Occlude
�Occlude
 � $dom
�CircSO	$occ	Occurs
�Occurs
 � $obs � $fl � $fnd� $ is the theory
that is used for proofs in tal�c�
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The set $fl contains the L	FL
 equivalents of 	��
 and 	��
� plus two
more axioms relating to Per and Dur�

$fl #
S
if

�fi� t� vi � Duri	fi� vi
 �
	�Occludei	t� fi
 � 	Holdsi	t� fi� vi


��

�fi� t� vi� Peri	fi
� 	�Occludei	t& �� fi
 �
	Holdsi	t� fi� vi
 
 Holdsi	t& �� fi� vi


��

�fi� t� vi� v
�
i Duri	f� vi
 �Duri	f� v

�
i
 � vi # v�i�

�fi�Peri	fi
� viDuri	fi� vi
� g

	��


Finally� the set $fnd consists of foundational axioms for unique names for
actions� features and values� and constraints that a feature has exactly one
value at each time�point�

An important property of the circumscribed theory $ is that although it
is a second�order theory due to the second�order nature of circumscription� it
can be reduced to an equivalent �rst�order theory� and in a very convenient
form� The following is a principal account for this reduction based on �����
where the proofs in ���� are directly applicable� Due to the de�nition of
action laws and dependency laws� occlusion can only occur on the right�
hand side ) of an implication $� )� Furthermore� due the restrictions on
balanced change formulae and the de�nition of the Tran function� occlusion
only occurs positive in )� and if it occurs in a disjunction inside )� then
it occurs identically on both sides� Therefore� the Occludei parts� using
the law of distributivity� can be separated from the rest of $� resulting in
+� 	

V
i)

occ
i 
�)h� and from there to +� )h�	

V
i +� )occ

i 
� Thus� it can
be shown that each expanded action law or dependency law is equivalent
to a formula + � )h � 	

V
i �t� fi�+

� � Occludei	t� fi
�
� Now� there are
two useful theorems by Lifschitz ����� the �rst stating that if B does not
contain P � then CircSO	$	P 
 � B�P 
 
 CircSO	$	P 
�P 
 � B� and the
second stating that if F 	x
 does not contain any P then CircSO	�xF 	x
 �
P 	x
�P 
 
 	�xF 	x
 
 P 	x

� From these theorems and the equivalent form
above follows that CircSO		$acs � $dep
	Occlude
�Occlude
 # 	

V
k +k �

)h
k
 � 	

V
i �t� fi�	

W
k +

�
ik
 
 Occludei	t� fi
�� which is �rst�order�



A� Translation from L	ND
 to L	FL
 ���

A�
 Example

The following is the L	FL
 translation of narrative 	��
� In this case� there
is only one feature sort� which has a boolean value domain�

$dom # f
dom� �x� v�Per	�re	x

 �Dur	�re�	x� v
�F
�
dom� �x� v�Per	dry	x

 �Dur	dry�	x� v
�F
� g

	��


$acs�dep�inf # f
acs� �s� t� a� x�Occurs	s� t� LightFire	a� x

 �

�t��s � t� � t� Holds	t�� �re�	x�T
�T
��
�t��s � t� � t� Occlude	t�� �re�	a� x�T

��

acs� �s� t� a� x�Occurs	s� t�PourWater	a� x

 �
�t��s � t� � t� Holds	t�� dry�	x�F
�T
��
�t��s � t� � t� Occlude	t�� dry�	x�F

��

dep� �s� x��Holds	s� dry	x
�T
� Holds	s� �re�	x�F
�T
�
inf� �s� x	�t��s � t� � s& �� 	Holds	t�� �re�	x�T
�T
�

�Holds	t�� �re�	x�F

�T
 �Holds	t��wood	x
�T

� �
Occlude	s& �� �re	x

 �Holds	s& �� �re	x
�T
�

inf� �s� x�Holds	s� �re�	x�F
�T
�
	Occlude	s� �re	x

 � �Holds	s� �re	x
�T

��

inf� �s� x	�t��s � t� � s& ��
	Holds	t�� dry�	x�T
�T
 � �Holds	t�� dry�	x�F
�T
� �

	Occlude	s & �� dry	x

 �Holds	s& �� dry	x
�T

�
inf� �s� x�Holds	s� dry�	x�F
�T
�

	Occlude	s� dry	x

 � �Holds	s� dry	x
�T

�g

	��


$occ # f occ� Occurs	�� �� LightFire	bill�wood�

�
occ� Occurs	�� ��PourWater	bob�wood�

g

	��


$obs # fobs� Holds	�� dry	wood�
�T
�
�Holds	�� �re	wood�
�T
�
Holds	��wood	wood�
�T
g

	��


Circumscribing Occurs in $occ and Occlude in $acs � $dep � $inf yields
the following exact descriptions of the two predicates� which together with
the original theory and the additional components constitute $� Notice that
the Occlude part speci�es exactly the exceptions to the default rules for
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persistent and durational features� as expressed in the two �rst axioms in
$fl�

�s� t� e �Occurs	s� t� e
 

		s # � � t # � � e # LightFire	bill�wood�

�
	s # � � t # � � e # PourWater	bob�wood�


�

	��


�t�� f 	Occlude	t�� f
 
 s� t� a� x�
	s � t� � t � f # �re�	x�T
�
Occurs	s� t� LightFire	a� x


�
	s � t� � t � f # dry�	x�F
�
Occurs	s� t�PourWater	a� x


�

	f # �re	x
 � t� # s& � � �t��s � t� � s& � �
	Holds	t�� �re�	x�T

�T
�
�Holds	t�� �re�	x�F
�T
 �Holds	t��wood	x
�T
�
�

	f # �re	x
 � t� # s �Holds	s� �re�	x�F
�T

�
	f # dry	x
 � t� # s& � � 	�t��s � t� � s& � �

	Holds	t�� dry�	x�T
�T
 � �Holds	t�� dry�	x�F
�T

�

�
	f # dry	x
 � t� # s �Holds	s� dry�	x�F
�T

�


	��


The proof for �Holds	�� �re	wood�
�T
 is as follows�

�� Occurs	�� ��PourWater	bob�wood�

 is true according to occ��

�� From � and acs�� one can infer Holds	�� dry�	wood��F
�T
�

�� From � and inf�� it follows that �Holds	�� dry	wood�
�T
 is true�

�� From 	��
 and 	��
� it follows that �Occlude	t� dry�	wood��F

�
�Occlude	t� dry�	wood��T

 and consequently �Occlude	t� dry	wood�


are true for t # � and t # ��

�� From �� �� Per	dry	wood�

 	dom�
 and 	��
� it follows that
�Holds	t� dry	wood�
�T
 is true for t # � and t # ��

�� From � and dep�� it follows that Holds	�� �re�	wood��F
�T
 is true�

�� From � and inf�� it follows that �Holds	�� �re	wood�
�T
 is true�
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Abstract

A fundamental property of many dynamical systems is that ef�
fects of actions can occur with some delay� In this paper� we
address the representation of delayed e�ects in the context of
reasoning about action and change� We discuss how delayed
e�ects can be modeled both in abstract ways and as detailed
processes� and we consider a range of possible interactions be�
tween the delayed e�ect of an action and later occurring actions�
including interference and cumulative e�ects� The logic used is
called tal�c� and is a logic of action and change based on explicit
time that supports action duration� nondeterminism� rami�ca�
tion and concurrency� tal�c uses a second�order circumscription
policy with a �rst�order reduction�

� Introduction

A fundamental property of many dynamical environments� in particular nat�
ural ones� is that changes as a response to actions or events do not occur
instantaneously� but after some duration of time� This observation is obvi�
ously of great interest in reasoning about action and change� and is usually
discussed in terms of delayed e�ects or processes� Actually� if some change

���
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occurs after the end of an action� then there must be some underlying pro�
cess going on� A description of this process might be too complicated or not
even available� By considering this change as a delayed e�ect of the action
in question� one can sometimes abstract away from the details of the process
and still be able to obtain an adequate description of its manifestations� In
this paper� we show how delayed e�ects can be modeled in the language
tal�c ����� tal�c is a member of a family of logics derived from Sande�
wall�s pmon logic ����� ��� for sequential scenarios with explicit time and
actions with context�dependent and non�deterministic e�ects and extended
duration� Dependency laws as a means for dealing with rami�cations were
added in ����� and are exploited for concurrency in tal�c� Recently� the
quali�cation problem has also been addressed ����� There are three factors
that make tal�c a suitable instrument for dealing with delayed e�ects� the
existence of a notion of time which is independent of actions� the possibil�
ities to de�ne causal dependencies outside of action descriptions� and the
support for concurrent interactions� Explicit time makes it possible to state
that the delayed e�ect occurs after some 	possibly indeterminate
 amount
of time� and causal dependencies and concurrent interactions are crucial in
describing interactions between actions� The fact that the e�ects of an ac�
tion are not con�ned temporally within the duration of that action creates
ample opportunities for interactions to occur� a delayed e�ect of an action
can prevent or be prevented by the e�ects of a later action� or might occur
simultaneously with a later action�

Delayed e�ects have not received much attention in the literature� Some
papers on continuous change� e�g� by Sandewall ����� and Shanahan ������
address the explicit representation of continuous processes that can go on
after an action has been executed� such as water �lling a sink after the tap
has been turned on� Shanahan also presents an example with an alarm that
goes o� after a �xed time interval� Further� there is work by Doherty and
Gustafsson ���� about representing delays with dependency laws� However�
none of the logics in these papers deal with concurrent interactions� It is
the modeling of how the delayed e�ect of one action can interact with other
actions that is the most important contribution of this article�

An example due to Gelfond� Lifschitz and Rabinov ���� of a delayed
e�ect is a pedestrian light� which turns green �� seconds after one presses
the button at the crosswalk� They attempt to represent the delayed e�ect
as a postcondition of a Press action� In tal�c� the same example 	somewhat
extended
 is encoded in the scenario description below� followed by a detailed
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explanation� The numbers and t variables represent time�points�

dom� Dur	pressed�F
 � Per	tick
 � Per	color

acs� �t� t��Press� I		t� t��pressed

dep� CT 	�t�pressed � �tick
� R	�t& ��tick

dep� CT 	�t�tick
 � �t� t&���tick � R	�t&���color *#green

dep� CT 	�t�tick
 � �t� t&���tick � R	�t&���color *#red � �tick

obs� ���color *#red � �tick
occ� ���� ���Press
occ� ���� ���Press

	�


The contents of a scenario description are given in a compact high�level
macro language which is translated to a standard �rst�order logic theory that
is used for reasoning about the scenario� section � describes this translation�
A scenario description contains statements relating to the object and feature
domains 	labeled dom
 and general action and dependency laws 	acs and
dep
� There are also action occurrences 	occ
� all of which are assumed to
be known but their timing might be partially speci�ed� and observations of
states of the world at di�erent points in time 	obs
�

Beginning with dom�� a distinction is made between two types of fea�
tures� persistent features whose normal behavior is not to change 	this is
the predominant type in the RAC literature
� and durational features whose
normal behavior is to have some suitable default value� but permits a non�
default value under certain conditions such as during the execution of an
action� In this scenario� pressed is a durational feature with default value F�
and tick and color are persistent features� The pressed feature 	which nor�
mally is false
 will be true while the Press action is performed� as described
by acs�� In general� the form I			� 	 ���
 that is used in acs� denotes that the
features in � are not subject to their default behaviors and that the formula
� is true at all time�points from 	 & � to 	 �� The temporal argument can
also be given as �	� 	 �� denoting that 	 is included in the interval� and �	 ��
referring to a single time�point� The pressed feature serves as an in�uence�
whose purpose it is convey change to other features� in this case tick� Dep�
states that if the condition �t�pressed � �tick becomes true 	CT should be
read as  changes to true 
 then tick becomes true� The form R	�	 ���
 used in
dep�� which also can have temporal arguments 		� 	 �� or �	� 	 ��� overrides the
default behavior and makes � true at 	 � 	that is� at the end of the interval
�
There is also a form X			� 	 ���
 that lets the features involved vary arbitrar�
ily� Dep� states that if the ticking goes on for �� s� then the pedestrian light
becomes green� and dep� states that the light switches back to red and the
ticking ends after an additional �� s� Finally� there is an observation 	obs�
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stating that the ticking is o� and the light is red at time�point �� and two
occurrences of the Press action 	occ� and occ�
�

There is some subtlety involved with this scenario description� Pressing
the button a second time 	while tick is true
 will not result in a second period
of green� Thus� the second pressing of the button 	occ�
 is futile� Note that
this represents an interaction between a delayed e�ect of one action 	occ�

and a second intermediate action 	occ�
� In addition� the delayed e�ect itself
	the light is green
 has a duration�

A presentation of the technicalities of tal�c is found in section � followed
by further examples and a more elaborate investigation into delayed e�ects
in section �� Finally� section � concludes with a discussion�

� The TAL�C Language

tal�c consists of two language levels� First� there is the surface language
L	ND
 which is used in scenario descriptions such as the one above� These
scenario descriptions are then translated to the standard �rst�order language
L	FL
� and some of the predicates in L	FL
 are completed by means of
circumscription� The framework is fully described in ���� ����

��� The surface language L�ND�

There are a number of sorts for values Vi 	including agents and various types
of objects
� One of these sorts is B with the constants fT�Fg� Further� there
are a number of sorts for features Fi� each one associated with a value domain
dom	Fi
 # Vj for some j� and a sort for actions A� A value term is a term
of sort Vi for some i� Finally� there is a temporal sort T associated with a
number of constants �� �� �� �� � � � and s�� t�� � � � and a function & and three
predicates #� � and �� T is assumed to be an interpreted sort� but can
be axiomatized in �rst�order logic as a subset of Presburger arithmetic ����
	natural numbers with addition
�

An elementary �uent formula has the form� f	�
 *#v where f is a feature
symbol and �� v are value terms� or f	�
 if Dom	f
 # B� A �uent formula
is an elementary �uent formula or a combination of �uent formulae formed
with the standard logical connectives and quanti�ers�

Let 	� 	 � be temporal terms and � a �uent formula� Then �	� 	 ��� and
�	 �� are xed �uent formulae� CT 	�	 ��
 is a becomes formula� R			� 	 ���
�

�We use the overline as abbreviation of a sequence� when the contents of the sequence
is obvious� For example� f�x� y� means f�x�� ���� xn� y�� ���� ym��
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R	�	� 	 ���
 and R	�	 ��
 are reassignment formulae� I			� 	 ���
� I	�	� 	 ���

and I	�	 ��
 are interval formulae� and X			� 	 ���
� X	�	� 	 ���
 and X	�	 ��

are occlusion formulae�

A logical combination 	including quanti�ers
 of temporal and value for�
mulae 	of the forms 	 # 	 �� 	 � 	 �� 	 � 	 � and � # ��
� �xed �uent formulae
and�or becomes formulae is called a static formula� Static formulae are used
in the preconditions of action and dependency laws� and in observations�

A change formula is a formula that has 	or is rewritable to
 the form�
Qv	�� � ��� � �n
 where Qv is a sequence of quanti�ers with variables� and
each �i is a conjunction of static� occlusion� reassignment and interval for�
mulae� The change formula is called balanced i� the following two conditions
hold� 	a
 Whenever a feature f	�
 appears inside a reassignment� interval or
occlusion formula in one of the �i disjuncts� then it must also appear in all
other �i�s inside a reassignment� interval or occlusion formula with exactly
the same temporal argument� 	b
 Any existentially quanti�ed variable v in
the formula� whenever appearing inside a reassignment� interval or occlusion
formula� only does so in the position f	�
 *#v�

An application formula is any of the following� 	a
 A balanced change
formula� 	b
 +� )� where + is a static formula and ) is a balanced change
formula� 	c
 A conjunction of application formulae� 	d
 �t�'�� where ' is
an application formula� 	e
 �v�'�� where ' is an application formula�

An occurrence formula has the form �	� 	 ��'	�
� where 	 and 	 � are ele�
mentary time�point expressions and '	�
 is an action term�

An action law 	labeled acs
 has the form �t� t��'	x
 � (	x� y
 where
�t� t��'	x
 is an occurrence formula and (	x� y
 is an application formula� A
dependency law 	labeled dep
 is an application formula� An observation 	la�
beled obs
 is a static formula� An occurrence 	labeled occ
 is an occurrence
formula �	� 	 ��'	�
 where 	 � 	 �� � all are constants� A domain formula 	la�
beled dom
 is a conjunction of Per and Dur statements that classify features�
and other domain�speci�c statements of choice�

��� Translation from L�ND� to L�FL�

L	FL
 is a many�sorted �rst�order language consisting of the predicates
Holdsi � T �Fi�Dom	Fi
� Occludei � T �Fi� Occurs � T �T �A� Peri � Fi

and Duri � Fi � Dom	Fi
 and all predicates and functions relating to the
value domains and temporal domain from L	ND
� There is an isomorphism
of sorts and names between L	ND
 and L	FL
�

Tran is called the translation function� and the most interesting parts
are as follows 	for the complete version� see ����
� All variables occurring
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only on the right�hand side are assumed to be previously unused variables�

Tran	�	 �f	�
 *#v
 # Holds		� f	�
� v

Tran	X	�	 �f	�
 *#v

 # Occlude		� f	�


Tran	X	�	 ���

 # Tran	X	�	 ��


Tran	X	�	 ��C�

 # Tran	X	�	 ��

 � Tran	X	�	 ��



where C � f������
g�
Tran	X	�	 �Qv���

 # �v�Tran	X	�	 ��

� where Q � f��g�
Tran	X			� 	 ���

 # �t��	 � t� � 	 � � Tran	X	�t���

�
Tran	X	�	� 	 ���

 # �t��	 � t� � 	 � � Tran	X	�t���

�
Tran	R			� 	 ���

 # Tran	X			� 	 ��� �

 � Tran	�	 ��

Tran	I			� 	 ���

 # Tran	X			� 	 ���

 � Tran	�	&�� 	 ���

Tran	CT 	�	 ��

 # �t��	 # t� & � � Tran	�t����
��

Tran	�	 ��

Tran	�	� 	 ��'	�

 # Occurs		� 	 ��'	�



Note how the R and I operators are de�ned in terms of the X operator and
a �xed �uent formula� X is in turn mapped to Occlude and overrides the
normal behaviors of the features involved� and the �xed �uent formula is
mapped to Holds and states what values the features involved should have�
Note the translation of the X operator which will always occlude all features
referenced inside a reassignment or interval formula� thereby allowing them
to change 	e�g� Tran	X	���f � �g

 # Occlude	�� f
 � Occlude	�� g

� The
result of applying Tran to the pedestrian light scenario is as follows�

dom� Dur�	pressed�F
 � Per�	tick
 � Per�	color

acs� �t� t��Occurs	t� t��Press
� �u�t � u � t� �

Holds�	u� pressed�T
 �Occlude�	u� pressed
��
dep� �t�Holds�	t� pressed�T
 � �Holds�	t� tick�T
�

�u�t # u& � � �	Holds�	u� pressed�T
�
�Holds�	u� tick�T

� �

Holds�	t&�� tick�T
 �Occlude�	t&�� tick
��
dep� �t�	Holds�	t� tick�T
�

�u�t # u& � � �Holds�	u� tick�T
��
�u�t � u � t&�� � Holds�	u� tick�T
�
 �
	Holds�	t&��� color� green
 �Occlude�	t&��� color

�

dep� �t�	Holds�	t� tick�T
�
�u�t # u&�� �Holds�	u� tick�T
��
�u�t � u � t&�� � Holds�	u� tick�T
�
 �
	Holds�	t&��� color� red
 �Occlude�	t&��� color
�
�Holds�	t&��� tick�T
 �Occlude�	t&��� tick

�

	�
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obs� Holds�	�� color� red
 � �Holds�	�� tick�T

occ� Occurs	��� ���Press

occ� Occurs	��� ���Press


The translation to L	FL
 also involves a non�monotonic step� which
essentially consists of forming the predicate completions of Occlude and
Occurs� and adding a number of auxiliary axioms concerning among other
things the default behaviors of persistent and durational features�

The second�order circumscription ���� of a number of predicates P #
P�� � � � � Pn in the theory $	P 
 is denoted

CircSO	$	P 
�P 
�

Intuitively� CircSO	$	P 
�P 
 represents a 	second�order
 theory containing
$	P 
 and where the extensions of the predicates P are minimal�

De�nition �� Transformation of scenarios from L	ND
 to L	FL
�

�� Let dom� acs� dep� obs and occ be the sets of statements with la�
bels dom� acs� dep� obs and occ respectively� completed with universal
quanti�cation for variables occurring free�

�� Let $dom # Tran	dom
� $acs # Tran	acs
� $dep # Tran	dep
� $obs #
Tran	obs
 and $occ # Tran	occ
�

�� Let $ be CircSO		$acs � $dep
	Occlude
�Occlude

�$dom � CircSO	$occ	Occurs
�Occurs
 � $obs � $fl
�$fnd� $ is the theory that is used for proofs in tal�c�

The set $fl contains two axioms stating that durational features that are
not occluded must always have their default value� and persistent features
that are not occluded must always keep their value from the previous time
point� Further� durational features can have only one default value and all
features are either persistent or durational 	� is exclusive or
�

$fl #
S
if

�fi� t� vi �Duri	fi� vi
 �
	�Occludei	t� fi
 � Holdsi	t� fi� vi

��

�fi� t� vi�Peri	fi
 � 	�Occludei	t& �� fi
 �
	Holdsi	t� fi� vi
 
 Holdsi	t& �� fi� vi


��

�fi� t� vi� v�i�Duri	f� vi
 �Duri	f� v
�
i
� vi # v�i��

�fi�Peri	fi
� viDuri	fi� vi
� g

	�
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� �� ������ ����

pressed

F

red

T

green red

F

FF T F T

tick

color

Figure �� Model of the pedestrian scenario�

Finally� the set $fnd consists of foundational axioms for unique names for
actions� features and values� and constraints that a feature has exactly one
value at each time�point�

An important property of the circumscribed theory $ is that although it
is a second�order theory due to the second�order nature of circumscription�
it can be reduced to an equivalent �rst�order theory of the form

$ �
�
i

	�f� t�Occludei	t� f
 
 )i�
 � 	�a� t� t��Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 +�


	see ���� ��� for details
� Thus� one can reason about tal�c scenarios in
�rst�order logic� The completions of the Occurs and Occlude predicates in
	�
 are as follows�

�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 	ht� t�� ai # h��� ���Pressi�
ht� t�� ai # h��� ���Pressi
��

�s� f �Occlude�	s� f
 

	t� t��Occurs	t� t��Press
 � t � s � t�� � f # pressed
�
t�Holds�	t� pressed�T
 � �Holds�	t� tick�T
�
�u�t # u&� � �	Holds�	u� pressed�T
�

�Holds�	u� tick�T

� � s # t& � � f # tick��
t�f # tick � s # t&�� �Holds�	t� tick�T
�
�u�t # u&� � �Holds�	u� tick�T
��
�u�t � u � t&�� � Holds�	u� tick�T
����

�s� f �Occlude�	s� f
 
 	f # color�
	t�s # t&�� � 	Holds�	t� tick�T
�
�u�t # u&� � �Holds�	u� tick�T
��
�u�t � u � �� � Holds�	u� tick�T
�
��

t�s # t&�� � 	Holds�	t� tick�T
�
�u�t # u&� � �Holds�	u� tick�T
��
�u�t � u � �� � Holds�	u� tick�T
�
�

�

	�


Figure � shows the single model for the pedestrian light scenario� The
grey segments are derivable from 	�
� and represent where the features are
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a�ected by actions and dependency laws 	and hence are occluded
� The
white parts are the result of 	�
 and 	�
� which de�ne the normal behaviors
of the features and where these normal behaviors are applicable 	these parts
are not occluded
�

� Examples

In the pedestrian light scenario in the introduction� we gave an example of a
delayed e�ect that had limited duration and that blocked another e�ect 	i�e�
the e�ect of the second pressing of the button
� In this section� we investi�
gate some other interesting aspects of delayed e�ects using some illustrative
scenarios�

Interruption and varying delay time� The �rst of these scenarios il�
lustrates that the delay may be of varying length and that a delayed e�ect
might be interrupted� It involves a �re�cracker which explodes after a delay
of between �� and �� seconds� and provides a good picture of how concur�
rency is handled in tal�c� There are two features� burn and expl� which are
determined by three in�uences� burn�	T
 and burn�	F
 make burn true and
false respectively� and expl� causes the cracker to explode� The e�ects of the
actions and dependencies in acs�� acs�� dep�� dep	 and dep are directed
through these in�uences� and dep�� dep� and dep� specify how the in�uences
a�ect burn and expl� including when they are in con�ict� Regarding delays�
dep	 states that if the fuse has been burning for at least �� time�points�
then it might explode� and dep states that the cracker will explode if the
fuse has been burning for �� time�points� This scenario yields the conclusion
that there will be an explosion sometimes between time�points �� and ���

dom� Per	burn
 �Dur	expl�F
 �Dur	burn�	v
�F
 �Dur	expl��F

acs� �t� t��Light � I		t� t��burn�	T


acs� �t� t��Extinguish � I		t� t��burn�	F


dep� �t�	burn�	T
 � �burn�	F

 � R	�t�burn

dep� �t�burn�	F
� R	�t��burn

dep� �t�expl� � I	�t�expl

dep� �t�expl � I	�t�burn�	F


dep� �t� t&��burn � X	�t&���expl�

dep� �t� t&���burn � I	�t&���expl�

obs� ����burn
occ� ��� ��Light

	�
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However� adding an Extinguish action will interrupt the burning� according
to acs� and dep��

occ� ��� ��Extinguish 	�


Notice that additional action laws that relate to burn can be added incre�
mentally by utilizing burn�� without any need for modifying the underlying
description of burn itself� This is one of the strengths of tal�c�

Concurrent interaction� Concurrent interaction due to delayed e�ects
can also be of a more direct nature� like in the following example with cumu�
lative e�ects� In order to specify cumulative e�ects� we need to introduce a
minimal portion of set theory� set membership 	in
� the empty set 	empty

and removal of one element from a set 	rem
� Furthermore� we provide the
following de�nition of the sum of feature values over a set of features� The
variable � represents sets�

�t� �� f�m� n�	in	f� �
 � sum	t� rem	�� f

 # m�
�t�f *#n
� sum	t� �
 # 	m& n
�

�t� ��empty	�
 � sum	t� �
 # ��

	�


The following scenario contains a bank account� where the balance 	the
persistent numerical feature balance
 can be altered by in�uences bal�	x

with default value �� where x represents the source 	person� bill etc
 of the
in�uence� A special function Bal�	t
 represents the set of non�zero in�uences
bal�	x
 at each time�point t�

in	f�Bal�	t

 
 x�f # bal�	x
 � �t��bal�	x
 *#�� 	�


The values of the members of the set Bal�	t
 are added together at each
time�point t� and this sum is added to the present balance� We also assume
that there can be a de�cit on the bank account� but that this leads to a
remark from the bank� The following scenario describes how an agent 	bob

sends a bill to be paid by his bank and then realizes that the balance is too
low to cover this bill� and in the last moment manages to make a deposit
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and avoids getting a remark�

dom� Per	balance
 �Dur	bal�	x
� �
�
Per	amount	x

 � Per	remark


acs� �s� t�Deposit	a� n
 � I	�t�bal�	a
 *#n

acs� �s� t�MailBill	a� b
 � �t�amount	b
 *#n�

I	�t& ���bal�	b
 *#� n

dep� �t�balance *#m � sum	t&��Bal�	t&�

 # n�

R	�t& ��balance *#	m& n


dep� CT 	�t�n�balance*#n � n � ��
 � R	�t�remark

obs� ���balance *#�� � �remark
obs� ���amount	bill�
 *#���
occ� ��� ��MailBill	bob� bill�

occ� ���� ���Deposit	bob� ���


	�


The key here is dep�� which summarizes the values of the non�zero bal�	a

in Bal�	t
 and adds this sum to balance� Thus�

Bal�	��
 # fbal�	bob
� bal�	bill�
g

where ����bal�	bob
 *#��� and ����bal�	bill�
 *#� ���� giving

sum	���Bal�	��

 *#���

and ����balance *#��

Explicit processes� The previous examples have shown how one can ab�
stract away the underlying mechanics of processes� It is� however� important
to point out that our approach is well suited for scenarios that model the
dynamics of the world in more detail by letting features represent actual
physical quantities� For instance� consider somebody �lling a jug from a
beer cask with a tap� Let the real�valued feature ow	x� y
 represent a �ow
from x to y and let Flow�	t� y
 represent the set of non�zero �ows into y at
t and let Flow�	t� x
 represent the non�zero �ows out of x�

in	f�Flow�	t� y

 
 x�f # ow	x� y
 � �t��ow	x� y
 *#��
in	f�Flow�	t� x

 
 y�f # ow	x� y
 � �t��ow	x� y
 *#��

	��


In the following scenario� dep� encodes a di�erence equation that determines
the volume of water in a vessel based on the sum of �ows into and out of the
vessel� There are also actions for opening and closing taps 	acs� and acs�
�
and a dependency law that states that a cask with an open tap produces
a �ow which is a function of the level of liquid inside the cask 	dep�
� A�
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is the bottom area of the cask� A� is the area of the tap hole and g is the
gravitation constant� Initially� the jug is under the tap of the cask 	obs�

and the tap is closed 	obs�
�

dom� Per	vol	x

 � Per	open	x

 � Per	cask	x

�
Per	under	x

 �Dur	ow	x� y
� �


acs� �s� t�OpenTap	x
�
	�s�cask	x
 � R		s� t�open	x




acs� �s� t�CloseTap	x
 �
	�s�cask	x
 � R		s� t��open	x




dep� 	�t�vol	x
 *#v�
�t&��cask	x
 � open	x
 � under	x
 *#y
�

I	�t&��ow	x� y
 *#	A�

q
�g v

A�




dep� �t�vol	x
 *#m � sum	t&��Flow�	t&�� x

 # n�
sum	t&��Flow�	t&�� x

 # k �
R	�t& ��vol	x
 *#	m&n�k


obs� ���under	cask�
 *#jug� � cask	cask�

obs� ����x��open	x
�
obs� ���vol	cask
 *#��� � vol	jug
 *#�
occ� ��� ��OpenTap	cask�

occ� ���� ���CloseTap	cask�


	��


Opening the tap of the cask 	occ�
 produces a �ow 	ow	cask��jug�

 from
the cask to the jug that decreases as the level of beer in the cask decreases�
and closing the tap 	occ�
 stops the �ow� Notice that our representation
of concurrency makes it easy to for instance open an additional cask above
the jug� the total �ow into the jug would then be the sum of �ows from the
casks�

� Conclusions

We have presented a method for representing delayed e�ects of actions which
utilizes previous results on rami�cation and concurrency� As a matter of
fact� the formalism used here 	tal�c
 is identical to the one presented in
����� but whereas that paper concentrated on the interaction between more
or less immediate e�ects of actions� we here exploit the potential to deal
with the additional dimension of delay� There are essentially three features
of tal�c that provide this potential� First� there is a notion of explicit
time that is independent of action� and that allows us to easily formulate
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temporal expressions such as  after �� seconds � Second� there are depen�
dency laws that allow us to describe delayed e�ects outside of action laws�
in addition to dealing with complex rami�cations� Third� there is a support
for concurrency� which is based on the aforementioned dependency laws and
a distinction between persistent and durational features� This permits the
delayed e�ects of an action to interact with other actions� In fact� it is the
complications that concurrency adds that is the tricky issue in representing
delayed e�ects� and maybe this explains why so little progress has been made
on the subject� Our examples have illustrated delayed e�ects with duration�
interactions with other actions including interruptions� and modeling of ac�
tual processes� We should also emphasize the fact that the resulting theories
are �rst�order� The examples in this paper have been implemented using a
tool called vital available online at http���anton�ida�liu�se� � Future
work obviously includes further exploration of delayed e�ects� concurrency
and processes� In that context� work in qualitative reasoning ���� ��� will be
of interest 	in particular� the concept of an in�uence has been important
�
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Abstract

This paper presents an extension to tal which supports reason�
ing about causal relations between action and event occurrences�
It is shown how to represent actions that can be triggered by
conditions in the world or by other actions� and actions that can
be prevented by other actions� In addition� the time between
the triggering action or condition and the triggered action can
be indeterminate or only partially determined� Technically the
extension involves introducing a new predicate for action occur�
rences to be used in trigger conditions in laws describing causal
relations between actions� The minimization policy 	global min�
imization of occurrences
 is only slightly modi�ed and retains
the �rst�order reducibility of the original minimization policy of
tal�

� Introduction

The work by Pinto ������ which was described in chapter �� addressed the
interesting topic of triggered actions and events� To be able to express
causal relations between actions and events is a signi�cant extension of the

���
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ontology and to some extent also the epistemology 	all occurrences need not
be explicitly stated
 for any logic of action and change� In this paper� we
consider how to incorporate triggered actions and events in tal� The fact
that tal has a single� metric time�line greatly simpli�es this enterprise� Our
investigation starts with the simple cases� and then we gradually introduce
more complications�

As Pinto remarks ������ representations of actions that trigger actions
can be seen as convenient abstractions of 	sometimes complicated
 processes�
If our actions represent changes due some natural processes� then one can
imagine alternative representations that do not make use of actions at all�
but completely rely on for instance dependency laws�� On the other hand�
there are also cases where the identity of the action that caused the change
is signi�cant� Consider for instance �if you shoot somebody� you will go to
jail� In this case� it does not su�ce to look at the e�ects of the shooting
	a person dies and the gun becomes unloaded
 to determine that an action
	go to jail
 is triggered� It should also be observed that in this example� the
causal relation between shooting and going to jail is due to the attitudes
and actions of other agents as they are expressed in for instance legislation
and social organization�

There are a number of problems with triggered actions that are not ad�
dressed in this paper� and they are due to the fact that triggered actions
might occur concurrently with other actions� As long as there are only
atomic statements about action occurrences� it is straightforward to write
scenarios where actions do not occur simultaneously� However� with trig�
gered actions� this becomes inherently di�cult� Concurrency is treated in
paper I� A strongly related topic is that of delayed e�ects of actions� Of�
ten� a triggered event can be represented as a delayed e�ect and vice versa�
Delayed e�ects are addressed in paper II�

The remainder of this paper presupposes that the reader has read the
presentation of tal in chapter �� It is also advantageous to have read chapter
�� and in particular section ����

�In SC� the concept of time is based on actions� so there cannot be any change without
actions� This seems to be the main reason why Reiter ����� �among others� represents
discontinuous changes of physical parameters �e�g� when a ball bounces� as natural actions�
This is not necessary for logics with an independent notion of time �e�g� Sandewall�s
continuous�time logic ����� see also paper II��
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� Actions triggered by conditions on �uents

First� we consider the simple case where an action is triggered by some
condition becoming true in the world� instead of by other actions� One
example is a slightly modi�ed version of Pinto�s Eden example ������ �if the
forbidden fruit is consumed� you will be 	immediately
 expelled� Taking
some liberties regarding the form of an occurrence statement in tal� this
example can be encoded in the surface language L	ND
 of tal as follows�

occ� CT 	�t�fruit�eaten
� �t&)� t&)& ��Expel 	�


Notice the use of the CT 	�changes to true 
 operator in the antecedent�
The action Expel is triggered by the feature fruit�eaten becoming true� and
not once for every time�point the feature is true�

The translation of occ� to L	FL
 is as follows�

occ� �t� 	Holds	t� fruit�eaten�T
�
�t��t� & � # t� �Holds	t�� fruit�eaten�T
�
 �
Occurs	t&)� t&)& ��Expel
 �

	�


In addition� assume that there is an action occurrence EatFruit�

occ� ��� ��EatFruit 	�


The translation of occ� to L	FL
 is as follows�

occ� Occurs	�� ��EatFruit
 	�


In chapter �� we mentioned that occurrence statements are minimized�
This is due to the assumption that there is complete and correct information
about action occurrences� Formally� the minimization policy used in tal for
action occurrences is as follows�

CircSO	$occ	Occurs
�Occurs
�

This minimization policy is based on second�order circumscription� and im�
plies that the predicate Occurs is minimized relative to the occurrence state�
ments of the narrative� The second�order circumscription of a number of
predicates P # P�� � � � � Pn in the theory $	P 
 is denoted CircSO	$	P 
�P 

	see Lifschitz ����
� Intuitively� CircSO	$	P 
�P 
 represents a 	second�order

theory containing $	P 
 where the extensions of the predicates P are mini�
mal�

The following theorem due to Lifschitz is the basis for a convenient equiv�
alence between circumscription of Occurs 	and Occlude
 and predicate com�
pletion�
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Theorem � �	�� If F 	x
 does not contain P � then

Circ	�x�F 	x
 � P 	x
��P � 
 
 �x�F 	x
 
 P 	x
��

We apply this minimization policy to focc�� occ�g�

CircSO	f �t� 	Holds	t� fruit�eaten�T
�
�t��t� & � # t� �Holds	t�� fruit�eaten�T
�
 �
Occurs	t&)� t&)& ��Expel
 ��

Occurs	�� ��EatFruit
g�Occurs� 


	�


We can rewrite 	�
 in an equivalent form compatible with the left�hand�
side of the equivalence of theorem �� as follows�

CircSO	f �t� t
�� a� 	 	t� # t& � � a # Expel�

s�t # s&) �Holds	s� fruit�eaten�T
�
�s��s� & � # s� �Holds	s�� fruit�eaten�T
� � 
�
ht� t�� ai # h�� ��EatFruiti 
 �
Occurs	t� t�� a
�g�Occurs� 


	�


Finally� theorem � can be used to establish that 	�
 is equivalent to the
following�

�t� t�� a� 	 	t� # t& � � a # Expel�
s�t # s&) �Holds	s� fruit�eaten�T
�
�s��s� & � # s� �Holds	s�� fruit�eaten�T
� � 
�
ht� t�� ai # h�� ��EatFruiti 
 

Occurs	t� t�� a
�

	�


Nothing has yet been stated about the e�ects of actions� For simplicity�
just assume that EatFruit has the e�ect of making fruit�eaten true� and that
no other action has that e�ect� In addition� assume that fruit�eaten is false
at time�point �� From 	�
� one can infer that Occurs	�� ��EatFruit
 is true�
Consequently� Holds	�� fruit�eaten�T
 is true� while Holds	t� fruit�eaten�T

is false for t � � due to the persistence assumption� This in turn implies
that the condition associated with Expel in 	�
 is true� and that Occurs	�&
)� �� &)�Expel
 is true�

The procedure described above for obtaining the necessary and su�cient
conditions for when an action occurs applies not just to the Eden example�
but to any occurrence statement of the forms�

occ �� �	� 	 ��A
occ �	� 	 ��A

	�


where � does not contain any action occurrence statements� In conclusion�
actions triggered by conditions expressed in terms of �uents can be repre�
sented in tal without any problems�
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� Positive determinate correlation� simple tempo�
ral relation

Next� we consider the simple case where there is a positive correlation be�
tween two types of occurrences and the temporal relation between them is
determinate� One instance of this case is the Eden scenario� �if you eat the
forbidden fruit� you will be expelled� It can be straight�forwardly encoded
in tal 	in L	ND

 as follows� where ) is an integer�

occ� �s� t�EatFruit � �t&)� t&)& ��Expel 	�


The translation of occ� to L	FL
 is as follows�

occ� Occurs	s� t�EatFruit
 �
Occurs	t&)� t&)& ��Expel


	��


In addition� assume that there is an action occurrence EatFruit�

occ� ��� ��EatFruit 	��


The translation of occ� to L	FL
 is as follows�

occ� Occurs	�� ��EatFruit
 	��


The circumscription policy presented in section � is also applicable to
the Eden scenario� as follows�

CircSO	 fOccurs	s� t�EatFruit
�
Occurs	t&)� t&)& ��Expel
�
Occurs	�� ��EatFruit
g�Occurs� 


	��


A model M that is minimal with respect to the Occurs predicate can be
constructed as follows 	for simplicity� we assume that ) # ��
 First� if M
is to be a model of 	��
� then M j# Occurs	�� ��EatFruit
� Second� it must
then also be the case that M j# Occurs	�� ���Expel
� Thus� we have that
any model M must satisfy

M j# �t� t�� a� 	ht� t�� ai # h�� ��EatFruiti�
ht� t�� ai # h�� ���Expeli
 �
Occurs	t� t�� a
��

	��


Now consider an interpretation M � such that

M � j# �t� t�� a� 	ht� t�� ai # h�� ��EatFruiti�
ht� t�� ai # h�� ���Expeli
 

Occurs	t� t�� a
��

	��
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It can be veri�ed that M � is a model� It should also be clear that M � is
minimal with respect to Occurs� Only the two tuples h�� ��EatFruiti and
h�� ���Expeli� which we had established must belong to Occurs� do indeed
belong to Occurs� That is to say� on a semantic level the intended conclu�
sions are obtained�

Regarding the syntactic aspects� recall theorem �� The Eden scenario
	��
 does not satisfy the condition on the left�hand�side� Consequently� there
is no transformation of 	��
 to a form in which theorem � is applicable� We
will soon return to this problem� and actually provide a solution�

� Negative correlations

The �rst complication of the simple case in section � we consider is when the
correlation between two types of occurrences is negative instead of positive�
Consider this example� if Tom plays with his toys and doesn�t put them back
afterwards� his mother will be angry with him� Thus� the anger of Tom�s
mother is dependent on the absence of the occurrence of Tom putting back
his toys� The following is an attempt to formalize this scenario� using the
same methods as in the Eden scenario�

occ� ���� ���Play
occ� �s� s��Play � �t� t��s� � t � t� � �� � �t� t��PutBack��

�s� & ��� s� & ���Angry

	��


The L	FL
 version is as follows�

occ� Occurs	��� ���Play

occ� 	Occurs	s� s��Play
�

�t� t��s� � t � t� � s� & �� �Occurs	t� t��PutBack
�
 �
Occurs	s� & ��� s� & ���Angry


	��


Note that the antecedent of occ� contains an Occurs in a negated sub�
formula� As observed by Thielscher ������ this might yield unintended mod�
els� Why this is the case can be understood by looking at the following
statement� which is equivalent to occ��

occ�� Occurs	s� s��Play
 �
	t� t��s� � t � t� � s� & �� �Occurs	t� t��PutBack
��
Occurs	s� & ��� s� & ���Angry



	��


If one minimizes Occurs in this theory� the result is that either Angry occurs
and PutBack does not 	which is intended
� or PutBack occurs and Angry
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does not 	which is not intended
� Thielscher ����� solves the occurrence
minimization problem in a version of the �uent calculus by turning action
occurrences into �uents and then relying on the causal machinery for �u�
ents� For instance� the event occurrence Happens	���� Angry
 becomes the
�uent statement �����happens	Angry
� The �uent happens	Angry
 is a
momentary �uent� which means that it normally is false� and it is only tem�
porarily true under the immediate in�uence of some causal law� Turning
actions into �uents is possible as action occurrences are instantaneous in
Thielscher�s approach� However� Thielscher�s solution cannot be transfered
directly to tal� where action occurrences have extension� Instead� we shall
introduce a new predicate Occurso � T � T � A that is used in the an�
tecedents of conditional occurrence statements� The subscript o denotes
here that the occurrence has already been observed or inferred from some
other occurrence statement� as opposed to being caused or enforced by the
current statement� The second part of our solution is to minimize Occurs
while keeping Occurso �xed� Thereby� we assure that occurrence causality
is applied in the intended direction� After minimization� we de�ne Occurso
as being equivalent to Occurs and �lter the Occurs�minimized subtheory�
The details of the approach are presented below� illustrated with the toy
scenario�

The function Trans� which translates L	ND
 statements to L	FL
 state�
ments 	see paper I� appendix A
� is extended as follows�

Trans	�	� 	 ��Ao
 # Occurso		� 	
�� A
 	��


The toy scenario is modi�ed by introducing the o subscript in the antecedent
of occ�� Thereby� we encode a causal direction from the playing and cleaning
to the anger of the mother�

occ� ���� ���Play
occ� 	 �s� s��Playo�

�t� t��s� � t � t� � s� & �� � �t� t��PutBacko� 
 �
�s� & ��� s� & ���Angry

	��


The L	FL
 versions of occ� and occ� are as follows�

occ� Occurs	��� ���Play

occ� 	Occurso	s� s

��Play
�
�t� t��s� � t � t� � s� & ���
Occurso	t� t

��PutBack
�
 �
Occurs	s� & ��� s� & ���Angry


	��
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Observe that 	��
 can be rewritten in a way compatible with theorem ��

�t� t�� a�	 ht� t�� ai # h��� ���Playi�
	a # Angry�
s� s��Occurso	s� s

��Play
 � t& s� # �� � t� # s� & ���
�u� u��s� � u � u� � s� & �� �Occurso	u� u

��PutBack
� � 
 
 �
Occurs	t� t�� a
 ��

	��


Consequently� minimizing Occurs while keeping Occurso �xed yields the
following result�

CircSO	$occ�Occurs� 

#
$occ�
�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 


	 ht� t�� ai # h��� ���Playi�
	a # Angry � s� s��Occurso	s� s��Play
 � t& s� # �� � t� # s� & ��
��u� u��s� � u � u� � s� & �� �Occurso	u� u��PutBack
� � 
 


	��


Finally� 	��
 should be �ltered with the following axiom in order to relate
Occurs to Occurso�

�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 Occurso	t� t
�� a
�� 	��


Axiom 	��
 states that the only actions that occur are those that are ob�
served or indirectly inferred� Given 	��
 and 	��
� one can now deduce

Occurs	��� ���Play
 �Occurs	���� ����Angry
 	��


as follows� First� Occurs	��� ���Play
 follows from 	��
� From this and 	��
�
one can infer Occurso	��� ���Play
� Further� from 	��
 one can infer

�u� u���� � u � u� � ��� �Occurs	u� u��PutBack
� 	��


which together with 	��
 yields

�u� u���� � u � u� � ��� �Occurso	u� u
��PutBack
�� 	��


From the latter statement and Occurso	��� ���Play
� one can �nally infer
Occurs	���� ����Angry
� Consequently� we have shown that

Occurs	��� ���Play
 �Occurs	���� ����Angry
 	��


is a consequence of the narrative�
In summary� the technique for representing triggered action occurrences

whose trigger conditions might involve negative occurrences is as follows�
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�� First� the triggered action occurrences must be made distinct from the
triggers� in order to assure that causality works in the right direction�
This is achieved by introducing the Occurso predicate� which is used
for triggers�

�� The minimization policy is CircSO	$occ�Occurs� 
� It minimizesOccurs
	actions that are caused
 while keeping Occurso �xed 	actions that
are causes
� As Occurs only appears on the right�hand�side of im�
plications� it is ensured that there is a �rst�order reduction of the
circumscribed theory� It even implies� due to theorem �� that the
minimization policy is equivalent to predicate completion�

�� Finally� the two predicates Occurso and Occurs need to be connected�
This is done by �ltering with the sentence

$oo # �t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 Occurso	t� t
�� a
��

Consequently� the circumscription policy with �ltering is�

CircSO	$occ�Occurs� 
 � $oo 	��


� Positive correlations revisited

An important element of the technique described in the previous section
is that the condition expressed in theorem � is satis�ed� This is why the
circumscription in 	��
 resulted in a convenient reduction� Note that this
technique would also solve the problems encountered in connection with the
Eden scenario in the previous section� It just has to be modi�ed as follows
	we assume that ) # �
�

occ� �s� t�EatFruito � �t& �� t& ��Expel
occ� ��� ��EatFruit�

	��


We skip the details� and simply conclude that circumscription of Occurs
with �ltering yields the following result�

CircSO	$occ�Occurs� 
 � $oo #
$occ�
�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 


	 ht� t�� ai # h�� ��EatFruiti�
	a # Expel � t� # t& ��
s� s��s� & � # t �Occurso	s� s��EatFruit
�
 
 ��

�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 Occurso	t� t
�� a
��

	��
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From 	��
� one can conclude that Occurs	�� ��EatFruit
 is true� and therefore
also Occurso	�� ��EatFruit
� From this� it follows that Occurs	�� ���Expel
�
as intended�

In summary� the use of Occurso both provides a convenient syntactic
form when one circumscribes composite occurrence statements� and it solves
semantic problems due to negative occurrences in triggers�

The method has one restriction� though� Assume that there are two
actions that can instantaneously trigger each other 	or that have to be per�
formed together
� as in the following scenario�

occ� �s� t�Eato � �s� t�Drink
occ� �s� t�Drinko � �s� t�Eat

	��


In this case� the circumscribed theory has the following form 	omitting in�
termediary steps
�

CircSO	$occ�Occurs� 
 � $oo #
$occ�
�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 


	a # Eat �Occurso	t� t
��Drink
�

a # Drink �Occurso	t� t
��Eat

��

�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 Occurso	t� t
�� a
��

	��


The conclusion is

�t� t��Occurs	t� t��Drink
 
 Occurs	t� t��Eat
�

but nothing can be said about whether the two actions actually occur or not�
For each pair of time�points� there are models where both actions do not
occur� and models where they do� The latter corresponds to a spontaneous
mutual triggering of the two actions� This is clearly not a desired feature�
Consequently� cyclic instantaneous causal relations between actions as in
	��
 should be prohibited�

	 Partially determined and indeterminate time

So far� the temporal relations between actions have been determinate� Now�
we consider cases where the time it takes for a triggered action or event
to occur is indeterminate� For instance� assume that the Eden example is
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modi�ed to allow partially determined durations between the eating of the
fruit and the expulsion�

occ� �s� t�EatFruito �
s�� t�� �s�� t��Expel � t& � � s� � t& �� � t� � s� & �� �

occ� ��� ��EatFruit

	��


The translation to L	SD
 is as follows�

occ� �s� t�Occurso	s� t�EatFruit
�
s�� t��Occurs	s�� t��Expel
�
t& � � s� � t& �� � t� � s� & ��� �

occ� Occurs	�� ��EatFruit


	��


Now� let us consider what happens when the circumscription policy

CircSO	$occ�Occurs� 
 � $oo

is applied to this scenario� Semantically� it can be veri�ed that the Occurs�
minimal models are those where each EatFruit is followed by exactly one
Expel between � and �� time steps later� However� syntactically� the exis�
tential on the right�hand�side in occ� causes some problems� The scenario
is not in a form compatible with theorem �� so the circumscriptive policy
cannot be reduced to the use of predicate completion�

A potential solution could be to eliminate the existential by using two
constants n� and n� for representing the variable delay� as follows�

occ� �s� t�EatFruito � �t& n�� t& n��Expel
obs� � � n� � �� � n� � n� � n� & ��
occ� ��� ��EatFruit

	��


Circumscribing Occurs in the L	SD
 translation of 	��
 yields the following
result�

CircSO	$occ�Occurs� 
 � $oo #
$occ�
�t� t�� a� Occurs	t� t�� a
 


	 ht� t�� ai # h�� ��EatFruiti�
	a # Expel � t� # t& ��
s� s��Occurso	s� s��EatFruit
�
s� & n� # t � s� & n� # t��
 
 ��

�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 Occurso	t� t
�� a
��

	��


There is a problem with this solution� though� It is true that n� and n�
might have di�erent values in di�erent models� but within a speci�c model�
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they can each have only one speci�c value� Consequently� if there are several
occurrences of fruit eating over time� each of these will be followed by an
expulsion with exactly the same delay� The delay is only partially speci�ed�
but never changes��

Studying the version of the Eden scenario with constant delays again
	��
� one observes that there is an implicit quanti�cation over s and t� and
indirectly also over occurrences of EatFruit� which does not involve the delay
constants n� and n�� This observation suggests representing the delay as
functions of the action occurrence instead of as constants� The functions
n	s� t�EatFruit
 and n�	s� t�EatFruit
 represent the start and end times of
the action triggered by �s� t�EatFruit� The following is 	��
 modi�ed to use
delay functions�

occ� �s� t�EatFruito �
	 �n	s� t�EatFruit
�n�	s� t�EatFruit
�Expel�
s& � � n	s� t�EatFruit
 � s& ���
� n	s� t�EatFruit
 � n�	s� t�EatFruit
 � n	s� t�EatFruit
 & ��


occ� ��� ��EatFruit

	��


Circumscribing Occurs yields the following result�

CircSO	$occ�Occurs� 
 � $oo #
$occ�
�t� t�� a� Occurs	t� t�� a
 


	 ht� t�� ai # h�� ��EatFruiti�
	a # Expel � s� s��Occurso	s� s��EatFruit
�
t # n	s� s��EatFruit
 � t� # n�	s� s��EatFruit
 �
 
 ��

�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 Occurso	t� t
�� a
��

	��


It should be pointed out� though� that semantically� the use of existential
quanti�ers 	��
 and delay functions 	��
 do not produce identical results�
For instance� assume that there are two adjacent occurrences of EatFruit

occ� ��� ��EatFruit
occ� ��� ��EatFruit

	��


�Actually� in this particular scenario� it might be reasonable to assume that there is
only one fruit�eating action� This assumption does not hold in general� though�
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Let M be a model where the following hold�

M j# Occurs	�� ��EatFruit

M j# Occurs	�� ��EatFruit

M j# �Occurs	t� t��EatFruit
 for all remaining time�points t� t��
M j# Occurs	��� ���Expel

M j# Occurs	��� ���Expel

M j# �Occurs	t� t��Expel
 for all remaining time�points t� t��
M j# n	�� ��EatFruit
 # �� � n�	�� ��EatFruit
 # ��
M j# n	�� ��EatFruit
 # �� � n�	�� ��EatFruit
 # ��

M is a minimal model of 	��
 with delay functions� extended with 	��
� but
it is not a minimal model of 	��
� In the latter case� there is a model with
M �j# Occurs	��� ���Expel
 which has a smaller extension of Occurs�

From a notational perspective� a less attractive feature of the solution
with delay functions is the clumsiness of the resulting temporal terms� Al�
though the use of complex and long terms cannot be entirely avoided� it
would be advantageous not to have to write them out so many times� This
can be achieved as follows� First� consider the following logically equivalent
reformulation of occ� in 	��
�

�s� t�EatFruito �
s�� t�� s� # n	s� t�EatFruit
 � t� # n�	s� t�EatFruit
�

�s�� t��Expel � s& � � s� � s& �� � t� � s� & ����

	��


Next� the notation can be made even more compact with the following ab�
breviation�

�s� t��� #def s� t�s� # n
 � t� # n�
 � ��� 	��


Now� 	��
 can be written in the following compact form�

�s� t�EatFruito �
�s�t�EatFruit�s

�� t�� �s�� t��Expel�
s& � � s� � s& �� � t� � s� & ����

	��


As 	��
 is logically equivalent to 	��
� and it is straight�forward to make the
transformation from the former to the latter before circumscribing� Theorem
� is still applicable�

�Observe that the equivalence holds in the general case� i�e� ���� � �� � �s� s��s �
� � s� � � � � ��s� s���� and not just for this particular scenario� From left to right
 assume
���� � ��� which gives �� � � � � � � � � ����� � ��� �by conjunctive introduction� which gives
�s� s��s � � � s� � � � � ��s� s��� �existential introduction�� From right to left
 assume
�s� s��s � � �s� � � ����s� s���� Assume �a � � �b � � ����a� b�� for two previously unused
constants a and b� As a � � and b � � �� from ��a� b� follows ���� � ��� As a and b do not
appear in ���� � ��� it holds also outside the last assumption �existential elimination��
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� Related work

In chapter �� we have already described the approaches of Reiter ����� and
Pinto ����� to triggered actions and events� In particular� Pinto addressed
preventable� triggered and partially speci�ed occurrences� In this paper� we
mentioned Thielscher�s ����� approach� which is to turn action occurrences
into momentary �uents and take advantage of the causal machinery for
�uents�

The motivated action theory 	mat
 by Stein and Morgenstern ����� can
also represent causal relations between actions� mat is based on an explicit
notion of when an action is motivated� A causal rule in mat has the form

� � � � �

where � is set of occurrence terms � the set of triggering events of the
causal rule� � is a conjunction of precondition terms� and � describes the
result� Note that � can include occurrence terms� There is a condition that
all time�points in � should be later than all time�points in � � ��

t��� � � � �� T IME	�
 � t and TIME	�
 � t

The following is an example of a causal rule�

�t�OCCURS	t�PressButton
 �HOLDS	t� credit
 �
HOLDS	t& �� has�co�ee
 �HOLDS	t& ��not	credit

�

	��


mat is an explicitly syntactic theory� and the form of a causal rule is of
signi�cance in both the model theory and proof theory of the system� In
particular� the model theory is based on an explicit notion of motivation�
a statement � is motivated in a model M if it is either explicitly stated
or appears in the result component � of a causal rule in which the action
occurrences in � are motivated in M and � is true in M �� Stein and Mor�
genstern de�ne a preference criteria on models in which models with fewer
	in terms of subset
 unmotivated occurrences are preferred� The de�nition
of motivation is quite complex and involves meta�level conditions referring
to the syntactic form of statements and the entailment relation�

What makes mat interesting from the perspective of triggered actions
is that the � part of a causal rule can include occurrence terms� Stein and

�Stein and Morgenstern distinguish between four kinds of motivation
 strong motiva�
tion in which � holds in all models of a theory weak motivation in which � is motivated
by a causal rule in the particular model M  semi�motivation in which a statement � is a
disjunct in the � part of a causal rule and existential motivation in which a statement �
is obtained by instantiating an existential in the � part of a causal rule�
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Morgenstern provide two examples of triggered actions� The �rst one is a
line of dominos� The scenario contains a causal rule

�t� � � i � n�	OCCURS	t� fall	dominoi

�
�OCCURS	t� blockFall	dominoi

 
 �
OCCURS	t& �� fall	dominoi��



	��


and a fact

OCCURS	�� fall	domino�

� 	��


The conclusion 	due to the preference criteria � the preferred models only
contain action occurrences motivated by 	��

 is that all dominos fall�

�� � i � n�OCCURS	i� fall	dominoi

� 	��


The second example used is a sunrise�

�t�HOLDS	t� daybreak
 � OCCURS	t& �� sunrise
� 	��


Due to the scarcity of examples� it is di�cult to determine exactly what are
the possibilities and limitations of the approach� The form of causal rules
and the examples above indicate that mat can represent that actions are
triggered by conditions in the world� or are triggered or prevented by other
actions� or combinations thereof� In this respect� mat is quite similar to tal
with triggered actions� except for that mat permit disjunctions in the e�ect
part� that is not possible for triggered actions in tal� Also note that in mat
the condition that the e�ect should be strictly after the triggering events
and preconditions excludes instantaneously triggered actions� tal does not
have this restriction� Actions in mat have no extension� whereas they have
extension in tal�

It is interesting to observe the relation between Occurso in tal with
triggered actions and the notion of a motivated action in mat� Essentially�
Occurso represents actions that have been motivated� whereas Occurs is
used to state that actions actually occur� By equating Occurso with Occurs
in tal� one states that only motivated actions are assumed to occur� this
is a stronger assumption than in mat� where a minimal set of unmotivated
actions are assumed to occur�

Finally� one important di�erence between tal and mat is the nature of
the semantics and proof theory� tal is based on �rst�order logic 	with reser�
vations for the temporal domain
 whereas mat has a complex� nonstandard
semantics and proof theory based on di�erent notions of motivation of facts�
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� Conclusions

In this paper� we have shown how to represent causal dependencies between
actions in tal in the sense that the occurrences or non�occurrences of certain
actions can trigger the occurrences of other actions� This is accomplished by
introducing a new predicate Occurso to tal� and the minimization policy
is modi�ed by adding a �lter

�t� t�� a�Occurs	t� t�� a
 
 Occurso	t� t
�� a
��

The extension is capable of representing the following�

� Actions can be triggered by conditions in the world�

� Actions can be triggered by other actions 	positive correlation
�

� The triggering of an action can be prevented by the occurrence of
another action 	negative correlation
�

� The time between the triggering action or condition and the triggered
action can be indeterminate or only partially determined�

Although the subject has been given some treatment by other authors such
as Pinto ����� and Thielscher ������ what is presented here is novel in two
important ways�

� Actions can have extension 	a feature of original tal
�

� The temporal relations between actions can be partially determined
or indeterminate�

The simplicity of the circumscription policy and its �rst�order reducibility
should also be emphasized�
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Abstract

Situation Calculus is arguably the most widely studied and used
formalism for reasoning about action and change� The main rea�
son for its popularity is the ability to reason about di�erent ac�
tion sequences as explicit objects� In particular� planning can be
formulated as an existence problem� This paper shows how these
properties break down when incomplete information about the
initial state and nondeterministic action e�ects are introduced�
basically due to the fact that this incompleteness is not ade�
quately manifested on the object level� A version of Situation
Calculus is presented which adequately models the alternative
ways the world can develop relative to a choice of actions�

���
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� Introduction

The contribution of this paper is to highlight some problems that arise in
Situation Calculus when incomplete initial information or nondeterministic
actions are considered� in particular when reasoning about plans� A new
version of Situation Calculus is proposed that avoids these problems by con�
taining incompleteness and nondeterminism within individual logical models
just like di�erent choices of actions are�

Situation Calculus ���� ���� is a formalism for reasoning about action
and change that has been widely studied and applied to a broad range of
problems� Its major strength relative to other formalisms is the possibility
to perform a large extent of reasoning on the object level� Object�level rea�
soning occurs completely within the object language and within one single
theory as opposed to meta�level reasoning which involves reasoning about
theories� The advantage of object�level reasoning is that it is completely
supported by the deductive system of the logic in use� Problem solving is
equivalent to �nding logical proofs�

There are variations between di�erent formalisms for action and change
in how much reasoning can be done on the object level� On one extreme�
there are STRIPS�style formalisms ����� where even the state transition
resulting from the application of an action is speci�ed on the meta�level�
namely as adding and deleting sentences to�from a state description� In the
middle there are narrative�based formalisms such as Event Calculus ���� and
Sandewall�s logics ������ where each theory $ represents a speci�c choice of
actions� At the other end of the scale there are branching formalisms such
as Situation Calculus� The use of a branching time structure implies that
di�erent courses of actions can be contained within the same theory�

In Situation Calculus� henceforth referred to as SC� the time�structure
is built up by successive applications of actions� starting from the initial
situation S�� Each action application results in a new situation� Situations
have names specifying via what sequence of actions they are reached� for
instance do	Load� S�
� do	Fire� S�
 and do	Fire� do	Load� S�

� The fact
that a �uent f holds in a situation s is expressed as Holds	f� s
� for instance
�Holds	alive� do	Fire� do	Load� S�


� The e�ects of actions are speci�ed
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using axioms such as the following��

Poss	Fire� s
 �Holds	loaded� s
�
	�Holds	loaded� do	Fire� s

�
�Holds	alive� do	Fire� s

 
�

	�


The predicate Poss	a� s
 denotes the conditions under which a is possible
to execute� for instance Poss	Fire� s
 
 Holds	has gun� s
� The strength
of this representation is that given a SC theory $ with action e�ect ax�
ioms� all possible di�erent action sequences and their e�ects are contained
within $� Situations are �rst�order objects� and thus reasoning about dif�
ferent situations 	i�e� di�erent action sequences
 can be done on the object
level� deductively� In particular� a planning problem can be straightfor�
wardly represented as an existence problem� whereas in narrative�based
formalisms planning has to be formulated as an abductive� and thus met�
alogical� problem� Let $ be an SC theory after the appropriate nonmono�
tonic preprocessing for minimizing change 	for instance use of the expla�
nation closure techniques in �����
� and let G	s
 be a goal� In addition�
let Exec	s
 represent the fact that the situation s is reachable from the
initial situation via a sequence of executable actions� Formally expressed�
Exec	s
 
 �s # S� � a� s��s # do	a� s�
 � Poss	a� s�
 � Exec	s�
�� Then the
problem of �nding a plan that achieves the goal is equivalent to proving the
following�

$  s� �G	s
 �Exec	s
� 	�


The binding of the s that satis�es G	s
�Exec	s
 is the plan� For instance�
if one assumes a proper theory $ for loading and shooting� a solution to the
problem

$ � �Holds	loaded� S�
 �Holds	alive� S�
  
s� ��Holds	alive� s
 �Exec	s
�

	�


is found in the binding s # do	Fire� do	Load� S�

�
The fact that action sequences 	situations
 are objects in SC� which

makes it possible to perform reasoning tasks like planning purely deductively�
has been emphasized as the major advantage of SC relative to narrative�
based formalisms 	see for instance �����
� This has motivated a substantial
amount of work attempting to incorporate reasoning about metric time and

�For notational convenience� any variable occurring free in a formula is assumed to be
universally quanti	ed� For instance� in the axiom for Fire there is an implicit quanti	er
�s pre	xing the formula�
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temporal relations into SC 	see ����� again
� which is one of the strong points
of narrative�based formalisms� Unfortunately� the advantage of SC breaks
down when the implicit assumptions of information completeness and de�
terminism are abandoned� Section � demonstrates this problem� Section �
presents a version of SC which deals correctly with incomplete information
and nondeterminism on the level of individual actions� and section � intro�
duces constructs for action composition� Section � presents some conclusions
and comparisons�

� Problems with incomplete information

There is a strong assumption regarding complete information of the initial
situation in the traditional SC formulation of the planning problem� To see
why this is the case� consider the following scenario where an agent has to
choose between two doors� One of the doors leads to freedom 	free
� whereas
one leads to death 	�alive
 in the shape of a vicious cobra� Let lf denote
that the left door leads to freedom� and assume that Holds	alive� S�
 �
�Holds	free� S�
 but lf is unspeci�ed at S�� There are two actions GoLeft
and GoRight de�ned as follows�

Poss	GoLeft� s
 
 Holds	alive� s
�
P oss	GoLeft� s
�
	Holds	lf� s
 � Holds	free� do	GoLeft� s

�
�Holds	lf� s
� �Holds	alive� do	GoLeft� s




	�


Poss	GoRight� s
 
 Holds	alive� s
�
P oss	GoRight� s
 �
	�Holds	lf� s
� Holds	free� do	GoRight� s


�
Holds	lf� s
� �Holds	alive� do	GoRight� s




	�


The following inference is correct 	again� $ is the theory after the appropriate
nonmonotonic preprocessing


$ �Holds	alive� S�
 � �Holds	free� S�
  
s� �Holds	free� s
 �Exec	s
�

	�


In the case where Holds	lf� S�
� the binding s # do	GoLeft� S�
 proves
the existential� and in the case where �Holds	lf� S�
� s # do	GoRight� S�

proves the existential 	Fig� �
� However� neither of these can be considered a
plan� The problem is that di�erent initial situations are realized in di�erent
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M�

free

GoRight

�free

�lf

GoRightGoLeft

alive
�freeS�
�lf

GoLeft

lf

�alive

alive

S�

lf
free
alive

�free

M�

�alive

�lf
�free

alive

lf

Figure �� In model M�� do	GoLeft� S�
 passes as a plan� and in M��
do	GoRight� S�
 passes as a plan�

models� whereas the statement s� �Holds	free� s
�Exec	s
� should be true
in each individual model� Thus� it su�ces to �nd one plan for each model�
the plans can be di�erent in di�erent models� Statement 	�
 states that �for
each possible initial situation one should �nd a plan that leads to the goal �
The correct formulation should be ��nd a plan that leads to the goal for
each possible initial situation � Unfortunately� the latter is not possible to
express in SC� Even quantifying over initial situations like in

�s� ��Holds	alive� s�
 � �Holds	free� s�
�
s� �Holds	free� s
 �Exec	s�� s
� ��

	�


just repeats the same erroneous formulation as above 	Exec	s�� s
 denotes
that there is a sequence of executable actions from s� to s
� The dual
problem of negative plan existence gives rise to similar di�culties�

�s��Holds	free� s
 �Exec	s
�

is clearly an inadequate formulation of negative plan existence for the two�
doors scenario� Note that it contradicts 	�
� Similar counter�examples can
be constructed where incompleteness is due to an action with nondetermin�
istic e�ects� As the action� due to the do function� just has one resulting
situation in each model� it su�ces to �nd one plan for each model�

In summary� when the implicit assumptions of complete initial infor�
mation and determinism are abandoned� severe problems arise for SC� The
reasons are the identi�cation of plans with situations and� in the case of
nondeterminism� the use of a do function� Thus� the critique presented here
applies to all versions of SC that have any of these two features� As a conse�
quence� it is not possible to express properties such as positive and negative
plan existence on the object level� and this severely limits the usefulness of
SC as a tool for analysis and speci�cation of higher�level reasoning�
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� Actions and their e�ects

In this and the following sections� we will introduce a new version of SC� It is
a state�based approach� where the frame problem is solved in a way similar
to the PMON logic by Sandewall ����� ���� PMON is a narrative�based
logic with integer time and has been formally assessed correct for sequential
worlds with actions with context�dependent and nondeterministic e�ects�

The following types are used� S for situations� F for �uents� O for objects
in the domain and A for primitive actions� The two predicates Holds	f� s

and Occl	f� a� s
 respectively denote that �uent f is true in situation s� and
that if action a is executed in s� then f might be changed in the next state�
Occl stands for �occluded and denotes an explicit exception to the general
principle of no�change� Notice that Occl represents a potential to change�
not a necessity�

An essential feature of the logic is that the do	a� s
 function representing
the result of doing a is replaced by a predicate Res	s� a� s�
� This makes it
possible to represent nondeterminism within individual models� if a behaves
nondeterministically in situation s then there are more than one s� such that
Res	s� a� s�
� In previous approaches to nondeterminism in SC 	e�g� ����
�
do	a� s
 has denoted di�erent situations in di�erent models�


�� Elements of a theory

A theory consists of a set of axioms for unique names of objects� �uents and
actions 	una
� and the following axioms�

Situation existence �se�� A second�order situation existence axiom 	se

de�nes the space of situations� In Baker�s state�based approach ���� a situ�
ation existence axiom was used to obtain a correct minimization of change�
In the approach presented here� there are no do terms denoting situations�
Thus� without se there might be models where some relevant situations are
missing or even where the situation space is completely empty 	an example
of the former is given later in Fig� �
� se states that for each possible state�
that is to say each truth assignment ' over the set of �uents� there is a
corresponding situation s� In addition� all situations are unique�

�'�s��f�'	f
 
 Holds	f� s
 	�


�s� s���f�	Holds	f� s
 
 Holds	f� s�

 � s # s� 	�


If the set of �uents is �nite� a �rst�order se is possible ����
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Action e
ects �law�� To get a compact representation of action e�ects�
a Cause macro is used� Cause involves both a statement that a �uent is
allowed to change� and a statement of the result of this change�

Cause	s� a� s�� f� T 
#defOccl	f� a� s
�
	Res	s� a� s�
 � Holds	f� s�



	��


Cause	s� a� s�� f� F 
#defOccl	f� a� s
�
	Res	s� a� s�
 � �Holds	f� s�



	��


The e�ects of actions are speci�ed in a set law� The normal form of an
e�ect law for an action a is as follows�

�s� s��
V
i	 �i	s
�W

j	
V
k Cause	s� a� s

�� fik� Vijk



	��


The formulae �i	s
 should only contain Holds expressions relating to s� and
Vijk � fF� Tg� The consequents are disjunctions of conjunctions� where each
conjunction represents one possible nondeterministic outcome of the action�
In each such disjunction� all conjunctions should contain the same set of
�uents�

The following is an example of an action with a nondeterministic out�
come�

T �
� 	Cause	s� F lipCoin� s�� has�coin� F 
�
Cause	s� F lipCoin� s�� heads�up� F 

�
	Cause	s� F lipCoin� s�� has�coin� F 
�
Cause	s� F lipCoin� s�� heads�up� T 

 �

	��


Nochange �nch�� If a �uent is not explicitly in�uenced by an action
	that is appears in a Cause statement
 it is assumed not to change� This is
realised with the no�change axiom 	nch
� which only allows �uents that are
occluded to change� nch states that if s� is a situation resulting from doing
a in s then only those �uents explicitly in�uenced by the action a 	that is to
say Occl	f� a� s

 may change� The �uents that are not occluded must have
the same truth values after a as they had before a� nch is as follows�

Res	s� a� s�
 � �f���Occl	f� a� s
�
Holds	f� s
 
 Holds	f� s�
�

	��
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Possibility to execute actions �poss and exe�� Rules for when actions
can be executed 	poss
 are written in the form Poss	a� s
� �	s
� There is
also a condition that s� is a resulting situation only if a can be executed in
s 	exe
�

Res	s� a� s�
� Poss	a� s
 	��



�� Reasoning with a theory

In order to achieve a theory suitable for reasoning� a step of nonmonotonic
processing is required� In the two�doors scenario� the possibility conditions
	poss
 and e�ect laws 	law
 for the two actions of going through the left
door and the right door can be de�ned as follows�

Poss	GoLeft� s
�
Holds	alive� s
 � �Holds	free� s


	��


	Holds	lf� s
 �
Cause	s�GoLeft� s�� free� T 

�

	�Holds	lf� s
�
Cause	s�GoLeft� s�� alive� F 



	��


Poss	GoRight� s
 �
Holds	alive� s
 � �Holds	free� s


	��


	Holds	lf� s
 �
Cause	s�GoRight� s�� alive� F 

�

	�Holds	lf� s
�
Cause	s�GoRight� s�� free� T 



	��


Using the de�nition of Cause in 	��
� 	��
 on the statements 	��
 and 	��

results in 	��
 and 	��
 respectively�

Holds	lf� s
� �Occl	free�GoLeft� s
�
	Res	s�GoLeft� s�
 � Holds	free� s�

 ��
�Holds	lf� s
� �Occl	alive�GoLeft� s
�
	Res	s�GoLeft� s�
 � �Holds	alive� s�

 �

	��


Holds	lf� s
� �Occl	alive�GoRight� s
�
	Res	s�GoRight� s�
� �Holds	alive� s�

 ��
�Holds	lf� s
� �Occl	free�GoRight� s
�
	Res	s�GoRight� s�
� Holds	free� s�

 �

	��
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This in turn can be rewritten as follows� separating the Occl 	��
 and Res
	��
 parts�

� 	Holds	lf� s
 � hf� ai � fhfree�GoLefti�
halive�GoRightig
�

	�Holds	lf� s
 � hf� ai � fhalive�GoLefti�
hfree�GoRightig
 � � Occl	f� a� s


	��


Res	s� a� s�
 �
�a # GoLeft�
	Holds	lf� s
� Holds	free� s�
�
�Holds	lf� s
� �Holds	alive� s�

��

�a # GoRight�
	Holds	lf� s
� �Holds	alive� s�
�
�Holds	lf� s
� Holds	free� s�

�

	��


The nonmonotonic step consists of turning the respective sums of condi�
tions for Poss� Occl and Res into biconditionals� The conditions for Poss
are all contained in poss and give the following sentence� which characterizes
exactly when speci�c actions can be executed�

Poss	a� s
 

		a # GoLeft � a # GoRight
 �
Holds	alive� s
 � �Holds	free� s



	��


The Occl predicate should hold only when explicitly stated in law� Thus�
the conditions in law for Occl 	��
 give the following sentence� which char�
acterizes exactly under what conditions speci�c �uents may change�

Occl	f� a� s
 

	Holds	lf� s
�
hf� ai � fhfree�GoLefti� halive�GoRightig
�
	�Holds	lf� s
�
hf� ai � fhalive�GoLefti� hfree�GoRightig


	��
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Conditions for Res are contained in nch 	��
� exe 	��
 and law 	��
�
Together they provide the following completion of Res�

Res	s� a� s�
 

� 	�f��Occl	f� a� s
�

	Holds	f� s
 
 Holds	f� s�


�
Poss	a� s
�
�a # GoLeft�
	Holds	lf� s
 � Holds	free� s�
�
�Holds	lf� s
� �Holds	alive� s�

��

�a # GoRight�
	Holds	lf� s
 � �Holds	alive� s�
�
�Holds	lf� s
� Holds	free� s�

� �

	��


Observe that Res is determined by Poss and Occl� Informally� this means
that �rst one decides when actions are possible to execute and in what
circumstances �uents are allowed to change� Subsequently� and with these
constraints in mind� the result relation is generated�

The completion of Res implies that the extension of Res is maximized�
Why this is important becomes clear if one considers a nondeterministic
action� such as the coin �ipping action 	��
� From a situation s such
that Holds	has�coin� s
� F lipCoin should be able to lead both to a situ�
ation s�� such that �Holds	heads�up� s��
 and to another situation s�� such
that Holds	heads�up� s��
� That is to say� both Res	s� F lipCoin� s��
 and
Res	s� F lipCoin� s��
 should hold� In order to guarantee this� Res is max�
imized� If Res was not maximized� there would be models where either
�Res	s� F lipCoin� s��
 or �Res	s� F lipCoin� s

�
�
 is true� and in those models

F lipCoin would not be nondeterministic� Even worse� there might be mod�
els where both �Res	s� F lipCoin� s��
 and �Res	s� F lipCoin� s��
 are true�
and thus F lipCoin would not be possible to execute� In short� maximizing
Res implies that there is one resulting situation for each possible outcome
of an action in a given situation�

The completions of the three predicates� that is 	��
� 	��
 and 	��
�
contain all relevant information regarding the e�ects of actions� and can be
used for theorem proving together with se and una� Figure � shows one
model� One can notice that there are only arcs starting from the upper two
situations� as these are the only ones that satisfy Poss 	��
� Furthermore�
observe that all arcs result in �uent changes that are sanctioned by Occl
	��
�

To summarize� the process of generating the completions of Occl� Poss
and Res is as follows� 	a
 The extension of Occl is minimized relative to
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lf
free
�alive

lf
free
alive

free
�lf

GoLeft GoRight

�lf
free
alive�alive

lf

alive

GoLeft GoRight

�free

�free
alive
�free

�alive
�free
�lf

�

�lf

�

�

�alive

Initial situations

lf

Figure �� A model of the two�doors scenario 	all other models are isomor�
phic
� Neither GoLeft nor GoRight leads to the goal free from all initial
situations satisfying �free � alive� However� if se were excluded and the
situation and arcs marked with asterisks were missing� GoLeft would have
appeared to lead to free�

law� where it only occurs positively� 	b
 The extension of Poss is maximized
relative to poss� where it only occurs negatively� 	c
 The extension of Res
is maximized relative to nch� exe and law� where it only occurs negatively�
This process can be automated with second�order circumscription ����� as
follows�

una � se �Circ�law�Occl� � Circ�poss��Poss��
Circ�nch � exe � law��Res�

	��


The expression Circ�$��P � denotes that the extension of the predicate P
is maximized� Although the result of this circumscription is a second�order
formula� two results by Lifschitz ���� and the fact that Occl� �Poss and
�Res only occur positively within the theories relative to which they are
circumscribed imply that it is equivalent to a �rst�order formula� Thus� the
circumscribed parts of the theory are completely �rst�order� However� this is
not 	always
 the case for the situation existence axiom� or for the induction
axiom mentioned in the next section�
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� Action composition

With the use of a Res predicate above� a sequence of actions is no longer
represented as a term of nested do�s� Instead� a type N for composite actions
is introduced together with a predicate Res�	s� n� s�
� It is assumed that this
type is supported by a 	second�order
 induction axiom 	ind
� Constructs
for primitive actions and sequences are de�ned as follows�

Res�	s� do	a
� s�
 
 Res	s� a� s�
 	��


Res�	s� seq	n�� n�
� s
�
 


s���Res�	s� n�� s
��
 �Res�	s��� n�� s

�

	��


A Poss� predicate for composite actions can be de�ned in terms of Res�

and Poss�

Poss�	do	a
� s
 
 Poss	a� s
 	��


Poss�	seq	n�� n�
� s
 
 �Poss�	n�� s
�
�s��Res�	s� n�� s�
 � Poss�	n�� s

�
 �
	��


Notice that this de�nition implies that all the primitive actions along any
path described by seq	n�� n�
 must be possible to execute�

Now� the positive 	negative
 plan existence problem can be formulated
as follows 	let I	s
 describe the initial conditions
�

	�
n��s��I	s
� �Poss�	n� s
�
�s��Res�	s� n� s�
 � G	s�
��

	��


For instance� consider the two�doors scenario again� It is obvious that for
neither n # do	GoLeft
 nor n # do	GoRight
 	Fig� �
 does it hold that

�s��Holds	alive� s
 � �Holds	free� s
�
�Poss�	n� s
�
�s��Res�	s� n� s�
� Holds	free� s�
���

	��


Also observe the importance of the situation existence 	se
 axiom� If there
are models where situations are missing� one might fail to conclude that
there is no plan 	Fig �
�

When planning with an incompletely speci�ed initial situation and non�
determinism� the concept of a plan as a sequence appears to be insu�cient�
What one would like is the possibility to take di�erent courses of actions
depending on the circumstances� This is the approach taken in contingency
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planning or conditional planning ������ In order to demonstrate the feasi�
bility of representing plans as complex terms� it is important to address the
problem of conditional constructs� The following is a de�nition for Res�

and Poss� for a conditional construct 	the predicate Holds� denotes that a
condition holds
�

Res�	s� cond	c� n�� n�
� s
�
 


	Holds�	c� s
 �Res�	s� n�� s
�

�

	�Holds�	c� s
 �Res�	s� n�� s
�



	��


Poss�	cond	c� n�� n�
� s
 

	Holds�	c� s
 � Poss�	n�� s

�
	�Holds�	c� s
 � Poss�	n�� s



	��


In order to let one of the conditional branches be empty� a noop action is
introduced�

Res�	s� noop� s�
 
 s # s� 	��


Poss�	noop� s
 
 T 	��


The de�nition of cond raises a question regarding the status of the con�
dition component c� One possibility is that c is a �uent� like in

cond	loaded� noop� do	Load

�

In ����� c is a sensing action that returns either � 	for false
 or � 	for true
�

cond	check loaded� noop� do	Load

�

A more general approach� following a proposal by McCarthy ���� 	see
also �����
� is to represent complex conditions as terms as follows� First�
there is a type D for object designators� which are either used as variables
xi 	short for x	i
 where i � N
� or as constants� the latter are formed with
the function , � O 	 D� A function V � D 	 O maps object designators
to objects� In particular� V 	,	x

 # x� For instance� ,	fred
 	or ,fred

denotes a name that via V refers to the object fred� Then there is a type C
for complex conditions� It includes references to the di�erent �uents in the
domain� like alive or in	,robot�,room�
� and constructs equivalent to the
standard logical connectives and quanti�ers and equality� like � � C �C 	 C
	or or to retain a term�like syntax
� A predicate Holds� � C � S is used for
complex conditions like Holds is used for single �uents� Holds� is de�ned in
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terms of Holds� For instance� Holds�	loaded�alive� s
 
 Holds	loaded� s
 �
Holds	alive� s
�

The following axioms de�ne the Holds� predicate� For each �uent des�
ignator symbol fi corresponding to a �uent symbol fi� there is an axiom as
follows�

Holds�	fi	d�� � � � � dn
� s
 

Holds	fi	V 	d�
� � � � � V 	dn

� s


	��


The rei�ed equality relation # and the rei�ed connectives �� C � f������
g
and quanti�ers Q � f��g are de�ned as follows�

Holds�	d�#d�� s
 
 V 	d�
 # V 	d�

Holds�	�c� s
 
 �Holds�	c� s


Holds�	c� C c�� s
 

Holds�	c�� s
 C Holds�	c�� s


Holds�	Q v�c� s
 

Qx�Holds�	sb	c� v�,	x

� s


	��


The substitution functions sb � D � D � D 	 D and sb � C � D � D 	 C
are de�ned in the obvious way� Finally� a set of unique name axioms are
supplied for the conditions� Essentially� two distinct terms of types D or
C always denote two distinct objects� even if they refer to the same object
via the V function or have the same truth value via the Holds� predicate�
Conditions and designators are considered syntactical entities� and equality
is based on syntactical identity� not reference�

Now it is possible to construct conditional plans such as

n # cond	 lf � do	GoLeft
� do	GoRight

 	��


which is a solution to the two�doors problem� It is straightforward to show
that n satis�es 	��
�

A �nal remark� the condition in the plan above refers to the actual state
of the world� Preferably� such decisions should be based on the knowledge
of the agent� This requires a theory that explicitly represents the agent�s
knowledge or beliefs ����� ���� This is compatible with the technique pre�
sented in this section�

� Conclusions

Situation Calculus is a formalism for reasoning about action and change
that supports reasoning about alternative courses of action on the object
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level� However� it fails to provide adequate object�level support for rea�
soning about the di�erent ways the world can develop relative to a speci�c
choice of actions� This results in anomalies when Situation Calculus is used
for higher�level reasoning such as planning� as illustrated by the two�doors
scenario� This paper has presented a modi�ed version of SC that deals with
this problem� It allows multiple initial situations and multiple alternative
results of actions within individual models of an SC theory� In fact� the
approach presented here can be considered a �modalization of SC � it is
possible to reason about possible and necessary results of a course of ac�
tions � although no explicit modal operators have been introduced� Three
important technical considerations are the use of a Res relation instead of
a do function 	for nondeterminism� which is central to the paper
� a situa�
tion existence axiom 	as there are no terms denoting individual situations

and a type for composite actions� more suitable than individual situations
for representing plans� Also observe the simple circumscription policy em�
ployed 	��
� which does not involve any prioritizing or varying of predicates�
This policy is a variant of Sandewall�s PMON policy ������ originally for
an integer time structure� which has been altered to �t the new temporal
structure�

The motivating example of this paper is analogous to an example from
���� with a monkey and two boxes� one of which contains a banana and
one of which contains a bomb� In their SC�based approach� the synthesis
of plans is supported by a deductive�tableau inference system� The point
the authors make with the example is that the proofs for generating a plan
should be constructive� Manna�s and Waldinger�s plan theory introduces
plans as explicit objects� The application of an action or a plan to a state
is modeled as a function yielding a new state� which implies determinism�
Although their motives are similar� the approach of Manna and Waldinger is
substantially di�erent from the work presented in this paper� in particular�
the authors are not concerned with axiomatic solutions to the frame problem�

There are also similarities to work on planning with sensory actions by
	among others
 Levesque ���� and Davis ����� which involve explicit theories
of knowledge� Levesque introduces complex action terms with sequential
and conditional composition� Furthermore� a plan is required to lead to the
goal from all situations that are compatible with the agent�s knowledge of
the initial situation� and not just the initial situation� However� the purpose
is not to deal with the problems addressed in this paper� In particular�
actions are assumed to be deterministic� Actually� as Levesque uses a do
function� the agent will �know that actions are deterministic� even if they
are speci�ed not to be� Also Davis provides a type for plans� and in addition
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a Result relation� The purpose of the relation is to let plans have unspeci�ed
results� and not to model nondeterminism� Davis mentions nondeterminism
as a future problem�

Dynamic logic ����� is a polymodal formalism that has been applied
to reasoning about action and change and to planning ������ In dynamic
logic semantics� a relation de�nes the possible next states when an action is
executed in a state� in a manner similar to the Res	s� a� s�
 relation in this
paper�

To conclude� the essential novelty of this paper is that it combines plans
as explicit objects with not only incomplete initial information but also
nondeterministic e�ects� This is done in classical logic� with the aid of
a relatively simple circumscriptive policy based on a compact yet powerful
solution to the frame problem� Regarding future work� an interesting project
would be to combine nondeterminism and knowledge operators�
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Abstract

In this paper we consider the integration of three desirable prop�
erties in formalisms for action and change� namely representing
and reasoning about 	I
 metric time� 	II
 alternative ways the
world can develop relative to a speci�c choice of actions� and
	III
 alternative choices of actions� A language is presented that
integrates these three aspects� and a translation to predicate
calculus is provided� The central idea is to introduce narratives�
that is chronological descriptions of what happens in the world
over time� as objects which can be manipulated within the logic
and to provide operators for reasoning about the properties of
narratives�

� Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to consider what it means to represent and
reason about action structures such as sequences and narratives as objects

���
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in a logical language� Representing action structures as objects enables
reasoning hypothetically about di�erent choices of actions and their results�
More concretely� this paper presents a logic� called the narrative logic 	NL
for short
 for reasoning about action structures called narratives� The core
of NL� that is the representation of actions and their e�ects� stems directly
from Sandewall�s pmon logic ����� ���� From there� NL inherits a metric time
structure and thereby provides a rich representation of temporal relations�
On top of this pmon core� NL provides reasoning about di�erent narratives�
and the di�erent ways the world can develop for a speci�c narrative� This is
achieved by reifying two important concepts in pmon� namely the concept
of an action schedule 	that is narrative
 and the concept of a development
	that is a sequence of states over time
� The combination of these features �
explicit time� support for reasoning about alternative narratives and about
alternative developments of a narrative � is what makes NL a novel and
interesting formalism� suitable as a foundation for theories about plans and
explanations�

When reasoning about action and change� branching time is one way to
view time and actions and how they relate� In situation calculus ���� ����
	SC for short
� the predominant event�based branching formalism� time is
seen as generated by the execution of actions� There is an initial situa�
tion 	denoted S�
� and the execution of an action in a situation results in a
new situation� which yields a branching temporal structure 	Fig� � 	a

� A
situation is denoted by a term constructed from the corresponding action
sequence� e�g� result	Fire� result	Load� S�

� The strength of this view is
that it supports reasoning about alternative action sequences� In particular�
action sequences are �rst�order objects and can for instance be quanti�ed
over� Thus� one can make statements such as �if I load the gun and �re� the
turkey will be dead � �Holds	alive� result	Fire� result	Load� S�


� State�
ments about situations in general are also possible� For instance� the fact
that there is some sequence of actions 	plan
 that results in a situation where
a condition 	goal
 G holds can be stated as s �G	s
 � ex	s
�� Here� s is a
situation variable and ex	s
 is a condition that the situation is reachable
from the initial situation S�� The weakness of SC is that there is no under�
lying� independent notion of time which actions can relate to� This makes it
di�cult to express nontrivial temporal properties of and relations between
actions� such as partially ordered or overlapping action occurrences��

�Although metric time can be added on top of the branching structure ����� �����
the underlying branching structure still enforces strong restrictions on how actions can be
temporally related� In particular� the timing and ordering of actions needs to be complete�
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Figure �� 	a
 Branching time structure formed by execution of actions where
the nodes are situations� and 	b
 linear time structure and action occur�
rences�

A second way is to separate the notions of time and action� which is
the case in narrative�based approaches ���� �� ����� Time is represented as
a linear structure 	for instance the integers
� and the occurrence of an ac�
tion is represented by connecting the action to the temporal structure with
a special relation� like in occurs	�� �� Load
 and occurs	�� �� F ire
 	Fig� �
	b

� The pros and cons of this approach are more or less complementary
to the ones of situation calculus� Expressing temporal properties and re�
lations is straightforward� but action structures 	narratives
 become meta�
logical objects 	logical statements
� and reasoning about alternative nar�
ratives has to be done in terms of reasoning about alternative theories or
logical statements� For instance� the statement �if I load the gun and �re�
the turkey will be dead has to be formulated $�� j# �Holds	��� alive
 or
$ j# 	� � �Holds	��� alive

 where � speci�es what actions occur 	Load
and Fire
 and $ de�nes action laws 	among other things
� Thus� it is to
some extent possible to reason hypothetically about narratives� but when
it comes to general statements such as the plan existence formulation men�
tioned in connection with SC above� then one has either to use second�order
quanti�cation or to go outside the logic and state that �there is a consistent
� of the form X such that $ � � j# G �

Besides notions of time and actions� reasoning about action and change
usually involves a notion of state� that is what facts are true or false at a
speci�c point in time� This is commonly represented with a holds relation
between �uents 	temporally dependent properties or relations
 and situa�
tions or time�points� The states over a certain branch or line of time can
be considered to form a development� In �gure �� each branch is associated
with one 	partial
 development� and the narrative with one development�

However� given a speci�c action sequence or narrative� the world may de�
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velop in alternative ways due to di�erent initial states and non�deterministic
results of actions� and in the case of narratives� due to incomplete informa�
tion regarding the timing and duration of actions� In many reasoning tasks it
is important to be able to explicitly reason about these alternative develop�
ments of the world� for instance in plan synthesis 	given observations of some
initial state and a goal� �nd a sequence�narrative that necessarily leads to
the goal
 and explanation 	given an observation of some state at a later time
point� �nd a sequence�narrative that might have lead to that state
� The
keywords here are �necessarily and �might � Neither the simple branching
time nor linear time models presented above supports this form of reason�
ing� as there is only one development for each action sequence�narrative��

Consequently� there are problems with the aforementioned SC formulation
of plan existence� It has been shown that if one introduces incomplete ini�
tial information or nondeterministic e�ects of actions� then this formulation
sometimes states that there is a plan when actually there is none ����� The
root of the problem is that it is not possible to formulate a condition that
the plan should work for all potential initial states and nondeterministic re�
sults� instead� the formulation says �for each di�erent combination of initial
conditions�nondeterministic outcomes� there is a plan �

In order to deal with the reasoning problems mentioned above appro�
priately on the object level� one has to view action sequences�narratives
as entities having multiple parallel developments 	Fig� �
� By quantifying
over developments 	either explicitly or with modal operators
 one can distin�
guish between what must and what might be the result of a speci�c choice
of actions� Dynamic logic ����� is a polymodal formalism with a branching
temporal structure similar to the one of SC� which distinguishes between
necessary and possible results of actions� Davis�s ���� and Levesque�s ����
versions of SC involve explicit theories of knowledge� and the knowledge op�
erators there can be seen as �necessary �operators� These two formalisms
yield structures resembling Fig� � 	a
� Karlsson�s SC version ���� does not
have explicit modalities� but instead axiomatizes the existence of situations
corresponding to each possible state in order to make both �necessary and
�possible properties hold as intended� A noteworthy feature of the above�
mentioned SC versions is that they introduce a type for action structures
	sequences� conditionals� etc�
 which is separate from situations� and rea�
soning about alternative action choices is done in terms of this type� Each

�Naturally� the di�erent logical models of a situation calculus or narrative�based theory
might represent di�erent world developments� However� in each model there is only one
such development� and syntactically it is not possible to construct statements that refer
to multiple parallel developments�
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Figure �� Branching 	a
 and linear 	b
 time structures with multiple parallel
developments�

action structure can be considered to be mapped to a set of developments�
With a type for action structures� whether the underlying temporal struc�
ture is branching or linear should no longer be of importance for the ability
to reason about di�erent choices of actions�

The narrative logic 	NL
 is a product of the insight that the key to
reasoning about alternative choices of actions lies in the representation of
action structures as objects and not in the underlying temporal structure� be
it branching or linear� It is a formalism that has linear time and narratives
as �rst�order objects associated with multiple developments� The fact that
there is an independent notion of time enables a richer representation of
temporal relations than is possible with event�based branching time� NL
is based on the pmon entailment policy ����� ��� which has been proven
correct for worlds with non�overlapping actions with context�dependent and
non�deterministic e�ects� The central objects of NL are narratives� which
have the following properties�

�� Narratives are terms in the logic� and can be quanti�ed over and ma�
nipulated like other kinds of terms�

�� Narratives encode explicit assumptions or restrictions on what actions
occur in the world�

�� These restrictions may be partial� For instance� the exact timing and
duration of actions need not be speci�ed�

�� These restrictions are local� typically� they concern speci�c intervals of
time� Other types of locality� such as geographical locality� are possible
but will not be considered in this paper�
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�� Narratives can be incrementally extended to cover additional parts
of the time line� Thus� narratives are dynamic entities� suitable for
reasoning about alternative futures or pasts and for representing the
beliefs of an agent in a dynamic environment�

�� Given a speci�c narrative� the world may develop in alternative ways
due to incompleteness in the narrative 	timing and duration of ac�
tions
� di�erent initial states and non�deterministic results of actions�
Thus� a narrative corresponds to a set of developments� as in Fig� �
	b
�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � presents the syntax
of NL and gives some examples� Section � shows how NL statements can be
translated to predicate calculus and illustrates this with part of the examples
from section �� Section � presents some properties of narratives and and
discusses applications� and section � presents some conclusions�

� The surface language NL

In this section� the surface language NL is introduced� The di�erent con�
structs of the language are presented together with their intuitions� In
the next section� a translation from NL to predicate calculus 	PC
 is pro�
vided 	where an induction axiom and four development existence axioms are
second�order
�

The basic types of NL are F for �uents� A for actions� T for time�
points 	non�negative integers
 and S for temporal designators� The variable
symbols f � a� t and s will be used for these types� respectively�

Narratives are constructed using narrative components that specify what
actions occur� and temporal designators� The latter specify the time inter�
val of the narrative component� Furthermore� they are used for temporal
relations between actions� Note that temporal designators are of a type S
which is di�erent from the time�point type T � This is due to point � in
the introduction� narratives are partial restrictions� and permit variations
of the timing of actions� If time�points 	T 
 had been used� the timing of all
actions would have been totally �xed� and thus identical in all developments
of the narrative� To provide a possibility to refer to �xed time�points in
a narrative� there is a function , that turns a time�point into a temporal
designator�

De�nition �� A temporal designator s � S is a term of the form sn� n � N

�for unxed designators�� ,t� t � T �for xed designators� or s� & s� �or
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alternatively to keep a term�like syntax� plus	s�� s�
��
An ordering constraint c � C is a term of the form 	s # s�
� 	s � s�
�
	s � s�
� 	�c
� 	c� � c�
� 	c� � c�
 or t for true �or alternatively� eq	s� s�

etc���

De�nition �� A narrative component n � N is either a variable n or a
term of the form d	s� s��a
 �single action� or j�n�� � � � �nk� c� where k � � �j
stands for �join���

The join operator combines subcomponents and relates them temporally 	c
is an ordering constraint
�

De�nition �� Let s� s� be temporal designators� f a �uent� V � fT�Fg and
a an action� A holds statement is of the form h	s� f
� a do statement is of the
form d	s� s��a
� and a reassignment statement is of the form r	s� s�� f � V 
�
A temporal statement is of the form s # s�� s � s� or s � s��

The h construct refers to the truth value of a particular �uent at a
particular time point� and d to the occurrence of a particular action� The r
construct denotes that the value of a �uent f is reassigned to the truth value
V during the given interval 	s� s��� It is used exclusively for specifying the
e�ects of actions� Notice the overloading of the d symbol and the temporal
relations� They are used both for terms and statements� however� it should
always be clear from the context what is intended�

A development is characterized by what actions occur and what �uents
hold over time� and how temporal designators are mapped to time�points�
The Law construct is used for stating axioms regarding the e�ects of ac�
tions on �uents� These� together with the principle of persistence 	�uents
only change due to the e�ects of actions
 and a restriction that action oc�
currences may not temporally overlap� determine the set of 	well�behaved

developments�

De�nition �� A law statement is of the form

Law	 �s� s��d	s� s�� a
 �
V
i��

s
i �

W
j	
V
k r	s� s

�� fik� Vijk

 � �s�s
�

ijk 
� 
 	�


where �si is a boolean combination of holds statements at time s and �s�s
�

ijk

�optional� is a logical combination of temporal statements and holds state�
ments referring to �uents fik which species what holds in the interval 	s� s�

and the length of this interval�
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Example� The following are laws for a loading and a �ring action�

Law	 �s� s��d�s�s��Load��r�s�s��loaded�T� 
 	�


Law	 �s� s��d�s�s��Fire�� � h�s�loaded��
r�s�s��loaded�F��r�s�s��alive�F� � 


	�


These general laws are then used for reasoning about speci�c narratives�
Relative to a narrative� the world may develop in many di�erent ways 	see
point � in the introduction
� Therefore� NL has two operators of a modal
character�

De�nition �� A narrative consequence statement is of the form

Nec	 s� s��n� � 


�necessary consequence� or

Pos	 s� s��n� � 


�possible consequence� where s� s� are temporal designators� n is a narra�
tive component� and � is a logical combination of holds� do� temporal� and
narrative consequence statements�

Essentially� Nec	 s� s��n� � 
 states that for each development where the set of
actions occurring within �s� s�� are exactly those in n and nothing is assumed
about what occurs outside �s� s��� it is the case that � holds� That is to say�
� is an inevitable consequence of the action occurrences in the narrative
component n� A formal de�nition is given in section ���� Pos	 s� s��n� � 
 is
de�ned as �Nec	 s� s��n� �� 
�

Example� Given the laws 	�
� 	�
 above� the statements 	�
� 	�
 below are
true� They state that if the gun is �rst loaded and then �red and no other
action occurs in the interval �	
� s��� then it is a necessary consequence
that the unfortunate turkey that is the target will die 	�h�s�� alive� holds
in all developments
� but if only the �re action occurs� then it is possible
that the turkey will survive 	h�s� alive� holds in some developments
�

Nec	 	
� s�� j�d�s��s��load��d�s�s��fire��
�	
�s����s��s��� �h�s�� alive� 


	�


Pos	 	
� s� j�d�s��s��fire���	
�s����s��s��� h�s� alive� 
 	�


Informally� the truth of these statements can be justi�ed as follows� Re�
garding 	�
� d�s��s��load� and 	�
 imply h�s��loaded�� and the principle
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of persistence implies h�s�loaded�� Then� d�s�s��fire� and 	�
 imply
�h�s��alive�� Regarding 	�
� assume a development were �h�	
�loaded��
h�	
�alive� is true� By persistence� �h�s��loaded� is the case� and
therefore d�s��s��fire� has no e�ects according to 	�
� So� by persistence
h�s�alive� holds in this particular development� Therefore� h�s�alive�
is a possible consequence�

Nec and Pos operators can also be nested� and nesting implies a gradual
extension of a narrative 	point � in the introduction
� To make nesting of
Nec and Pos operators meaningful� we need to re�ne the semantics of the
Nec operator given above� For this purpose� we introduce the concept of
a partial development� that is an equivalence class of developments that
are equal within some given time segments� As the restrictions imposed
by a narrative component on developments only concern a segment of time
and nothing is assumed outside this segment� a narrative component can be
seen as specifying a set of partial developments that are de�ned only over
the associated time segment� Further� if the narrative component is applied
to an existing partial development� then the narrative component can be
considered to extend that partial development to also include the associated
temporal segment in a way that satis�es the restrictions encoded in the
narrative component� Often� a partial development can be extended in more
than one way� so an extension results in a set of new partial developments�

Consequently� nesting of Nec and Pos operators implies a gradual ex�
tension of a set of partial developments� One starts with a set containing
only the empty partial development 	that is not de�ned for any temporal
segment
� then applies the narrative of the outermost operator which will
result in a set of partial developments de�ned for the time segment of the
outermost operator� and then applies the next operator to that set� and so
on�

Based on the concept of a partial development� we can now give the
following 	informal
 semantics for the Nec operator applied in the context of
a partial development� The expression Nec	 s� s�� n� � 
 states that for each
new partial development that can be obtained by extending the given partial
development over �s� s�� in such a way that the set of actions occurring within
�s� s�� are exactly those in n� it is the case that the statement � holds� For
Pos� just replace �for each with �for some above�

Example� Consider the following statement�

Nec	 	
� s�� j�d�s��s��load�� �	
�s����
Nec	 s�� s�� j�d�s�s��fire���s��s���

�h�s�� alive� 
 


	�
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Eq� � states that whenever the loading action is executed� proceeding by
executing the �ring action inevitably results in the turkey�s demise� That
is to say� any partial development where the gun is loaded can only be
extended with the gun being �red in such a way that the turkey dies� Note
the structure of the statement� the last argument of the outer Nec consists
of the inner Nec statement� which in turn has �h�s�� alive� as its last
argument�

Informally� the truth of 	�
 can be justi�ed as follows� Take any partial
development of the outermost narrative� The only action occurrence in
the temporal segment �	
�s�� is d�s��s��load�� From d�s��s��load� and
	�
 follows h�s��loaded�� Now extend that partial development according
to the inner narrative� As h�s��loaded� already holds� it follows from
persistence that h�s�loaded� is true� Then� d�s�s��fire� and 	�
 imply
�h�s��alive��

The Nec and Pos operators can be mixed with each other� and logically
combined with holds� do and temporal statements� Finally� consistency of
a narrative� i�e� the narrative corresponds to some possible development of
the world� can be stated as Pos	 s� s�� n� T 
��

Observe that there is a large degree of freedom in the temporal relations
of a narrative component� It is easy to construct narrative consequence
statements Nec	 s� s�� n� � 
 where actions in the narrative component n are
not constrained to occur inside the given time segment �s� s��� The Within
operator characterizes those components that actually do have their actions
within the assigned time segment�

De�nition �	 A narrative verication statement is of the form

Within	s� s�� n


�all actions in n start and end within the interval dened by s� s���

The concept of a theory is de�ned as follows�

De�nition �� An NL theory $L is a nite set of law statements�

Finally� j#NL denotes the consequence relation between an NL theory and a
logical combination of narrative consequence 	Nec and Pos
 and veri�cation
statements �� The de�nition of j#NL is presented in section �� and is based
on a translation from NL to predicate calculus� In section �� we return to
properties and applications of the formalism�

�Note that narrative consistency is a property of objects in an NL theory� and not
of the NL theory itself� Yet there is a strong analogy
 logical consistency means that a
theory has models� and narrative consistency means that a narrative has developments�
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� A translation to PC

In this section� a translation from NL to second�order predicate calculus
is outlined� This implies that both a proof theory and a semantics are
indirectly provided� The concept of a development� that is to say a precise
description of what happens and holds in the world over time� plays a central
role� The elements of this translation are as follows�

�� Narratives and developments are de�ned as �rst�order objects in PC�

�� A speci�cation of the set of well�behaved developments is given in PC�
A well�behaved development is one that obeys the action laws and the
principle of persistence�

�� Next� the relation between narratives and developments is speci�ed in
PC� The concept of a narrative describing a development is de�ned�

�� A function for translating narrative logic statements to PC statements
is de�ned�

�� Finally� a consequence relation is de�ned for NL based on this trans�
lation�

Points ��� constitute the base theory $B of NL� and to this the transla�
tion of an NL theory $L is added 	point �
�


�� Base theory

The base theory $B consists of the axioms presented below� and unique
names and 	optionally
 domain closure axioms�

Narrative

A narrative is basically a sequence of interval� and narrative component
pairs�

De�nition �� A narrative m �M is a term of the form � �for the empty
narrative� or e	m� s�� s��n
 �the narrative m extended with the component
n over the interval �s�� s����
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There is an induction axiom over narrative components 	we utilize the fact
that any join j�n�� � � � �nn� c� can be rewritten j�n��j�� � ��t��c�
� j�t� is the
empty narrative component�

�P �	�s� s�� a�P 	d�s� s�� a�
� � P 	j�t�
�
�n� n�� c�P 	n
 � P 	n�
� P 	j�n� n�� c�
�
 �

�n�P 	n
��

	�


Developments

Developments specify what actions occur and what �uents are true or false
over time� Developments have the status of composite �rst�order objects
in the PC translation� and the four components of a development de�ne
what actions occur� what �uents are true� what �uents might change� and
how temporal designators are mapped to the time line in that particular
development�

De�nition �� A development � � ) is a tuple hd�h�o�vi � 	D�H�O�V

where

� the relation D	d� t� t��a
 characterizes what actions occur�

� the relation H	h� t� f
 characterizes what �uents hold�

� the relation X	o� t� f
 characterizes what �uents might change due to
reassignment�

� the function V 	v� s
 characterizes the values of designators s� The
co�domain of V is T �

When referring to the individual d� h� o and v components of a development
�� the notation �d� �h� �o and �v is used� Thus� the fact that an action occurs
in the development � is written D	�d� t� t�� a
� and that a �uent holds and
is occluded is written H	�h� t� f
 and X	�o� t� f
� respectively� Finally� the
value of a temporal designator in � is obtained from V 	�v � s
�

Four second�order development existence axioms de�ne the set of de�
velopments�� They state that for each possible instantiation ' of the D
predicate� there is a corresponding d � D and so on for H� X and V �

�'d�t� t�� a�'	t� t�a
 
 D	d� t� t�� a
� 	�


�A parallel can be found in Baker�s second�order situation existence axiom ���� This
axiom� used for obtaining a correct minimization of change� states that for each possible
truth assignment for �uents� there is a situation where Holds realizes this assignment�
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�'h�t� f �'	t� f
 
 H	h� t� f
� 	�


�'o�t� f �'	t� f
 
 X	o� t� f
� 	��


�'� 	�t�'	,	t

 # t� � �s� s��'	s& s�
 # '	s
 & '	s�
�
 

v��s�'	v� s
 # V 	v� s
� �

	��


Observe that 	��
 implies that �v� t�V 	v�,	t

 # t�� that is to say , has the
intended meaning� �

Wellbehaved developments

Each development tuple � # hd�h�o�vi represents a speci�c instantiation
of the H� D and X relations and the V function� However� only a subset of
these combinations represent well�behaved developments� namely those that
satisfy the action laws and the principle of persistence� The predicate Wb
determines this subset� Wb is a �rst�order version of the pmon entailment
policy ����� ���� In short� Wb states that a development should 	a
 satisfy
the action laws 	Law is generated from the Law statements� see ���
� 	b
 have
all action occurrences sequentially ordered� 	c
 have a minimal extension of
occlusion 	X
� and 	d
 change may only occur at occluded timepoint��uent
pairs 	� is exclusive or
� It is points 	c
 and 	d
 that formalize the principle
of persistence� X occurs in the translation of reassignment statements which
are used for the e�ects of actions� and points 	c
 and 	d
 simply restrict the
change of �uents to those cases when the �uent actually is in�uenced by an
action� We assume the convention that free variables 	such as � below
 are
always universally quanti�ed over�

Wb	�
 
 f
�a� Law	�
�
�b� Seq	�d
�
�c� �o� ��t� f �X	o�� t� f
� X	�o� t� f
��

��t� f �X	�o� t� f
 � X	o�� t� f
��
Law	h�d� �h� o�� �vi
 ��

�d� �f� t� H	�h� t� f
�H	�h� t&�� f
 � X	�o� t&�� f
�g

	��


�In addition� notice that the relation�function associated with a speci	c development
component can be encoded as a set of pairs of natural numbers if the sets of actions� �uents
and designators are countable� Thus� the cardinalities of the di�erent sets of �equivalence
classes of� development components are ��� � the same as for the real numbers�
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The sequentiality condition is de�ned as follows�

Seq	d
 

�t�� t

�
�� a�� t�� t

�
�� a�� 	D	d� t�� t

�
�� a�
 � t� � t��
�

	D	d� t�� t
�
�� a�
 �D	d� t�� t

�
�� a�
 �

	t�� � t� � t�� � t��
ht�� t��� a�i # ht�� t��� a�i

 �

	��


Relating narratives to developments

A narrative component describes a set of developments� namely those well�
behaved developments that contain the same actions as the narrative com�
ponent in the associated time segment� A predicate De formalizes this re�
lation� It requires that all ordering constraints in the narrative component
hold 	Cn
 and that actions occur in the assigned interval if and only if they
are present in the narrative component 	In
�

De	s� s�� n� �
 

fCn	n� �
 � V 	�v � s
 � V 	�v � s�
�
�t� t�� a� 	V 	�v � s
 � t � V 	�v � s�
�

V 	�v � s
 � t� � V 	�v � s�

 �
	D	�d� t� t�� a
 
 In	�� t� t�� a� n

� g

	��


The In predicate formalizes the presence of an action inside a narrative com�
ponent� Note that the action a is associated with two time�points t� t� which
are matched against the temporal designators in the narrative component�

In	�� t� t�� a�d	s� s�� a

 

	ht� t�� ai # hV 	�v � s
� V 	�v � s�
� ai


	��


In	�� t� t�� a� j�n�� � � � � nk� c�
 

	
W
i In	�� t� t

�� a� ni


	��


The Cn predicates state that the temporal constraints speci�ed in a narra�
tive component�ordering constraint hold� Let C � f���g and R � f#��� �
g�

Cn	�� j�n�� � � � � nk� c�
 
 	�iCn	�� ni

 � Cn	�� c
 	��


Cn	��d	s� s�� a

 
 �V 	�v � s
 � V 	�v � s�
� 	��


Cn	��t
 
 T 	��


Cn	�� 	�c

 
 ��Cn	�� c
� 	��


Cn	�� 	c�C c�

 
 �Cn	�� c�
CCn	�� c� 
� 	��


Cn	�� 	s�Rs�

 
 �V 	�v � s�
RV 	�v � s�
� 	��
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Example� The narrative component in 	�
 yields the following�

De		
� s�� j�d�s��s��load�� d�s�s��fire��
	,��s�
�	s��s�
�� �
 


f � � V 	�v � s�
�
	� � V 	�v � s�
 � V 	�v � s�
 � V 	�v � s
�
V 	�v � s�
 � V 	�v � s�
 � V 	�v � s
 � V 	�v � s�

�
�t� t�� a�	 � � t � V 	�v � s�
 � V 	�v � �
 � t� � V 	�v � s�

 �
�D	�d� t� t�� a
 

	ht� t�� ai # hV 	�v � s�
� V 	�v � s�
� loadi�
ht� t�� ai # hV 	�v � s
� V 	�v � s�
� firei
 � � g

	��


Finally� there is a predicate Eq that represents that two developments
are equal in the time intervals covered by a narrative� Recall the discussion
about partial developments in section �� A partial development is an equiv�
alence class of complete developments that are equal within some temporal
segments� Eq de�nes when two complete developments belong to the same
equivalence class given a speci�c narrative�

Eq	��� ��� �
 	��


Eq	��� ���e	m� s� s�� n

 
 f
V 	�v� � s
 # V 	�v� � s
 � V 	�v� � s

�
 # V 	�v� � s
�
�

Eq	��� ��� V 	�v� � s
� V 	�v� � s
�

�

Eq	��� ���m
 g

	��


Eq	��� ��� t�� t�
 
 f
�t� t�� a�t� � t � t� � t� �
	D	�d� � t� t

�� a
 
 D	�d� � t� t
�� a
�

t��D	�d� � t� t
��� a
 
 t��D	�d� � t� t

��� a

�
t��D	�d� � t

��� t�� a
 
 t��D	�d� � t
��� t�� a
 
 ��

�t�� t� � t� � t� �
�f �H	�h� � t

�� f
 
 H	�h� � t
�� f
��

�f �X	�o�� t
�� f
 
 X	�o� � t

�� f
��
�s�V 	�v� � s
 # t� 
 V 	�v� � s
 # t�� � g

	��



�� Translation function

This subsection presents the translation ������m from NL statements to pred�
icate logic statements� The superscript � and subscript m are function ar�
guments that refer to the development and narrative expressions that form
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the context of the translation� The logical connectives and quanti�ers are
translated in the obvious way� Whenever a new variable is introduced� it is
assumed to be fresh�

Basic statements

The translation from basic NL statements to predicate logic statements is
straightforward� h to H� d to D� r to H and X� and temporal designators
to V � as follows 	R � f#��� �g
�

��s�Rs� ��
�
m # V 	�� s�
RV 	�� s�
 	��


��h	s� f
���m # H	�h� V 	�v � s
� f
 	��


��d	s� s��a
���m # D	�d� V 	�v � s
� V 	�v � s�
�a
 	��


��r	s� s�� f �T
���m #
	H	�h� V 	�v � s�
� f
�
�t�V 	�v � s
 � t � V 	�v � s�
� X	�o� t� f
�


	��


��r	s� s�� f �F
���m #
	�H	�h� V 	�v � s�
� f
�
�t�V 	�v � s
 � t � V 	�v � s�
� X	�o� t� f
�


	��


The translation of r is of special interest� Reassignment implies that the
�uent f is true�false at the end of the interval 	s� s��� and that f is not
subject to persistence within the interval 	s� s���

Narrative consequence statements

The translation of the Nec operator is as follows� Pos	 s� s��n� � 
 is de�ned
as �Nec	 s� s��n� �� 
�

��Nec	 s� s��n� � 
���m #

����	Eq	�� ���m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s��n� ��

 � ������
�

e�m�s�s��n��

	��


This de�nition states that for each development �� such that 	a
 �� is equal
to � in the temporal segments inm� 	b
 �� is well�behaved� and 	c
 the set of
actions occurring within �s� s�� in �� are exactly those in n and the ordering
constraints in n are satis�ed� the translation of � in the context of �� and
e	m� s� s�� n
 must hold� Compare this to the informal de�nition of Nec that
was given in section �� Condition 	a
 above corresponds to the condition
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in the informal de�nition that the new partial development should be an
extension of the given partial development�

Example� The translation of 	�
 is as follows� where n is the narrative
component in question�

��� ���Eq	�� ��� �
 �Wb	��
 �De	,�� s��n� ��
 �
�H	�h� � V 	�v� � s�
�alive
�

	��


Narrative veri�cation statements

The Within operator is de�ned as follows�

��Within	s� s��n
���m #
����	Eq	�� ���m
 �Wb	��
 � Cn	���n

 �

�t� t�� a� In	��� t� t�� a�n
 �
V 	�v� � s
 � t � t� � V 	�v� � s

�
��

	��


Law statements and NL theories

For an NL theory $L # fLaw	 �� 
� � � � � Law	 �k 
g� the translation function
is de�ned as follows�

��$L��
�
m # 	Law	�
 
 	

Vk
i�����i��

�
m

 	��


Example� The laws in 	�
� 	�
 yield the following de�nition of Law�

Law	�
 
 �s� s��
D	�d� V 	�v � s
� V 	�v � s�
� load
 �
	H	�h� V 	�v � s�
� loaded
�
�t�V 	�v � s
 � t � V 	�v � s�
 �

X	�o� t� loaded

��
D	�d� V 	�v � s
� V 	�v � s�
� fire
�
H	�h� V 	�v � s
� loaded
 �
	�H	�h� V 	�v � s�
�alive
�
�t�V 	�v � s
 � t � V 	�v � s�
� X	�o� t�alive
��
�H	�h� V 	�v � s�
� loaded
�
�t�V 	�v � s
 � t � V 	�v � s�
� X	�o� t� loaded
� 
 �

	��


The following theorem makes it possible to obtain a more convenient
formulation of what is occluded than the statement about minimal occlusion
provided in the de�nition of Wb 	��	c

�
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Theorem � Let $ # $B � ��$L�� be a translated theory� Then the denition
of Wb ���� is logically equivalent to a sentence

Wb	�
 
 f
�a� Law	�
�
�b� Seq	�d
�
�c� �f� t�X	�o� t� f
 
 +	�� t� f
��
�d� �f� t� H	�h� t� f
� � H	�h� t&�� f
 �

X	�o� t&�� f
�g

	��


where +	�� t� f
 is dened entirely in terms of D� H and comparisons between
temporal� �uent and action terms�

Proof �sketch�� In action laws� r only occurs positively 	�
� and due
to the translation of r 	��
� 	��
� X will only occur positively inside the
de�nition of Law that results from the translation 	��
� Thus� it is possible
to reformulate 	��
 after translation as ���m�Law	�
 
 	�f� t�+	�� t� f
 �
X	�o� t� f
� � B
�� where B constitutes the occlusion�free parts of the laws�
Thus� if +	�� t� f
 
 X	�o� t� f
 then �o is minimal� there can be no o� that
satis�es the condition in 	��	c

 as any such o� that is smaller than �o would
fail to satisfy +	�� t� f
 � X	o�� t� f
�

Example� The action laws in 	��
 yield the following de�nition of X�

�f� t�X	�o� t� f
 
 s� s�� a�
V 	�v � s
 � t � V 	�v � s�
�
D	�d� V 	�v � s
� V 	�v � s�
� a
�
	 	a # load � f � floadedg
�
	a # fire �H	�h� V 	�v � s
� loaded
�
f � floaded�aliveg
 
 � �

	��


Consequence relation

Finally� the consequence relation j#NL between an NL theory $L 	Law state�
ments
 and a logical combination of narrative consequence 	Nec and Pos

and veri�cation 	Within
 statements � is as follows� $B denotes the base
theory�

$L j#NL � i� $B � ���m��$L��
�
m j# ��������� 	��


Example� If $L is taken to be the laws 	�"�
 and � is taken to be the
narrative consequence statement 	�
� then a consequence proof can be made
as follows� using natural deduction� Start with $B and the translation of
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$L� that is to say 	��
� as premises� Next� show the translation of 	�
� that
is to say 	��
� which is a universally quanti�ed conditional� by assuming

Eq	d�� d�� �
 �Wb	d�
 �De	,�� s��n� d�


for arbitrary developments d�� d�� Now� from De	,�� s��n� d�
 one can infer
the right�hand�side of 	��
 instantiated with d�� which states that the only
action occurrences in the given time segment are

D	dd�� V 	dv�� s�
� V 	dv�� s�
� load


and

D	dd�� V 	dv�� s
� V 	dv�� s�
� fire
�

which occur in that order� From the above�Wb	d�
� the de�nition ofWb 	��

and the law statements 	��
 can then be inferred H	dh� � V 	dv�� s�
� loaded

as an e�ect of

D	dd�� V 	dv�� s�
� V 	dv�� s�
� load
�

Further� with the aid of 	��
� one can infer

�t�V 	dv�� s�
 � t � V 	dv�� s
 � �X	do�� t� loaded
�

and� with the aid of 	��	d

� H	dh� � V 	dv�� s
� loaded
� From the latter one
can in addition infer �H	dh� � V 	dv�� s�
�alive
 as an e�ect of

D	dd�� V 	dv�� s
� V 	dv�� s�
� fire
�

As we have now shown the conditional for arbitrary d�� d�� we can infer the
universal 	��
�

Note that the proof did not involve any reference to the second�order
axioms 	�
"	��
� They do come in� however� in proofs for non�consequence�
where they can be used to construct developments that serve as counter�
examples�

� Properties and applications

Besides supporting hypothetical reasoning� the fact that narratives are ob�
jects in NL permits us to state properties of� and relations between� narra�
tives� and in addition de�ning di�erent kinds of operations�
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Theorem � Let $L be an NL theory� and let n�� n�� n� be narrative vari�
ables �universally quantied�� Then the conditions Within	 s� s�� n� 
�
Within	 s�� s��� n� 
 and Within	 s��� s���� n� 
 imply the following equivalences�

Nec	 s� s�� n�� Nec	 s
�� s��� n�� � 
 
 


Nec	 s� s���j�n�� n��t�� � 

	��


Pos	 s� s�� n�� Pos	 s
�� s��� n�� � 
 
 


Pos	 s� s��� j�n�� n�� t�� � 

	��


Nec	 s� s�� n�� Nec	 s
��� s���� n�� � 
 
 


Nec	 s��� s���� n�� Nec	 s� s
�� n�� � 
 


	��


Pos	 s� s�� n�� Pos	 s
��� s���� n�� � 
 
 


Pos	 s��� s���� n�� Pos	 s� s
�� n�� � 
 


	��


Nec	 s� s�� n�� � 
 � Nec	 s� s�� n�� �
� 
 


Nec	 s� s�� n�� � � �� 

	��


Pos	 s� s�� n�� � 
 � Pos	 s� s�� n�� �
� 
 


Pos	 s� s�� n�� � � �� 

	��


Proofs� Each of the equivalences can be proved by translating them to
PC� and proving them using $B � the translation of $L and the translations of
the Within�conditions as premises� and � and m as the current development
and narrative terms� �T� denotes the translation of ��

Equivalence 	��
 is translated to

����	Eq	�� ���m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s�� n�� ��

 �
�����	Eq	��� ����e	m� s� s�� n�

 �Wb	���
 �De	s�� s��� n�� �

��

 �
�T��� �� 


����	Eq	�� ���m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s��� j�n�� n��t�� ��

 � �T�� ��

From left to right� �� Assume the left�hand�side of the equivalence� ����
Assume that 	Eq	�� d��m
�Wb	d�
�De	s� s��� j�n�� n��t�� d�

 holds for some
arbitrary d�� From that assumption and the de�nition of De and the Within�
conditions� it follows that De	s� s�� n�� d�
 and De	s�� s��� n�� d�
� From the
de�nition of Eq� it follows that Eq	d�� d��e	m� s� s�� n�

� Now� both the
outer and inner antecedents of assumption � are true for d�� so we can infer
�Td� � Exit subproof ��� and generalize to

����	Eq	�� ���m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s�� j�n�� n��t�� �
�

 � �T�� ��
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End of subproof ��
From right to left� �� Assume the right�hand�side of the equivalence� ����
Assume

	Eq	�� d��m
 �Wb	d�
 �De	s� s�� n�� d�

�

������ Assume

	Eq	d�� d��e	m� s� s�� n�

 �Wb	d�
 �De	s�� s��� n�� d�

�

From Eq	�� d��m
� Eq	d�� d��e	m� s� s�� n�

 and the de�nition of Eq it fol�
lows that Eq	�� d��m
� Wb	d�
 is already given� From De	s� s�� n�� d�
� the
de�nition of Eq and Eq	d�� d��e	m� s� s�� n�

 it follows that De	s� s

�� n�� d�
�
and from that� De	s�� s��� n�� d�
 and the de�nition of De it follows that
De	s� s��� j�n�� n��t�� d�
� Now� the antecedent of assumption � is true for
d�� so we can infer �Td� � Exit subproof ����� and ���� and generalize� and we
have

����	Eq	�� �� �m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s�� n�� �
�

 �

�����	Eq	��� ����e	m� s� s�� n�

 �Wb	���
 �De	s�� s��� n�� ���

 �
�T��� ���

End of subproof �� Consequently� the equivalence holds�
Equivalence 	��
 is translated to

����	Eq	�� �� �m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s�� n�� �
�

 �

�����	Eq	��� ����e	m� s� s�� n�

 �Wb	���
 �De	s��� s���� n�� ���

 �
�T��� �� 


����	Eq	�� �� �m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s��� s���� n�� �
�

 �

�����	Eq	��� ����e	m� s� s�� n�

 �Wb	���
 �De	s� s��� n�� ���

 �
�T��� ���

From left to right�
�� Assume the left�hand�side of the equivalence� ���� Assume

	Eq	�� d��m
 �Wb	d�
 �De	s��� s���� n�� d�

�

������ Assume

	Eq	d�� d��e	m� s��� s���� n�

 �Wb	d�
 �De	s� s�� n�� d�

�

From the de�nition of Eq� ���� and ������ it follows that Eq	�� d��m
�
Wb	d�
 and De	s� s�� n�� d�
 are already in ������ Eq	d�� d��e	m� s� s�� n�


follows from the de�nition of Eq� From Eq	d�� d��e	m� s��� s���� n�

 and
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De	s��� s���� n�� d�
 it follows that De	s��� s���� n�� d�
� Thus� both the outer
and the inner antecedents in assumption � are true for d�� Therefore� we
can derive �Td� � Exit subproofs ������ and ���� and generalize� and we have

����	Eq	�� ���m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s��� s���� n�� ��

 �
�����	Eq	��� ����e	m� s� s�� n�

 �Wb	���
 �De	s� s��� n�� �

��

 �
�T��� ���

End of subproof �� From right to left is exactly the same� just switch the
narrative and temporal terms�

Equivalence 	��
 is translated to

	����	Eq	�� �� �m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s�� n�� �
�

 � �T�� ��

����	Eq	�� �� �m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s�� n�� �
�

 � 	��
T�� �
 


����	Eq	�� ���m
 �Wb	��
 �De	s� s�� n�� �
�

 � 	�T�� � 	��
T��
�

and should be obvious�
The remaining equivalences 	��
� 	��
� 	��
 follow immediately from 	��
�
	��
� 	��
 respectively and the de�nition of Pos	 s� s�� n� � 
 as
�Nec	 s� s�� n� �� 
�

An important potential application of a formalism that supports reason�
ing about alternative choices of actions is to formalize higher�level reasoning
tasks such as explanation and planning� Both the concept of an explanation
and the concept of a plan can be readily formalized in NL� as illustrated by
the following de�nitions� Explanation is the task� given some observation
� at an initial time s� and some observation � at a later time s�� to �nd a
narrative n that explains how � came about�

Expl	�� �� s�� s�� n
#def

Pos	 s�� s�� n� � � � 
 �Within	 s�� s�� n 

	��


For instance� the death of the turkey can be explained as follows�

Expl�h�	
�alive�� �h�s�alive�� 	
� s�
j�d�s��s��fire���	
�s����s��s���

	��


However� a resurrection of the turkey would be inexplicable�

�n�Expl��h�s
�alive�� h�s�alive�� s
� s� n�� 	��


Similarly� plan synthesis is the task� given some observation � at an initial
time s� and some goal � at a later time s�� to �nd a narrative n that is
guaranteed to achieve the goal�

Plan	�� �� s�� s��n
#def

Nec	 s�� s��n� �� � 
 � Pos	 s�� s��n� t 
�
Within	 s�� s��n 


	��
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For instance� the following is a plan for killing the turkey that will work
independently of the initial state�

Plan�t� �h�s�� alive�� s
� s��
j�d�s��s��load��d�s�s��fire��
�s
�s����s��s��


	��


More elaborate de�nitions involving� for instance� preferences between ex�
planations or plans and constraints on the contents of explanations and plans
are also possible� Further� the fact that plans are composite objects in NL
facilitates the description of operations such as merging or modifying plans�

It has been argued ����� that deduction�based plan synthesis� i�e� plan
synthesis as a deductive existence proof 	like in SC
� does not require any
consistency checks� It should therefore be preferable to abduction�based
plan synthesis� i�e� plan synthesis as �nding a sentence that entails the goal
	like in most narrative�based approaches
 and that has to be checked for con�
sistency� Yet� notice that the de�nition of a plan above involves a narrative
consistency condition Pos	 s�� s�� n� t 
� Narratives in NL are richer objects
than action sequences in SC and can involve ordering constraints� and it is
possible to construct narratives 	e�g� j��s��s����s��s���
 that do not de�
scribe any possible development of the world� The same relation holds also
for abduction�based approaches 	and the operator�based approaches that
are common in the planning literature
� totally ordered plans 	sequences as
in SC
 are consistent by virtue of their form 	provided the actions involved
are consistent
 whereas partially order plans can contain non�satis�able or�
dering constraints and therefore have to be checked for 	logical
 consistency�
Therefore� it is doubtful whether anything is gained in terms of e�ciency
by formulating plan synthesis deductively instead of abductively�

Nevertheless� a formalism like NL can be of great value for representing
plan synthesis and other reasoning tasks� Further� it can be valuable as
a compact representation of procedural information� that is information of
what actions to execute to solve speci�c tasks� For instance� 	��
 provides a
procedure for killing turkeys� With such knowledge explicitly represented�
an agent does not have to construct a plan from scratch each time it wants
to kill a turkey� and in particular it does not have to infer details of the
plan such as what holds at what time�point� Further� by extending NL
narratives with operations for� for instance� tests and conditional choices�
NL could serve as a language for formalizing task execution languages such
as Firby�s RAPS ����� and even for reasoning about tasks 	e�g� planning
 in
such a language� How to do this is an interesting direction for future work�
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� Conclusions

In order to provide a suitable foundation for theories about such things as
plans and explanations in dynamic environments� there are a number of fea�
tures that are desirable in a formalism for action and change� First� there is
often the need for metric time� and for expressing nontrivial temporal prop�
erties and relations� Second� it is desirable to have support for reasoning
about alternative choices of actions� and to consider such choices as objects
in the logic� Third� the alternative ways the world can develop relative to
a speci�c choice of actions should also be represented on the object level�
As we stated in the introduction� these three features have been integrated
in NL� and it is the introduction of narratives as objects that makes this
integration possible� Narratives are entities that are separate from the un�
derlying metric time structure� and this makes it possible to encode rich
temporal relations� Due to the narrative�time separation� it should in prin�
ciple also be possible to change the underlying temporal structure 	e�g� to
intervals
 without any major modi�cations� Further� the fact that narra�
tives are objects in NL makes it possible to actually reason about narratives
as opposed to reasoning within a speci�c narrative which is the case in most
other narrative�based formalisms� The encoding of the Nec and Pos opera�
tors in terms of quanti�cation over developments makes it possible to reason
about necessary and possible consequences of a narrative�

It has previously been shown that event�based branching time is not
always su�cient for reasoning about alternative choices of actions ����� In
this paper� we have shown that it is not necessary for that purpose either�
Actually� we claim that the temporal structure is of secondary importance
for the ability to reason about alternative action choices�

NL is de�ned as a macro language� which is then mapped down to a
PC theory and complemented with a number of PC axioms 	some of them
second�order
� Its basis in standard logic is one of many features that dis�
tinguishes NL from the work of Pelavin ������ which is the only work with
somewhat similar intentions that we are aware of� Other related work� be�
sides what is mentioned in the introduction� includes approaches to combin�
ing linear and branching time� such as work by McDermott ����� Sandewall
������ and e�orts to bridge the gap between existing narrative�based and
branching event�based formalisms ����� ��� ���� Finally� the solution to the
frame problem in NL is an implementation of the pmon entailment policy
����� ���� pmon has formally been shown to be applicable to worlds with
non�overlapping actions with duration and context�dependent and nonde�
terministic e�ects� and has recently been extended to deal with rami�cation
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Appendix A

Foundational axioms of TAL

The following is an account for the foundational axioms $fnd of tal�
Axioms for value sorts� For theories with �nite value domains� the

following unique names axioms hold for each value sort Vi # fv�� � � � � vng��
��k�l�n

vk �# vl 	�


In addition� the following domain closure axiom holds for each �nite value
sort Vi�

�v
�

��l�n

v # vl 	�


Axioms for �uent sorts� For domains with a �nite number of �uent
sorts F�� � � � �Fn the following unique names axioms hold�

�
��k�l�n

�vk� wl�fk	vk
 �# fl	wl
� 	�


�
��l�n

�vl� v
�
l�fl	vl
 # fl	v

�
l
�

�
i

vli # v�li� 	�


In addition� the following domain closure axiom holds for each �uent sort
Fi�

�fi
�

��l�n

vl�f # fl	vl
� 	�


Axioms for the action sort A� For domains with a �nite number of
action types A�� � � � �An the following unique names axiom holds��

��k�l�n

�vk� wl�Ak	vk
 �# Al	wl
� 	�


���
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�
��l�n

�vl� v
�
l�Al	vl
 # Al	v

�
l
 �

�
i

vki # v�ki� 	�


In addition� the following domain closure axiom holds for the action sort�

�a
�

��l�n

vl�a # al	vl
� 	�


Axioms for the temporal domain� A number of di�erent axiomati�
zations for the temporal domain can be used� Currently we use the axioms
for Peano arithmetics without multiplication� When reductions of circum�
scriptive theories to �rst�order theories is the focus of research� we sometimes
replace the induction axiom with an induction schema�
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